
QUEER LIFE 
Milwaukee's LGBT 
Community Mourns 
the Passing of Lew 
Broyles 
By William Attewell, Special to Q Life 

The Rev. Lew Broyles, a prominent Milwaukee 
gay activist and spiritual leader, died suddenly 

on May 16 at the age of 50 of an apparent heart 
attack. Broyles died while visiting friends in Mis-
sissippi. 

Broyles served as pastor for the gay-inclusive 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Community Church on 
Milwaukee's near south side. He was also a high-
profile member of Milwaukee's LGBT community and 
was heavily involved in a wide range of community 
organizations over several years. 

Broyles was perhaps best known for leading the an-
nual interfaith service and gay "weddings" at PrideFest. 
Broyles often said he was grateful for the opportunity 
to bless so many gay and lesbian couples at the annual 
PrideFest event and at private ceremonies. 

"PrideFest was one of the first gatherings where 
idea of the mass weddings started. That was because 
of Rev. Lew," said Allan Hauth, board member of the 
MCC church. "Lew thought this very important. He was 
very proud that the idea of a mass gay wedding — like 

the one at PrideFest 
— caught on all over 
the country." 

"He was one of the 
first persons to make 
it point to invite our 
community to partici-
pate in the interfaith 
service at PrideFest," 
Dave Bodoh of the 
Two Spirit Society, a 
LGBT Native Ameri-
can faith and commu-
nity group told Queer 

Aish  Life. "Lew wanted to 

Rev. Lew Broyles include people of all 
different cultures and 

religions in the interfaith service. I considered him a 
true ally and friend:' 

Members of Broyles' congregation were shocked by 
the news of his death. 

"I think everyone is absolutely stunned;' said Karla 

continued on page 3 

Homophobe Watch 
Not So Strange Bedfellows? 
These two staunch "family val-
ues" state legislators continue 
their bigoted, homophobic at-
tacks on the LGBT community 
by promoting a mean-spirited 
amendment to our state consti-
tution which would ban any pos-
sibility of same-sex marriages 
or civil unions. Recent national Rep Mark Gundrum 
headlines show us this type of 
right-wing G.O.P. behavior is 
sometimes driven from the clos-
et of internalized homophobia. 
All their talk of defending "fam-
ily values" has spawned whispers 
from a number of state political 
insiders who are now wonder-
ing: When these two talk about 
"family values" just which "Fam-
ily" are they talking about? Sen. Scott Fitzgerald 
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Red Hot and Revolutionary 
Q Life's Exclusive Interview with Ru Paul 
By Milo Miller 

We caught up with RuPaul a cou-
ple of weeks ago. The shining 

diva of all that is glam-drag is currently 
touring to promote her new album, 
"RuPaul Red Hot," and her upcoming 
doll/action figure. 

In between gigs and the rest of her 
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fabulous life, RuPaul chatted with us on 
the phone, prior to her engagement at 
PrideFest, about where she was going, 
independent media, and just what se-
cret messages are embedded in her al-
bums and performances. 

Underground and Independent 
Milo: From your Web 

site I see that you were at 
one time very involved in 
"underground" or inde-
pendent media culture, 
including self-publishing, 
and performing in indie 
films and television. Do 
you ever feel a "loss of 
freedom" after making 
the move to more main-
stream media? 

RuPaul: Yeah, sure, 
definitely. I really do miss 
a lot of the anonymity that 
I had with that. I could no 
longer go into the men's 
room and create a pro-

duction in one of the stalls, because 
everybody would say, "Oh Gawd, Miss 
RuPaul! Did you see what she was doing 
in that men's room stall over there?" 

Milo: Do you have any thoughts, ad-

'It's more relaxed drag now, 
the hair is down. I wear pants. 

It's more touchable, which is 
actually more revolutionary: 

vice or suggestions for up-and-coming 
performers and artists who are trying 
to make the shift from underground, 
independent media? Especially since 
over the last 10 years of your superstar-
dom, a whole lot has changed? 

RuPaul: Yeah. As a side note to 
your previous question, I'm actually 
gearing toward more underground, 
guerilla tactics in terms of art. The 
Internet has made it easier to do that 
kind of thing. Plus, because I am estab-
lished, I don't have anything to lose. I've 

continued on page 3 

Civil Union or Marriage: Reframing the Discussion 
Are Some LGBT Groups Out of Touch? 
By Sara Faraj 

In June, State Rep. Frank Boyle (D-Superior) will be intro-
ducing civil unions legislation for the State of Wisconsin. 

What Boyle calls a "very significant human rights bill" for 
LGBT people is also a fairly unknown one. In various com-
munications with a number of politically aware people, Q 
Life couldn't find anyone aware of it. The bill is on the politi-
cal back burner of Wisconsin LGBT organizations, because 
all efforts are now being geared toward defeating the pro-
posed constitutional amendment, which would ban both gay 
marriage and any civil unions, including those which could 
result from passage of this bill. 

The bill, which contains gender neutral language, would 
define a civil union as being between any two consenting 
adult individuals who engage in a domestic partnership con-
tract — similar to marriage between a man and woman. 

Boyle, who has been introducing similar legislation for 
years (and was one of the first to do so in the country), says, 
"We allow partnership contracts for all kinds of purposes 
under the Wisconsin statutes, and yet we deny in a very dis-
criminatory way that same, contract for domestic partners:' 
His motivation for this, he says, is pure and simple. "It's a hu-
man rights issue. It's an issue of economic and social justice. 
It's an issue of things that we ought to be standing for and 
very few people have the courage to:' 

The bill would give domestic partners the same respon-
sibilities and liabilities as married couples, including the 
same tax burdens and breaks, the same authority regarding 
spousal benefits, division of property, and disposition of the 
custody of children in cases of partnership breakups. "Es-
sentially, all of the benefits and the liabilities would be the 
same under a civil union contract that we currently give to 

married couples in Wisconsin: says Boyle. 
Over the last eight years of introducing the bill (formerly 

the "Domestic Partnership Bill"), the language has largely 
stayed the same. This time around, Boyle intends to include 
people who are related by blood who may also benefit from 
contracts covering domestic partnership. He gives the ex-
amples of a son and an aging mother or two sisters who live 
together. Boyle says, "If we allow benefits to only certain in-
dividuals, we discriminate. There are over 250 benefits that 
we give to a very select group that we sanction because of 
their relationship:' 

Are Civil Unions Worth the Fight? 
While this may sound good to our community, not all of 

those who advocate for LGBT causes find civil unions worth 
working for at this time. 

Politicians and organizers seem to agree that the likeli-
hood of this bill even making it to a vote are slim, given the 
makeup of what they refer to as the extremist and conser-
vative Republican-dominated legislature. Some question 
the value of expending effort when the legislation, if passed, 
would be trumped and discarded if the proposed constitu-
tional amendment banning civil unions and gay marriage 
passes. 

Even Sen. Fred Risser (D-Madison), who will be intro- . 
ducing the bill in the Senate, says, "I think the amendment is 
vicious and all effort ought to be made to defeat it." But, he 
points out, "The bill is a proposal that some people will ac-
cept where they won't accept marriage." 

Will LGBT organizations in Wisconsin be working to pass 
this bill? Patrick Flaherty, director of Center Advocates in 
Milwaukee said, "We haven't even been approached by Rep. 

continued on page 4 
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How does Digital Phone work? 
The only thing you'll notice that's different with Digital Phone service is the price. 

No matter how long you talk or how many calls you make, you pay the same flat fee. 
Seriously folks, you can call California, New York, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico — anywhere 

in the U.S (including its territories) or Canada — and stay on the phone all day and 
night, every day of the month, and your phone bill will still stay the same. Digital Phone 
service uses the same lines as your cable television to deliver clear telephone signals 
and unlimited calling for one low price. 

How does it compare to my current phone service? 
Will I save money? Is it better? 
With your current service, you typically pay per minute for your long-distance calls, 
or per call for local calls. You may even have a set amount of calls or long-distance 
minutes that you get for a set charge, or you may have to call between certain times 
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Do I need to buy a new phone, answering machine, 
caller ID box or other equipment? 
Digital Phone works with your existing phone jacks and phones, so there isn't any 
additional equipment to buy in order to enjoy your Digital Phone service. 

What features are available: caller ID, call waiting, 
caller ID for call waiting? 
All these features are included with your Digital Phone service at no additional 
charge. You also get a free published or unpublished directory listing, free caller 
ID block, free call forwarding and free enhanced 911 service, which automatically 
transmits your address to emergency services. Voice mail is also available for a 
small additional charge. 

Can I keep my old phone number? 
Absolutely! Friends and family can still reach you at your same old phone number. 

Digital Phone does not include back-up power and. as in the case with an electric-powered cordless home phone. should there 

be a power outage, Digital Phone service will not be available. Other restrictions may apply. Available in Digital Phone serviceable 

areas only. Additional charges apply tor taxes. Directory Assistance, Operator Services, and calls to International locations. 
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'I want to experience 
this human thing. 
The human thing 
is outrageous, it's 
fantastic. 

there was nothing. 
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RuPaul continued from page I 

never had to operate in terms of being too careful. The 
only reason I've ever had to be careful was because of en-
dorsements and morality clauses in endorsements. But at 
this point I don't have an endorsement deal with anybody 
so I can be buck wild. Actually, I encourage young people 
to do those things, you know ... make movies, and wheat 
paste their towns, and do whatever they can without get-
ting busted by the cops. As for up-and-corners, it's wide 
open. The rules get rewritten all the time. Obviously 
certain rules stay the same. Like the way human senses 
interpret art, or interpret visuals and interpret sounds. 
There are certain things that don't change, but you can 
definitely shift people's perceptions. 

Milo: Do you have stuff coming up in terms of under-
ground art? 

RuPaul: Actually, yeah. My record ["RuPaul Red 
Hot"] was done entirely independent. I'm very proud of it 
because we were able to reach a lot of people not on a ma-
jor label, but on my own label. Video, distribution, every-

thing we've done 
with it has been 
done in the old 
guerilla style. 
There are other 
things coming 
up that we've 
done the same 
way, where we've 
taken up the 
reins and created 
something where 

Performative Gender 
Milo: In the biography section on your Web site, you 

talk about at some point making a transition from "punk 
drag" to "black hooker drag." To whom or where do you 
look for inspiration now? Getting away from that do you 
see yourself going back toward "punk drag" or something 
else entirely? Something that may be equally showy and 
trashy? 

RuPaul: The look evolves on it's own at this point. 
I wouldn't really go back to the "punk drag" or "black 
hooker drag" because I'm so much older, and those things 
really work on young kids, y'know? A young kid can go 
out in drag dressed in trash bags and smeared makeup 
and look fabulous, I mean, they're young! On an older 
drag queen it doesn't work that way. 

My look is always evolving. I'm open to it. It's more 
relaxed drag now, the hair is down. I wear pants. It's more 
touchable, which is actually more revolutionary. 

Milo: Would you say that your performance is more 
yourself, or more of an escape? More putting on a charac-
ter, like you'd put on a frock? 

RuPaul: It's never really been an escape, because you 
can't get away with that for a long period of time because 
the audience catches on. You really have to be yourself. 
You really have to be there for it, otherwise people won't 
be compelled by it. People won't stand for it. When I'm 
performing live onstage, when it's good, it's always me. 
It's always been this part of me that loves life, that loves 
people, and a communication of energies. 

The Message Is Still the Same 
Milo: Other than being RuPaul and being sort of larg-

er than life, do you have messages in your performances 
and recordings? Is your work about creating social change 
or is it more about entertainment these days? 

RuPaul: Well, all of my work is chock full of satanic 
messages. I want people to join my evil empire. No, that's a 
joke. My message has always been the same, which is that 
this frickin' life is a gift. That you better go out and live it. 
That you better love somebody and better let somebody 
love you. It's as simple as that. It's as big that, and that's 
a huge, huge message. It's a very simple message. I'm on 
this planet just like everybody else, and I want to experi-
ence this human thing. The human thing is outrageous, 
it's fantastic. But there are other forces, other people who 
feel threatened by you being free, or living your life, or 
doing what you want to do. So it then becomes political, 
man. Because people feel threatened by it. 

Lust for Life and Evolution 
Milo: I know that you've done so much AIDS out-

reach work over the last 15 years or so. Where else are 
your activist energies? 

RuPaul: Well, today it's really in mentoring young 
people. I'm not just talking one-on-one. I'm not talking 
Neverland Ranch or anything. I'm talking about showing 
young people how you can live your life without this stu-
pid, fricking thing of "straight acting:' Those are two of 
the most dangerous words that can be spoken in gay cul-
ture, and it's really retarded the gay movement. I'm really 
showing young people how to proceed without having to 
compromise flamboyancy and lust for life and the use of 
lots of color in your program. 

It's sad, you know. I grew up in the '70s and early '80s. 
That was a time when the sexual revolution was in full 
bloom and people were willing to experiment and not be 
afraid. But then, when frickin' AIDS came along every-
thing got f'ked up. You know, I think it's time to em-
brace color again, and I mean that metaphorically. 

Milo: Do you think that we are leading toward anoth-
er type of sexual revolution now? 

RuPaul: I think so. It's the only place we can go. I 
think that art, film, and music ... all the arts ... fashion, 
have reached a glass ceiling because of our culture's in-
ability to accept love between two men. It's the only thing 
that we in our culture have not accepted. Because we 

continued on page 5 
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BROYLES continued from page 1 
Sanborn, longtime friend, roommate and senior deacon at the 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Community Church. "It is a difficult 
time: 

Broyles was born in Ohio and came to Milwaukee in the 
early 1990s from Mississippi. He was employed full-time as a 
senior research associate at the Medical College of Wisconsin's 
Center for AIDS Intervention and Research (CAIR) for the past 
12 years. 

"He was a leader of HIV prevention programs with gay men. 
He also he was very active in our prevention programs with oth-
er communities including the homeless and those with mental 
illness: said Dr. Jeff Kelly, director of CAIR. 

"People may not know that Lew was very funny. He was one 
of the funniest people I knew. He saw the foibles in himself and 
other people very clearly: added Kelly. 

Broyles also hosted the long-running Milwaukee public-
access cable program "Gay by 
God's Will." Broyles often said 
that he took special pride in 
dealing with homophobic call-
ers to the show. 

"He would see a homopho-
bic person and see the good in 
them: recalled Jeff Kelly. "Lew 
was a person with unbelievable 
optimism. He always saw good 
things in people. I think that is 
the defining thing in his life" 

A charter member of 
SAGE-Milwaukee, Broyles 
also served two stints on that 

Rev. Lew Broyles group's board of directors. 
At the time of his death, he was the interim chairman of the 
board. 

"We are all saddened: Bill Serpe, executive director of 
SAGE-Milwaukee told Queer Life. "Lew was always the voice 
of reason on our board. He found a way to get people to look 
at issues from a different point of view. That was his strongest 
contribution — keeping the board calm and bringing a voice of 
reason when needed:' 

In 2001 and 2002, Broyles was called on to moderate two 
contentious PrideFest town hall meetings. He later served as a.
member of the PrideFest Task Force. 

"With heavy hearts, we wish to acknowledge the great sad-
ness we feel at the passing of Rev. Lew Broyles, a community 
leader and long-time friend of PrideFest: an official statement 
from PrideFest read. 

"Rev. Lew was always ready with a kind word and an engag-
ing story, told only the way he could tell it," the PrideFest state-
ment continued. 

Broyles was a fixture at local gay bowling league events and 
served on the board of the Holiday Invitational Tournament's 
International Gay Bowling 25th Anniversary event held last 
month in Milwaukee. 

Broyles was also proud of his role in purchasing a building 
for the MCC church in Milwaukee. 

"Lew was instrumental in our building search process: 
explained Allan Hauth. "We were turned away from the first 
building we had found, simply because we were a gay church. 
Eventually — with Lew's help — we found the right building: 

"When Lew first became our pastor we were meeting in the 
Astor Hotel and there were only three or four of us: recalled 
Hauth. "With Rev. Lew's leadership, we slowly grew and now we 

continued on page 7 
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CIVIL UNION continued from page 1 

Boyle. I don't even know who he approached in Madi-
son!' Flaherty continues, "We'll have to take a look at 
what our legislative priorities are. Right now, I think the 
overwhelming political consensus in the LGBT political 
community is that before you can move forward on any 
proactive things you've got to make sure that gay and les-
bian people aren't written out of the constitution!" Fla-
herty defined the "overwhelming political consensus" as 
coming from Action Wisconsin, Center Advocates and 
other statewide LGBT groups. 

Flaherty says that Center Advocates "would sup-
port anything that is an improvement over the current 
situation, which is that lesbian 
and gay couples are treated as 
strangers by the law." However 
he says, "The LGBT commu-
nity's political infrastructure 
is incredibly underdeveloped 
and we have to be strategic 
about what kind of resources 
we have. We have to make 
them go as far as we can:' 

Flaherty also believes that 
before pursuing a proactive 
agenda, the far right legislative 
leadership in the Assembly 
and the Senate must change. 

Chris Ott, executive direc-
tor of Action Wisconsin, ac-
knowledges that civil unions 
would be a step forward, but 
he says when it comes to fight-
ing for, funding or organizing 
around the civil unions bill, "Our resources are stretched. 
Stopping the amendment is where we're putting all our 
energy right now:' According to Ott, "Action Wisconsin's 
position for almost two years now has been in favor of 
marriage equality ... creating this other category called 
civil unions is kind of `separate but equal, and organi-
zationally that was not a position that we were going to 
actively support." 

Both Flaherty and Ott point out that civil unions, even 
those conferring all the benefits of marriage, wouldn't 
necessarily be recognized in other states, as marriages 
are. However, gay marriages are currently in that same 
boat — recognized by neither other states nor the federal 
government. 

Marriage: Fundamental Protection or 

Traditional Baggage? 
Ott says Action Wisconsin would welcome civil 

unions as a step toward marriage, but it falls short of "full 
marriage equality:' "The reason — at least on the right 

'It's all about redefinition, 
courage and creativity. 

I think we need a term that 
can encompass that. Civil 

union is a good term because 
it's a relatively new 

concept and it can be 
anything we want it to be: 

—Vala Mohr 

— that they are so worried and irrational about marriage 
equality is because the word itself has a great deal of pow-
er. The word itself is a fundamental protection ... and I 
think to have full equality we need to have access to that 
word as war says Ott. 

Flaherty also speaks of the meaning of marriage and 
says that "civil unions don't have the cultural blessing that 
the word `marriage' does. Not everyone needs that, but 
some people are looking for that:' 

Flaherty appears to be right. 
Not everyone needs or wants that "cultural blessing" 

of marriage. 
Some LGBT couples believe they should have the same 

protections without taking on the mantle of marriage. 
The power of the word "marriage" 

is obvious when listening to those on 
the religious right who say gay people 
shouldn't marry. But some people 
— both straight allies and folks in our 
own queer community — say they also 
have problems with the word "mar-
riage:' They cite the traditional bag-
gage that goes along with it. 

Clearly, anyone should be allowed 
to marry, regardless of the gender of 
their partner. But should that be the 
only discussion out on the table? Some 
may not choose to participate in a tra-
dition that is steeped in a history of 
patriarchy and religious symbolism or 
which evokes, for them, a cultural ex-
pectation which they have no interest 
in mimicking or representing. 

Others may view marriage as an in-
stitution that is outdated or at least in-

adequate given that over half of marriages end in divorce. 
Terms such as "husband" and "wife" don't give all people 
a sense of comfort, stability or commitment. Should those 
couples be left out of basic civil rights? 

Some argue that our community, which has so much 
creative access and ability, should be able to figure these 
things out without resorting to marriage as the first or 
only option. 

Boyle's civil union legislation may be a step in that di-
rection. "I understand the purist concept that `we want 
gay and lesbian marriages legalized:" he says, "but I find it 
a bit disingenuous. I think the whole concept of marriage 
a religious farce, and for them to advocate and simply to 
fall into that terminology and that religious sanctity, it 
kind of amazes me" 

Framing the Discussion 
Risser remains hopeful about getting a committee 

hearing on the bill, but he also points out, "You don't in-
troduce bills necessarily with the expectation that they'll 
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pass. You introduce them for several reasons. One reason 
is to get a discussion of an issue:' 

Boyle believes we should "seize the initiative and in-
troduce something positive rather than constantly being 
assaulted by the rightwing religious fanatics:' 

Lizzi Dahlk, a queer Milwaukee resident, also ques-
tions how the community decides where to put its energy. 
"Do we have our own agenda of issues important to us 
locally and nationally? Or do we react to the next homo-
phobic issue that emerges? We should be taking the ini-
tiative, meeting the needs of our community rather than 
reacting to divisive tactics that are used against us!" 

Another community member, Vala Mohr, says, 
"Looking back on the last election, I think our agenda 
of civil rights got attached to this phrase `gay marriage' 
and I think it held us back." Mohr supports civil unions 
legislation in Wisconsin. "Marriage is a very traditional 
word and can be very limiting for us. If you look at how 
the LGBT community has defined what love and family 
can mean in a society you have to admit there is noth-
ing limiting in that. It's all about redefinition, courage 
and creativity. I think we need a term that can encompass 
that. Civil union is a good term because it's a relatively 
new concept and it can be anything we want it to be:' she 
says. 

Strategy for Passage 
When asked if he views this bill as a strategic move or 

a winnable fight, Boyle responds, "I see it as a fight that 
will ultimately be won." 

Advice from Risser on fighting the amendment can 
also be applied to fighting for civil unions. His recom-
mendation is to get newspapers and religious groups on 
board. As an example of their power, he offers, "It's the 
religious groups and editorial boards who have kept the 
death penalty from being acted on in Wisconsin:' 

The history of civil rights movements and women's 
suffrage demonstrates that fighting for something is more 
powerful and will attract more supporters than fighting 
against something. 

A strategy for civil unions appears to come with a 
large base of built-in benefactors. From straight and 
LGBT couples who aren't interested in marriage to family 
members who want to care for their loved ones to others 
not necessarily tied into sexual relationships, those ben-
efiting from civil unions legislation are myriad. 

Allies for civil unions (who wouldn't necessarily di-
rectly benefit from them) also represent a wide base of 
support for equal rights. Thanks to the foundation built by 
organizers in fighting the amendment, many people and 
organizations are aware of civil unions and the distinc-
tion between them and marriage. A group called Chris-
tians for Equality in Wisconsin is one such organization. 
Action Wisconsin's Chris Ott says about them, "Many 

continued on page 5 
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A Powerful Woman with a Big Voice Q Life's Exclusive Interview 
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with Taylor Dayne 
By Tim Grair 

Taylor Dayne has been a star since the 
1988 album release "Tell It to My Heart." 
Her hits range from club favorites such 

as "Prove Your 
Love," "With 
Every Beat of 
My Heart," and 
"Naked Without 
You," to chart-
topping ballads 
like "I'll Always 
Love You." She 
recently starred 
in "ReMaking: 
Taylor Dayne" 
on VH1. 

QL: When you 
first hit the pop scene, you were an instant 
sensation. Did you feel like you had con-
trol over your career? 

TD: You spend your first 20 years try-
ing to make it, so to speak, and you have 
that overnight stardom, as you will, it's 
never really overnight. You can never re-
ally prepare for that kind of attention. I 
don't know what prepared is. You just go 
for things that you think are the next best 
move. 

QL: I saw you sing with Curtis Mayfield 
and you had a big hit with a Barry White 
cover. Is soul your biggest influence? 

TD: I'd have to say it's pretty strong, 
and considering I just recorded three 
songs with Mike Mangini going in that 
direction, I would say that it's an incred-
ible influence for me, absolutely. Curtis, 
and the Temptations too, Sly Stone with 
the rock influence, or Jimi Hendrix; the 
obvious ones are the Aretha's and the Al 
Green's. 

QL: How many LGBT Pride celebra-
tions have you performed? 

TD: (Laughs) Who could count at this 
point? 

QL: Are you received differently by 
gay audiences in particular, as opposed to 
other crowds? 

TD: I'm definitely an icon for the gay 
audience. They've definitely celebrated 
me and are an incredible fan base, always 
have been. Shocking at first but then, wow, 
I guess they're dressing like me. Celebrat-
ing my style, you know, a powerful woman 
with a big voice. 

QL: What do you think of female im-
personators who perform as you? 

TD: I've seen so many. It's hysterical. 
QL: Would you ever pull a Cher and 

perform with a female impersonator? 
TD: Why not? It's not like I haven't al-

ready. It's not like I paid them — they just 
got up and did it. 

The Illusion Behind Reality TV 
QL: You still chart in the clubs, what 

prompted the makeover on VH1? 
TD: The show's producers came to me 

and at the beginning they were just do-
ing Vince Neil [from Motley Criie] and I 
was like, well, what is that? He was doing 
the whole physical thing and I think that's 
not of interest to me. They said, "But it's a 
real musical program. We want to put you 
with the best producer who is hot right 
now." Really my absolute intrigue was that 
it was about the music. Then they also 
said, -Well put you with the best stylist, 
the best choreographer:' I said, "I think I 
can handle all that:' The music producer 
turned out to be Rodney Jerkins. That's 
how VH1 twists it and go with what they 

do for TV. 
QL: What was it like having the cam-

eras around you all the time? 
TD: Yeah, it can be nerve-racking. Ab-

solutely. Certainly in your personal envi-
ronment. Welcome to the world of reality 
TV! We shot for a month and got maybe 
an hour of footage. 

QL: On the show, you submitted to a 
Botox treatment, but you didn't consider 
plastic surgery. Any specific reasoning? 

TD: Oh my god! The producers said, 
"Well, Vince did all that, what do you 
think?" Well, that was Vince. Whoop-de-
woo. I mean Botox? It's not like I hadn't 
had it before. Has anybody ever had 
electrolysis? I'm certain the drag queens 
are just laughing, thinking, "Hey, what's 
that?" 

Raising the Musical Bar 
QL: Are you trying for the mainstream 

again? 
TD: Absolutely. When you say main-

stream, to me, I've never stopped making 
records. I had a deal in Europe through 
BMG as recently as a year ago until they 
merged. I was putting out a record then. 
I'm working right now. It's not me going 
away, it's just getting the opportunity. 

QL: You're still in fine voice. You sing 
everything from pop to jazz. Are they 
pushing you in a different direction or 
style? 

TD: No, it's not a matter of pushing. It's 
just a matter of figuring out the next, best 
move. What's next, what's going to chal-
lenge me, what does the audience want to 
hear. You know, I'm not a 21-year-old pop 
singer anymore. You've got to always con-
tinue to raise the bar. 

QL: The new single is more rock ori-
ented. Will the rest of the album follow 
suit? 

TD: It was a one-off. The style with 
Rodney was rock, but it's got that R&B fla-
vor to it. I've always had that vocal edge 
anyway. That's why it felt kind of natu-
ral on a lot of levels. When you listen to 
"Shelter" or you listen to the whole "Can't 
Fight Fate" record. When you really think 
about it, I've always had that soul but flash 
rock-y kind of influence anyway, like on 
"I'll Wait:' The stuff I did with Mike was 
definitely more soul, but when you think 
of Chaka Khan, you think soul but she's 
always had that edge to her voice. 

QL: Will there be club mixes? 
TD: Always, baby. 

From Harley Fest to PrideFestQL: 
Have you been to Milwaukee before? 

TD: I can guarantee you that I have. I 
did a little Harley Fest out there once. 

QL: Do you have a motorcycle? 
TD: Nope. A few exes have. I've got a 

helmet. 
QL: Have you performed with RuPaul 

before? 
TD: Yes. He's a great guy. We've known 

each other for years and he's a big fan. 
Yeah, he's a doll. 

QL: Will you two be doing any duets? 
TD: You never know with him. If he 

comes up to me and we talk about it be-
fore... 

Faith and Charity 
QL: The main page of your Web site 

(www.taylordayne.com) prominently fea-
tures information on tsunami aid, plus 

continued on page 6 

CIVIL UNION continued from page 4 

of them are very open about saying that 
they are not in favor of marriage for gay 
and lesbian couples, but they're concerned 
about the fact that the amendment would 
rule out the possibility of civil unions:' 

With these and other allies on board, 
a significant number of LGBT commu-
nity members appear to be wondering if 

the focus of organizing activity should be 
shifted toward fighting for the rights of 
all of us together. That shouldn't be hard 
since Action Wisconsin, Center Advo-
cates and other groups have already laid 
great groundwork in fighting the amend-
ment. More creative options for giving 
equal protection to queer and other fami-
lies are also being explored. (Watch for an 

upcoming report.) 
Perhaps it's only through shared think-

ing that we can successfully come up with 
language that makes both pro-marriage 
and pro-civil unions advocates happy. 

Editor's note: In full disclosure, Patrick 
Flaherty and Lizzi Dahlk are paid staff 
members of Q Life. 

Sura Faraj (sfaraj@ queerlifenews. 
corn) is the associate editor of Q 
Life. 
She is also an organizer, activist, 
poet and flag dancer. She calls 
Riverwest home and headquarters 
for action. 

RuPaul continued from page 3 

have not accepted it, we get movies that 
are made of old TV shows. Fashion that 
is retro. That's the '80s, the '70s. We keep 
going backwards with all the arts. I think 
that art hasn't been able to move forward 
because of our culture's inability to accept 
sexuality on its own terms. Life on its own 
terms. So we're basically in a holding pat-
tern. 
I think the only place we can go, and I 
hope the younger generation of young 
people will take it there, is to say, "F**k 
it, we've got to accept life on life's terms. 
We can't be afraid anymore:' The right-
wing people are saying, "Censor televi-
sion, censor books," all this stuff, mainly 
because they don't have to be the ones to 
talk to their children about sex. Well, why 
not? Because they don't know, they're 
afraid of it, and they'd rather live in 
ignorance. Well, you can't live that way. 
You just can't. You can't live that way and 
expect for life to evolve. 
We're frickin stuck. I don't want to see 
another movie based on some '60s or '70s 
TV show. 

Here for the Experience 
Milo: My next question is about where 

you see yourself going. If you can talk 
about that, and your new superstar doll 
action figure? 

RuPaul: I want to continue to create 
fun pieces of art products to add to my 
legacy. I'll continue to make music, and do 
the doll, and perhaps a line of wigs, and 
makeup, and clothing, and things like that. 
But also I want to live in the moment, and 
be here for the experience. I don't want to 
think too far ahead. I'm happy with my 
place in history I just also have to make 
sure that my story gets passed on because 
our culture, our media doesn't have room 
for someone like me who clearly doesn't 
sell the idea of getting married, and being 
a consumer, and buying insurance and 
buying cars and all that stuff. The media 
and consumer culture sort of applauds 
people like Britney Spears for having a 
baby, and that's sort of mundane. 

Milo: Do you find that your attitude, 
what you just expressed to me, is in con-
flict with the larger gay community now? 

RuPaul: In a way, it is. Because I grew 

up in a different time. Today's gay com-
munity wants equality. [It] wants to be 
equal to straight people, wants to be 
straight acting, wants everything straight 
people have. Well, I don't f**king want ev-
erything straight people want. I'm frickin' 
gay! I want, by law, to get whatever I'm 
entitled to, and to be treated as an equal. 
But, y'know what, I don't want a baby. I 
don't want a lot of things that other gay 
people want. [laughing] I don't want to be 
thought of as straight. I don't! I want to 
live an exciting life of adventure. 

Mdo is passionate 
about rock 
n' roll zines, 
vegetarian food, 
pansexuality, 
alternative 
energy, Riverwest, 
reading, 
genderbending, 
modem art, 20th-
century 
pop culture and 
changing the 
world. 

CREAM 
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FOUNDATION 

Building our Community 
rough Philanthropy 
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Street, Suite 2018 
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PILE PATROL 
POOPER SCOOPER SERVICE 

"A responsible dog owner picks up 
after their dog ... a smart one hires 

PILE PATROL!" 

LEAVE THE SCOOP'N 
TO A PRO! 
CALL US TODAY! 

414.6KHOOP 
(659-7667) 

www.pilepatrol.com 

Starting at 
$7/week. 

Dovetail 
Carpentry 
Finish Carpentry 
Custom Built-ins 

Windows & Doors, 
Kitchen & Bathroom, 

Tile & Drywall 

Michael R. Bucholtz 
3016 S. 8th Street 

Milwaukee, VV1 53215 

414-486-0513 
Free Estimates 

Insured 

1648 N. Arlington Place 

Hot Brady Street Location! 
Perfect condo alternative. 
Fabulously maintained 2 BR, 
2 Bath home. Special fea-
tures: Natural/Gas fireplace, 
skylights, elegant living & 
dining, updated kitchen, 
upper & lower decks, 3 car 
off street parking, English 
garden, Call Peter today for 
your private showing. Addi-
tional photos can be seen at 
www.shorewest.com 

Peter L. Fredrickson 
Your Downtonw/East Side Soecialist 

,14)226- 4761 
x 132 

iy 

%Wisconsin,* Lamest Home Seller 

pfredrickson@shorewest.corn 

DAYN E continued from page 5 

you have links to a variety of other chari-
ties. Have you always been so involved 
with charity efforts? 

TD: I guess I always have but I'm more 
conscious of it now. It's just more impor-
tant to have it featured and focused when 
people are coming onto the site. These are 
particular organizations that I work with, 
like today I'm dealing with the Lollipop 
Organization or Meals on Wheels. Tsu-
nami relief was pretty obvious, as I was 
recording at the time. So for me to stream 
it and for people to give back — this is 
part of the Kabbalistic stuff I've been do-
ing. I'm a lot more aware of the sharing 
process. It's just a matter of consciousness 
and being more aware. 

QL: Was it a result of exploring Kab-
balah that got you more into charity? 

TD: Absolutely, because the whole 
consciousness of it and the whole process 
of it is sharing — sharing and receiving. 

QL: How long have you been inter-
ested in that? 

TD: Studying? A little over two years 
now. 

QL: Was faith important to you before 
that? 

TD: Born and raised a Jewish girl on 
Long Island, N.Y., I absolutely ran in the 
other direction, whatever direction that 
was. It's really hard to say. I mean, faith is 
a really important thing: determination, 
desire, ambition. But it tires out, there's 
only so much wind you have. You always 
constantly question yourself, "What am I 
doing this for? Why am I still in this race? 
What is my purpose?" Those are major 
questions. Everybody's asking them. It's 

www.queerl ifenews.com 

It's just a matter of figuring out 
the next, best move ... You've 
got to always continue to raise 

the bar. 
no different for me. I'm constantly ask-
ing, "Why do I have this desire? Why do I 
wanna be in this freaking industry? Why 
do I even give a sh*t?" A lot of questions, 
and I'm asking them. Somebody turned 
me on to Kabbalah and I went and had all 
my questions answered. It's pretty basic. I 
don't care what religion or basis of faith or 
spirituality you're doing, you've still got to 
work at it. It's not like there's a magic pill. 
Believe me, I wish there were. It doesn't re-
ally matter what you're doing but I believe 
it comes down to the same things: taking 
care of those around you, calming your-
self down enough to see things around 
you, giving back, finding your purpose. 

Looking Ahead 
QL: So what's in the future? 
TD: Honey, releasing this music. Pro-

moting and marketing it. Getting a strong 
following and getting the music out there. 

QL: Any more television? 
TD: Yeah, working on that right now. 

Not quite in development but talking to 
producers. Let's just call it a hybrid of my 
life. I'm really not interested in having a 
camera following me 24/7. I like things 
more scripted. But there'll be a lot of truth 
in it. Trust me on that. An exaggeration of 
it but the truth is the truth. Maybe Daddy 
Dayne can show up, he's a funny boy. 

See Taylor Dayne headlining this 
year's PrideFest on Saturday, June 11. 

benefiting 

Milwaukee LGBT 
Community Center 
The Milwaukee LOOT 

Community Center 

exists to support and 

improve the lives of 

lesbian, gay, bisexual 

and transgender 

people in the Metro 

Milwaukee area. 

315 w. Coon Street 
Milwaukee, Wi S3212 
www.mkelgbtorg 
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ASSURANT Health 

Walker's Point 
Check -in Location 

Milwaukee Gay Arts Center 703 So, 2nd St. 

Ar 

Order Tickets by Phone 

Tickets & Info Hotline: 
(414) 271-2656 ext.121 

Ticket Information 
Advanced Purchase: $12.00 
Day of Event (TAKE GaNy Arts CerYter).
$15.00 

Ticket Outlets 
Art Bar 
722 E. Burleigh Sr., Milwaukee 
Bay View Community Center 
1320 E. Oklahoma Ave., Milwaukee 
Bella Caffe 
189 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 
Broad Vocabulary 
2241 S. Kinnnickinnic Ave., Milwaukee 
Lava Java 
1100 So. First St., Milwaukee 
M&M Club 
124 hi. Water St., Milwaukee 
Milw. LGBT Community Center 
315 W. Court St., Milwaukee 
Outpost Natural Foods 
7000 W State St., Wauwatosa 
100 E. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 
Outwords Gifts, Books & Coffee 
2710 N. Murray Ave., Milwaukee 
Out N' About 
1407 So. First St., Milwaukee 
The Soup Market 
2211 So. Kinnickinnic Ave., Milwaukee 
The Tool Shed 
804 E. Center St., Milwaukee 

Triangle 
135 E. National Ave., Milwaukee 
University of Wisc.-Milwaukee 
LGBT Resource Center 
UW-M Union WG89, 
P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee 
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Retail Activism 
Holly Grey 

Grab your handbags, pocketbooks or 
wallets and bring an open mind. Af-

ter nearly three years of planning, a new 
independent bookstore has opened pro-
viding a plethora of good reads and a small 
meeting space for progressive groups and 
book clubs. LGBTs, queers, feminists, lib-
erals, radicals, free thinkers, activists and 
left-leaning thinkers of all manner may 
find another home in which to congregate 
and collaborate at the crisp and tidy Broad 
Vocabulary 

"Queers and feminists, to us, are in-
separable; explained Kelly Todd, Broad 
Vocabulary's co-owner and founder. "My 
business partners, Molly Tennesse and 
Amy Daroszeski, and I have been active-
ly involved in the LGBT community for 
years. We have a strong history of activ-
ism and for us, opening this store was just 
another form of activism:" 

"Our most important goal is to educate 
and build a community. We want to raise 
awareness on gender issues and other 
forms of oppression; stated Todd. "Our 
goal is not just to sell books." 

With this said, the store, however, does 
stock a variety of books for the LGBT and 
queer reader. The store has a specific sec-
tion for LGBT books, and many other 

, 

il.TURAL STuoiEs 

LGBT books and magazines are scattered 
throughout the store. Additionally, the 
first book club sponsored by the store is 
being held for LGBT youth. 

In addition to LGBT and queer read-
ing, the bookstore houses new and used 
leftist and liberal literature, feminist fic-
tion and nonfiction, nonsexist children's 
books, erotica, magazines and political 
theory, educational and environmental 
materials. Sprinkled throughout is a selec-
tion of novelty items including T-shirts, 
greeting cards, coffee mugs, homemade 
candles and bumper stickers. 

The owners think the bookstore will 
provide the opportunity to show people 
that feminism can be smart and fun. They 
feel it's important to help break down the 
prevailing stereotypes of the white, mid-
dle-class, 1970's feminist. "So many of our 
friends who have very little feminist back-

grounds are so surprised to find the books 
they were reading in high school on the 
shelves here in the store; said Todd. 

"Representations of feminists as man-
hating, bra burners is so, very, very boring 
and antiquated; expanded Todd. "Femi-
nism is about providing opportunities, 
respecting choices and eliminating stereo-
types. We hope the bookstore's presence 
will help change Milwaukee's perception 
of feminism; 

Changing perceptions and keeping a 

We hope the 
bookstore's presence 

will help change 
Milwaukee's 

perception of 
feminism. 

bookstore open and generating revenue 
are lofty goals. Since 1997, 30 percent of 
feminist bookstores in the United States 
and Canada have closed, according to Dr. 
Rose Norman of the University of Ala-
bama Web site. Additionally, the Ameri-
can Booksellers Association, which rep-
resents 2,000 independent booksellers, 
claims their membership has declined 
by half in a decade. Will it be possible to 
sustain a small niche market store in the 
world of mega-booksellers and online re-
tail conglomerates? 

"There is nothing like a bookstore. 
Rifling through the shelves. Turning the 
pages. Discovering something new as you 
peruse the books. I think most people 
will feel far more comfortable asking for 
a title here then they would at Barnes and 
Noble; concluded Todd. "Besides, it is 
very encouraging to see the women who 
started A Room of Her Own, a feminist 
bookstore in Madison, celebrating their 
30th anniversary this year:" 

For Todd, Daroszeski and Tennesse 
the next step is to get the word out that the 
Broad Vocabulary is finally open and the 
space is available free of charge for meet-
ings, workshops, book clubs and other 
small events. "Eventually, we would like 
to create a newsletter and/or zine to keep 
people informed of new book releases and 
upcoming happenings including poetry/ 
spoken word nights, small music events 
and discussion groups. We also plan on 
putting up fliers announcing these events 

in a variety of 
  places around 

a. 

the area. Basi-
cally wherever 
they will let 
us; laughed 
Todd. An an-
nouncement 
about their 
grand opening 
in mid-June is 
forthcoming. 

Broad Vo-
cabulary is 
situated on a 
bus line in a 
well-lit area at 
2241 S. Kinn-
ickinnic in Bay 
View. 

BROYLES continued from page 3 

have over 40 members." 
Many other members of Milwaukee's 

LGBT community expressed shock and sad-
ness over Broyles death and acknowledged his 
many contributions to the community. 

"He was such a hard-working and genuine 
human being. I think it is interesting that he 
understood and worked well with people who 
were not religious; said Eldon Murray, veter-
an community activist and SAGE-Milwaukee 
founder. "I think he is going to be missed." 

"People might not know that he was very 
good about visiting the ill in our community; 
added Murray. 

"I knew Lew for over seven years and called 
him friend and confidant from the moment we 
met; said James Pennington, executive direc-
tor of the Milwaukee LGBT Community Cen-
ter. "He was always willing to dialogue, listen 
or lend a shoulder for leaning or crying. Lew 
never spoke a word of judgment or condemna-
tion in the face of differing personal or world 
viewpoints. [He] truly lived what he preached: 
love, mercy, justice and compassion." 

Broyles had most recently attended the 
May 14 Men's Voices Milwaukee Spring con-
cert in Milwaukee. Many community members 
recalled interacting with him at the event. 

"Lew was a hugger, you always got a hug 
from him," remembered Bill Serpe. "Lew came 
out to leave the concert. I turned around and I 
lost my balance on the steps. Lew grabbed me 
and said, 'Don't worry, I got you: It is a won-
derful feeling to know that the last thing I got 
from Lew was a hug. It is so indicative of the 
kind of person he was." 

Several community members noted that 
Broyles' activism for those infected with HIV/ 
AIDS went back several years. 

"I remember that he pitched in on every-
thing," recalled Jeff Kelly. "Years ago in Mis-
sissippi — in the early AIDS — Lew came up 
with the idea of how the community could 
buy a housing facility for people suffering with 
HIV. He convinced local bars to help with 
fund-raising. Eventually, the gay community 
was able to purchase a building." 

"Lew tried not to take sides in the gay com-
munity here in Milwaukee; added Kelly. "He 
was involved in things that were worthwhile 
— no matter what the internal politics were. 
He tried to be responsive to the community 
as a whole." 

"Lew was a very happy person and he did 
not fear death," remembers Hauth. "I worked 
with him at CAIR. He would come in whis-
tling every morning. I would ask, `How can 
anyone be so happy so early in the morning: 
He would say: 'It is a new day, isn't everyone 
happy?'" 

"Lew believed that God is there for every-
one," recalls Karla Sanborn. "I think his most 
important message was the need to let the 
whole world know that God loves everybody. 
It doesn't matter what your sexual orientation 
is; 

Survivors include his mother, Elizabeth; 
father, Lewis Sr.; a sister, Pandy; a brother, 
Cliff; and nieces and nephews. 

Visitation will be from noon to 4 p.m. June 
4, including a memorial service at 2 p.m., at 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Community Church, 
1239 W. Mineral St. Memorials to the church 
are suggested. 

HRC Condemns Appointment of Extremist 
Group to Represent Wisconsin in Lawsuit 

Washington — The Human Rights 
Campaign (HRC) condemned the deci-
sion by a committee in the Wisconsin Leg-
islature to appoint the Alliance Defense 
Fund, a religious extremist group, as the 
state's counsel in opposition to a lawsuit 
that seeks to ensure the partners of state 
workers get equal health benefits. 

"It's like having the class bully repre-
sent the entire student body; said HRC 
President Joe Solmonese. "This group is 
far from unbiased and the people of Wis-
consin did not elect it to speak for them. 
Wisconsinites did elect the attorney gen-
eral, who should be the one seeing this 
case through. The Legislature has seri-
ously overstepped its bounds." 

The Alliance Defense Fund has an 
extensive history of anti-gay actions. Re-
cently, the group was involved in a law-
suit to overturn a voter-enacted domestic 
partner registry in Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio. Alliance Defense Fund co-founder 
James Dobson has attacked SpongeBob 
SquarePants for being gay and has called 
for a "second civil war" in the United 
States. 

"Wisconsin's interest is best served 
with an unbiased, thoughtful assessment 

regarding equal employment benefits; 
added Solmonese. "Employees with same-
sex partners are now doing equal work 
for less compensation. Domestic partner 
benefits make good business sense. They 
enhance an employer's overall compensa-
tion package with negligible cost to the 
company and are a hallmark of whether 
a company values diversity. If the Legisla-
ture is hearing from the Alliance Defense 
Fund, I urge legislators to also hear from 
companies in the state that have already 
learned these lessons." 

The University of Wisconsin is the only 
"Big 10" school without domestic partner 
benefits, putting it at a competitive disad-
vantage when recruiting faculty. At least 
60 major employers in the state already 
offer these benefits, including: Miller 
Brewing Company, American Family In-
surance Group, Northwestern Mutual Life 
Insurance, SC Johnson & Son Inc. 

Eleven states — California, Con-
necticut, Illinois, Iowa, New Jersey, New 
Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, 
Vermont and Washington — offer domes-
tic partner health benefits. Through its 
marriage law, Massachusetts also ensures 
equal health benefits. 
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Q 
HAPPENINGS 

State and Local 

A Memorial to 
Barry R. Robinson, 
1955-2005 

By Mary Stearns 

Barry R. Robinson died suddenly April 
19 at his home in Verona. He was 49 

years old, and the cause of death was a 
heart attack. 

"Madison Arts Scene Loses One of Its 
Finest" was the headline in the Wisconsin 
State Journal. Very true, but art was just 
one facet of his life and career. 

Robinson was a native of North Caro-
lina and earned4a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in music from East Carolina University in 
1977 and a master's degree in arts admin-
istration from the University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison Business School in 1979. 

From the time of his arrival in Madi-
son, he was deeply involved with the arts. 
He worked for the Madison Civic Music 
Association from 1977 to 1979. He was 
managing director of the Jefferson Coun-
cil for the Performing Arts. 

Robinson was a member of the Dane 
County Cultural Affairs Commission and 
its chairman for 10 years. He was also a 
member of the Madison Civic Center 
Foundation. 

The University of Wisconsin Theater 
was another facet of his life. He became 
its business and public relations manager 
in 1980 and stayed in that position until 
his untimely death. Among many awards 

for his work, he received the Chancellor's 
Award for Excellence in Service to the 
University in 2003. 

His membership in the Salem United 
Church of Christ in Verona was another 
important part of his life. He was the or-
ganist at Sunday services as well as the 
founder and director of the Back Row 
Chorus, a men's singing group. A day after 
his death, the group changed its name to 
the Barry Robinson Chorus. 

Finally — and this on a personal note 
— I knew Barry for 17 years as a summer 
resident on Fence Lake in Lac du Flam-
beau. Barry and his partner of 26 years, 
David Schumacher, bought a cottage on 
the lake in 1988. We met them shortly 
after my husband and I bought a simi-
lar property nearby. The four of us spent 
many wonderful times together, mostly in 
the Northwoods, but Barry and I forged 
an immediate bond. He quickly started to 
fill a sad place in my heart, the result of my 
brother Fred's death. 

In the words of a song popular around 
the time Barry was born "the song has 
ended, but the melody lingers on." Barry's 
legacy will echo with every note the Barry 
Robinson Chorus sings. 

BlockOut Wisconsin Joins Fight 
Against Civil Unions Ban 
BlockOut Wisconsin is a grassroots effort founded last year to fight the proposed 

constitutional amendment that would ban marriage and civil unions for gay and 
lesbian couples in Wisconsin. 

They have launched a new Web resource, BlockOutWisconsin.com. Its aim is to help 
facilitate person-to-person contact throughout the state about marriage equality and the 
ban on civil unions and same sex marriage. 

The backbone of the effort is an "Adopt-A-Block" program that encourages people 
to take responsibility for educating their "block" (which can include family, friends, co-
workers, neighbors etc.). Check it out online at www.blockoutwisconsin.com. 

Q 
HAPPENINGS 

National 

Colorado Legislature 
Approves Nondiscrimination 
Bill, Strikes Down 
Marriage Ban 

The Colorado Legislature passed a 
measure that would ban discrimina-

tion against LGBT employees. A House 
committee also struck down a proposed 
amendment to the Colorado Constitu-
tion that would deny marriage, along with 
other legal arrangements, to same-sex 
couples. 

"Passage of S.B. 05-28 is a historic 
landmark for the cause of LGBT equality 
in Colorado," said Pat Steadman, a lobby-
ist for the LGBT state group Equal Rights 
Colorado. "This is precisely the bill that 
the authors of Amendment 2' tried to 
prevent our legislature from passing. This 
vote demonstrates just how far we've come 
in Colorado toward an acknowledgement 

of the equal dignity of each and every citi-
zen of our great state" 

Colorado S.B. 05-28 would prohibit 
employment discrimination against LGBT 
individuals. The measure was sponsored 
by openly lesbian state Sen. Jennifer Veiga 
(D-Denver) and passed the Senate April 
25 by a partisan 18-17 vote. The measure 
passed the House May 4 by a 36-29 vote. 
The Senate later concurred with House 
changes. 

Sixteen states and Washington, D.C., 
have laws that prohibit employment dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation, 
and six also prohibit gender-identity-
based discrimination, including Colorado 
neighbor, New Mexico. 

Hate Crimes 
Continued to Rise in 2004 
Chicago — The Center on Halsted's Anti-
Violence Project (AVP), in conjunction 
with the National Coalition of Anti-Vio-
lence Programs (NCAVP), has released its 
annual report on violence against lesbians, 
gay men, bisexual people and transgen-
dered individuals. The report examines 
data compiled from almost 2,000 hate-
related incidents in 11 cities, states and 
regions across the country: the Chicago 
area; Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio; 
Colorado; Houston; Massachusetts; Mich-
igan; Minnesota; the New York City area; 
Pennsylvania and the San Francisco Bay 
area. Additional information was included 
from Kansas City and St. Louis, Mo; Tuc-
son, Ariz.; and Vermont. NCAVP's report 
is the most complete examination of such 
violence against LGBT people. 

Across the nation, NCAVP reported an 
8 percent increase in reported incidents of 
anti-LGBT violence. Such incidents rose 
from 1,720 in 2003 to 1,792 in 2004. The 

total number of victims nationwide also 
increased, rising from 2,042 in 2003 to 
2,131 in 2004. 

Perhaps most disturbing is the 11 per-
cent increase across the country in anti-
LGBT murders, which rose from 18 in 
2003 to 20 in 2004. 

NCAVP's report on hate violence in 
2003 detailed the rapid shift and 26 per-
cent increase in anti-LGBT violence as the 
nation responded politically and violently 
to such victories for the community as the 
striking down of sodomy laws across the 
country and the right for same-sex cou-
ples to marry in Massachusetts. 

The 2004 report looks at the continu-
ation of that atmosphere, which lasted 
through numerous anti-lesbian and gay 
state ballot initiatives, a presidential call 
for a constitutional amendment banning 
same-sex marriage, and the demonization 
of lesbians and gay men in particular in 
the 2004 election cycle. 

3's Company 

1 

NORTH SHORE BISTRO HARRY'S Bar8(GrIU The KN ICK 
4  .3 .6100 414.964.6800 

www.harrystrarandgrittmilwakect.com 
414 .272. 0 011 

www. northshorebistro.com wwwtheknickrestaurant.com 

Three Great Flavors 
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It's berry time. 
What a delicious time of year it is! 
Outpost is your natural choice for 
the most mouthwatering organic 

fruit in the Milwaukee area. So stop 
by an Outpost store near you and 
pick up a nectar filled treat today! 
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NATURAL FOODS 

7000 W. State St. Wauwatosa 
100 E. Capitol Dr. Milwaukee 

(414)778-2012 • (414)961-2597 
Open Daily 8am to 9pm • www.outpostnaturatfoods.coop 
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PUTTInG PEOPLE ROD 
PROPERTY TOGETHER 

SOLD 

COLDWOLA. 
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RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE 

Areas of Expertise: 
Selling Agent 
Buyer Consultation 
First Time Home Buyer 
Financing Assistance 
Marketing Specialist 

Specialty Markets: 
Metro-Milwaukee 
Downtown, Third Ward 
East Side, Bay View 
Shorewood, Washington Heights 
Whitefish Bay, Wauwatosa 

Direct 414-277-3249 

Cellular 414-324-8758 
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Your community Realtor Joel Hart 
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Email joelhart@coldwellbanker.com www.yourmilwaukeerealtor.com 
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TEST DRAI 
THE MSO 
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TAKE THE MSO FOR A SPIN IN JUNE FOR 

20% OFF Test drive any section of the hall for 20% off the regular 
ticket price PLUS a l00% money back guarantee! 

PICK FROM BLOCKBUSTERS INCLUDING: 
SPECIAL — Swing Band Big Bad Voodoo Daddy I 

CLASSICS — Copland & Barber; Frank Almond, violin I 

CLASSICS Britten's War Requiem featuring the Milwaukee Symphony 
Chorus I 

NEW CLASSICAL CONNECTIONS — "War & Peace" including pre-concert 
cocktail hour, free hors d'oeuvres, and concert video elements I 

CLASSICS — Beethoven's Fifth I 
POPS — Doc Severinsen and Patti Austin Salute Ella Fitzgerald 

June 3 Sponsored by AO. Smith Foundation 
June 16 Sponsored by Richard and Ethel Herzfeld Foundation and the Greater Milwaukee Foundation 

June 17-19 Sponsored by Marcus Corporation Foundation 

June 24-26 Sponsored by Marty & Alice Krebs 

Sponsored by: 

Audou 

'N 

GET BEHIND THE WHEEL! CALL 414.291.7605 OR 
(_1 I 
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Missouri Bars Lesbian from 
Becoming Foster Parent 
Kansas City, Mo. — A lesbian who has spent her life help-
ing children is challenging a Missouri policy barring les-
bian and gay people from serving as foster parents. Lisa 
Johnston, who is represented by the American Civil Lib-
erties Union (ACLU), brought a challenge to the law in 
state court after an administrative judge, who found her 
to be otherwise "exceptionally" qualified to foster parent, 
denied her application solely because she is a lesbian. 

"The state of Missouri has nearly 2,000 foster chil-
dren in need of permanent homes," said Lisa John-
ston. "It's unfair to deprive these children of the fu-
ture they deserve simply to condemn lesbian and gay 
people. By coming forward with my story, I hope I 
can educate Missourians on why this policy harms 
the many children in need of good homes:' 

Johnson, 40, is a graduate of the University of Kan-
sas with a degree in Human Development and Family 
with a special emphasis on child development. In her 
current job with Head Start, she consults with child-
care homes on developmentally appropriate curri-
cula. 

In 2003, Johnston applied to the Department of 
Social Services (DSS) to become a foster parent to a 
child that she and her partner, Dawn Roginski, hoped 
to raise together. Like Johnston, Roginski, also 40, has 
devoted her life to helping children. She is currently 
a chaplain at a psychiatric treatment center for chil-
dren and adolescents with emotional and behavioral 
disorders. 

After Johnston applied to become a foster parent, 
the couple underwent an extensive home study and 
then began attending a training program for prospec-
tive foster parents. After completing seven of the nine 

training sessions, DSS notified Johnston that it would 
no longer consider her for placement solely because 
she is a lesbian. 

As required under state law, Johnston appealed 
the decision through the DSS administrative appeals 
process. Although the administrative judge found 
Johnston to be "exceptionally" qualified to foster par-
ent, he denied her application in March 2005 solely 
because of her sexual orientation. The decision was 
based in part on Missouri law that banned sexual in-
timacy between same-sex couples that was rendered 
unconstitutional by the 
U.S. Supreme Court in 
Lawrence v. Texas. 

On April 8, the ACLU 
filed a petition in the 
Jackson County Circuit 
Court on Johnston's be-
half asking the court to 
review the order from 
DSS. The ACLU charges 
that DSS's decision ban-
ning Johnston from fos-
ter parenting is illegal. 

"Decades of social sci-
ence research has proven 
over and over again that 
lesbians and gay men are 
just as capable of being 
good parents as straight 
people, and their children 
are just as well adjusted," 
said Cathy Hiersteiner, 

Ph.D., a child welfare specialist 
and founding member of Mis-
souri Alternative Families Al-
liance. "This policy is bad for 
many reasons, but especially 
because it unnecessarily hurts 
the children who need our help the most:' 
Additional information about the case, including biographical information 
about Johnston and Roginski, is available at www.aclu.orgicaseprofiles 

HAPPENINGS 
National 

VETERINARY CENTER 

Dr. Nan Boss 
Dr. Lisa Kluslow 
Dr. Kelly Kasum 
Dr. Elisa Horsch 

formerly Grafton Small Animal Hospital 

Caring People Helping Pets! 
2082 Cheyenne Court, Grafton 

262-375-0130 
wwvv.bestfriendsvet.com 

Puppy d' kitten wellness packages V Socialization classes 

• Special care for senior pets V Quality dental care 

V Behavior counseling V Acupuncture 

V Canine rehabilitation and underwater treadmill 

V Second opinions welcome! 

V Laser Surgery - gende, safe (3- comfortable 

Hours by Appointment 
Emergency Service until lOpm AAHA 

r 
3515 West Vinard Avenue 

414-520-TALK (8255) 

app)/ Pr i 
All are welcome at Conversations for the 

official PRIDE FEST AFTER PARTY 
June 11th & 12th 

Doors open at 9:00 PM 
Come taste some of our very own 
"Heavy Duty Cutie's" Sweet BBQ 

Join the fun in the Ru Paul Red Hot trivia 
Sunday June 12th Prizes and much more! 

June 4th Karaoke Idol Contest! 

June 7th Prince Party Dress to impress 
(Cash Prizes for best Prince Costume) 

Sunday - Game Night / Food Old School 

Monday - Party Specials 

Tuesday - Teen Night - DJ Six 

Wednesday - Dollar Night - DJ Will 

Thursday - Ladies Night 

Friday - Teen Night / Food DJ Six, DJ Will 

Saturday - Girls Gone Wild / Food DJ Six, DJ Will 

Please Join the "Family" of fun going on 7 days a week on 

the northwest side of town. 

For more information Call Devon @ 520-TALK 

Juneteenth After Party - June 19th doors open early 

Recognition to our heritage day - "Celebrating You!" 

Upcoming event: Fourth of July Fashion Show after Party 
sponsored by Odessey 
(Models are welcome - Please call Devon @ 520-8255 

Hiring female security and Enthusiastic and 
Experienced Bartenders 
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Serbian Woman Beaten Because She 'Looked' Like a Lesbian 

HAPPENINGS 
International 

Novi Sad, Serbia — On 
April 3 at 3:30 a.m., in 
Novi Sad's Dunav Park, 
three skinheads beat up 
27-year-old M.B. because, 

with her short hair, she "looked" like a 
lesbian to them. M.B. was walking home 
through the park when three drunk 
young men who appeared to be skin-
heads came after her, pulling her to stop 
walking. After she stopped, the young 

men shouted: "So, you are a woman, 
you are one of ̀ them' — we should break 
your bones." One of the attackers first hit 
M.B. in the head, the others knocked her 
down and kicked her. After they had left 
the place, M.B. went home. 

It is important to note that this is an-
other one of the frequent instances of 
violence against the LGBT population 
across Serbia. A pilot poll conducted dur-
ing February in Belgrade, Nis and Novi 

Sad shows the alarming data. Over 90 
percent of people who participated in the 
poll are aware of cases of violence against 
lesbians and gay men, while 71.8 percent 
have suffered violence themselves. More 
than half those who took part in the poll 
suffered violence more than once be-
cause of their sexual orientation. 

Labris, a lesbian human rights group, 
has commented, "Once again, we strongly 
protest and condemn this act of violence 

and we request the competent institu-
tions and authorities to react immedi-
ately and appropriately and prevent fur-
ther spread of prejudice, discrimination 
and hatred against LGBT people."Labris 
is joined in the statement by a number 
of LGBT and human rights groups from 
within Serbia and other states that made 
up the former Yugoslavia. 

Become a foster or adoptive parent. 
To learn more about how you can help a child in your community 

visit our booths at PrideFest or join us for an informational meeting: 
Wednesday, June 22 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 

at Children's Service Society, 1212 S. 70th St. 
OR 

Wednesday, July 13 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
at Lutheran Social Services, 647 W. Virginia St. 

Foster Care 

Its First Choice for Children 
A Program of Lutheran Social Services 
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Inc. 

In partnership with the Bureau of Milwaukee Child Welfare 

Special Needs Adoption 

Children's Service 
Society of Wisconsin-

A member of Children's Hospital and Health System. 

(414) 264-KIDS (414) 475-2220 
Lutheran Social Services and Children's Service Society of Wisconsin do not discriminate on the basis of age, sex, race, color, creed, sexual orientation, national origin or handicap. 

Working in partnership with the Bureau of Milwaukee Child Welfare 

The Power to Surprise.' 

thttO 
a Use 

ISUZU 

• Thousands of used vehicles to choose from! 
• Discounts up to $6,750 off list prices... 
• $500 off for mentioning this ad! 

ANNIWZNe 

Call Brandy Ro•y at 

Russ Darrow Mequon 
7200 West Mequon Road 
Mequon, WI 53092 

1-866-512-5800 
FOR PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
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The PDC is in a building adjacent 
to MEC Middle School and houses 
some MPS administrative offices and 
the Milwaukee Teacher Education 
Center. It is also a block away from 
Golda Meier School. These resources 

HAPPENINGS 
State and Local 

MPS Committee Approves 
Home for New Alliance 
School 

The Alliance School of Milwau-
kee has received approval from 

the ISR (Innovation/School Reform) 
Committee of the Milwaukee Public 
School (MPS) Board to open in Au-
gust in the MPS Professional Devel-
opment Center (PDC) located at 234 
W. Galena St. The committee met May 
10. Directors Goldberg, Spence, Har-
din and Dannecker voted "aye" and 
director Horton voted "present?' 

2005 Melody Carranza 
MPS Board Director Jennifer Morales enjoys a benefit for Alliance School 

as well as the proximity to downtown 
businesses and institutes of higher ed-
ucation make it an ideal site. 

Kim Cosier, assistant professor 
of art education at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, said, "I was 
so pleased that the committee gave its 
approval for Alliance to have a home. 
This brings us a giant step closer to 
realizing the important mission of the 
school. Alliance has the potential to 

significantly impact 
the lives of a great 
many people. Re-
search and experi-
ence tell us that all 
it takes is one caring 
adult to change the 
course of a student's 
life — Alliance will 
offer its kids a cad-
re of caring adults! 
The concern that 
is shown to them 
promises to grow 
exponentially as the 
kids move out into 
the community." 

Alliance will open 
in August with 100 students in grades 
9 through 12. Seats are still available. 
For more information about enroll-
ing, visit www.allianceschool.org or 
call 414-475-8000. 

MCA,1 <Wf 

R.S.V.P. Productions 
Launches First Production 
at New Gay Arts Center 
T ove, family, birth, death. The 
1./cycles that propel us all through 
our tumultuous lives. They weave 
and intersect, often creating vi-

' cious torrents that can either loft 
us to great heights, or hurl us down 
into the flames. 

R.S.V.P. Productions presents 
an adaptation of the award-win-
ning HBO Special "The Twilight of 
the Golds" by Jonathan Tolins. The 
wheels of life turn with particu-
larly harsh and heady inertia for a 
quiet Jewish family, the Golds. The 
daughter, Suzanne, is married to a 
geneticist whose work allows him 
to positively identify their unborn 
child has a certain trait. 

The turbulence is particularly 
powerful for the brother, David, 
who shares the same genetic trait, 
or `sickness' as the father puts it. A 
maelstrom of prejudice. An apoca-
lypse of hate. Raymond Bradford 
directs this Wisconsin premiere 
which stars Mark Hagen, Carrie 

Williams, Brian Richards, Alan 
Wallisch and Cynthia Paplaczyk. 

This is also the premiere of 
R.S.V.P Productions new venue. 
The Gay Arts Center at 703 S. 2nd 
St. will be the new home of many 
exciting productions for R.S.V.P. 
It's a wonderful location featuring 
lots of street parking and is close to 
galleries, restaurants and bars. 

Opening Thursday, June 16, 
"The Twilight of the Golds" runs 
through June 26, Wednesdays 
through Sundays. Performance 
times are 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays 
and Thursdays, 8 p.m. Fridays and 
Saturdays, and 4:30 p.m. Sundays. 
Tickets are $15 general seating, and 
$20 reserved. Call the box office at 
414-272-5694. 

Future productions include 
the hilarious gay murder mystery 
"Drop Dead" playing for one week-
end only, July 8-10 and, coming in 
November, the recent Broadway 
show "Reckless" by Craig Lukas. 

Action Wisconsin's 
Milwaukee Pride Schedule 
Action Wisconsin (AW) will be 

at the following events on Sat-
urday, June 11. 

12:30-2 p.m. at the Rainbow 
Cafe: Speakers training to Stop the 
Ban, co-presented with Center Ad-
vocates. Please register at least three 
days prior to the training session by 
sending us the following info: date 
of the training, your name, address, 
phone, and e-mail. E-mail lindsey. 
saunders@actionwisconsin.org. 

3:30-5 p.m.: Action Wisconsin 
Executive Director Chris Ott will 
be on a panel on how to work to-
gether as a state to defeat the con-
stitutional ban. 

5:30-7 p.m.: Political rally. 
AW is seeking volunteers 

to help with our outreach to 
PrideFest attendees on June 
11 and 12. E-mail marcelle. 
richards@actionwisconsin.org to 
sign up. The Speakers Network is 
also seeking regular daytime volun-
teers and interns to help build the 
network, both during the summer 
and through the coming year. AW 
also needs help making outreach 
phone calls in Madison on several 
evenings in June. E-mail lindsey. 
saunders@actionwisconsin.org or 
call 608-441-0143, ext 309. 

HAPPENINGS 
National 

Gay Games 
Documentary Premieres 
at New York's NewFest 

c an Francisco — The two decade leg-
acy of the international Gay Games 

is the subject of filmmaker David 
Secter's new 85-minute documentary, 
"Take the Flame! Gay Games: Grace, 
Grit & Glory?' The film has its world 
premiere on June 4 during NewFest, 
New York City's annual LGBT film 
festival. 

The film is narrated by Olympic 
diving legend Greg Louganis, who 
came out as gay and HIV-positive at 
the 1994 Gay Games IV in New York. 
"Take the Flame!" includes interviews 
and comments from numerous Gay 
Games participants and supporters, 
including prominent athletes such as 
Martina Navratilova, David Kopay, 
Bruce Hayes and Billy Bean; author 
Armistead Maupin; U.S. Ambassador 
James Hormel; and noted photogra-
pher Tom Bianchi. 

Secter's film tells the story of how 
the Gay Games changed the way the 
world thinks about the LGBT com-
munity and sports. Compiling the 
hundreds of photographs, video and 

film clips involved dogged research 
into public and personal archival ma-
terial, including the Federation of Gay 
Games' archives at the San Francisco 
Public Library. 

Secter shot much exclusive foot-
age at the first Gay Games held in the 
southern hemisphere, Gay Games VI 
in Sydney, Australia, held in Novem-
ber 2002. Other material documents 
social conditions throughout the Gay 
Games' history, including the concur-
rent AIDS epidemic that took the lives 
of many people connected with LGBT 
sports, notably Tom Waddell. 

The world premiere at NewFest 
will launch a series of appearances at 
LGBT film festivals 'during the next 
year, prior to Gay Games VII which 
takes place in Chicago July 15-22, 
2006. 

For more information about "Take 
the Flame! Gay Games: Grace, Grit and 
Glory," visit the Chicago Gay Games 
VII Web site, www.chicago2006.org. 
NewFest ticketing information is 
available at www.newfest.org. 

Attorney at Law Warren J. Klaus 
Partnership Agreements, Probate/Trusts, 

Wills, Revocable Living Trust, 
Title XIX/Estate Planning, 

Durable Power of Attorney, 
Non-Probate Transfers, Real Estate, 

L.L.C. & Small Business Matters 
Office: Residence: 

5665 S. 108th St. 
Hales Corners, WI 53130 

(414) 529-2800 
fax (414) 529-6447 

2427 N. Sherman Blvd. 
Milwaukee, WI 53210 

(414) 871-3144 
email: WKlaus8163@aol.com 

General Practice of Law • Free Health Care Power of Attorney 

FREE FIRST CONSULTATION in PERSON or via EMAIL 
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A Milwaukee Spiritual 
Leader Passes ... 
But Is Not Forgotten 
The word of the Rev. Lew Broyles' passing 

in May, left those in our ranks sad and 
downright shocked. His engaging wit and 
style touched so many... It was almost as 
if the dreary weather of late expressed our 
heavy hearts. 

Lew was a man with lots of words, usually 
shared during his rousing sermons at the Mil-
waukee Metropolitan Community Church. 

But more than a man of the cloth, Lew was 
a gentle voice even away from the pulpit. He 
represented, as he liked to say, "all of God's 
children," including those who are LGBT. 

A passionate community leader, Lew's 
style brought a bit of levity when issues fac-
ing our community appeared overwhelming 
and clearly backward. 

When we sat down recently, Lew talked 
about how one of his most important accom-
plishments in life was his "marriage" of LGBT 
people at PrideFest year after year. In fact, he 
was almost giddy when he talked about the 
total number of"marriages" for queer people 
over which he officiated through his life. And 
even though Lew was involved 
in so many community organi-
zations, he would never let on 
who he knew and how to get 
tough things done — it wasn't 
Lew's style to push his weight 
around. 

You could tell he took great 
pride in bringing happiness to 
others and so, what better time 
to celebrate Lew's pride than 
now, during Pride month? 

Lew wore pride on his 
sleeve and it was his honesty 
that made others feel good 
about themselves and what 
they believed in. 

A compassionate, caring 
and modest man is how Lew 
will be remembered here in 
Milwaukee. And for those who 
believe in an afterlife... we can 
tell you this — God's getting 
an earful right now from one 
of our best allies. 

Is Marriage the Only Way? 
To us, the proposed consti-

tutional ban on gay marriage 
and civil unions is wrong in so 
many ways that we could fill 
this entire paper with stories 
and examples of its barbaric 
and homophobic implications. 
But we don't feel we need to 
do that because, after all, we're 
preaching to the choir. 

But when do discussion 
and differing views on this 
very serious issue become 
right or wrong to engage in? 
Many would say that, as the 
state's largest LGBT newspa-
per, Q Life should not question 
the motives and organization-
al decisions made by those in 
power in our community. After 
all, that could be viewed as di-
visive. However, nothing could 
be further from the truth. 

LGBT people in this state 

need to arm themselves for the war ahead. 
Make no mistake about it, Q Life stands 

steadfastly behind efforts to oppose Wis-
consin's proposed constitutional ban on gay 
marriage and civil unions. But as we polish 
our armor and plot our war strategy, we need 
to make sure we're able to communicate and 
build alliances with others who may or may 
not share our political views on every issue. 
After all, without an infantry of many soldiers 
we could lose both the battle and the war. 

We respect Action Wisconsin's and Center 
Advocates' undying leadership on this issue. 
But we ask that both these fine, well-oiled 
machines with competent leaders at their 
helms make sure the discussion around de-
feating this bigoted ban is not stagnated by a 
limited number of people with the very same 
views. 

There clearly is a difference between mar-
riage and civil unions. No one is denying that. 
And you would be hard-pressed to find any-
one in the LGBT community that wouldn't 
agree that if we got even one of these pro-

1NIONS & Editoi jai

tections, it would be a step 
forward. 

But we mustn't lose sight that some of 
the most powerful movements in our history 
were successful mainly because they fought 
for something and not against it. In this case, 
we know our backs are up against the wall 
since those seeking a ban want to strip us of 
our fundamental right of liberty. We know 
we need to fight back and we must do every-
thing we can to try to stop this ban. 

However, let's not close the door on all 
options that might become available to us 
in the coming months. Also let's not neglect 
the creative thinking in our community that 
could culminate in surprising results. We 
won't know what that could lead to if we 
disenfranchise a whole group of people and 
don't get the discussion out on the table. 

continued on page 15 
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EDITORIAL continued from page 14 

Our trenches are full of people, both 
veterans and newcomers, ready to fight the 
good fight. Let's not silence them by driving 
them away with what some might think ex-
cludes them. 

For the good of our entire movement, 
whether we ultimately call our partnerships 
marriages or civil unions, we must realize 
now the only path to a winning strategy in-
volves figuring out our common ground and 
building on it. 

Kudos 
A special hats-off this month must go out 

to the forward-thinking women who realized 
that Milwaukee lacked some feminist and 
queer perspectives in the marketplace. With 
the addition of Broad Vocabulary, a feminist 
bookstore in Bay View, southeastern Wiscon-
sin has gained some knowledge on what it 
means to bring discussions of gender into fo-
cus through literature. We still haven't passed 
the ERA, but we hope we have enough votes 
to keep this fresh voice and new business 
alive. 

The ACLU deserves a pat on the back for 
going to court to try to protect the rights of 
partners of state employees. This forward-
thinking advocacy group realizes the differ-
ence between right and wrong as well as 

bigotry and inclusion. In order for our state 
to compete for some of the best brains and 
workers in our nation, we must realize that 
Wisconsin needs to get with the program and 
offer the same competitive benefits available 
elsewhere throughout the nation. Gov. Doyle 
was right when he made this part of his bud-
get for University of Wisconsin employees. 
Unfortunately the legislature doesn't see it 
that way and might legally be forced to come 
to their senses. 

Congratulations to the Alliance School, 
Milwaukee Board of School Directors and 
MPS Administrators who led a successful 
effort to ensure that teens at risk, including 
those who are LGBT, will have another safe 
place to hit the books in August. With an ap-
proved new location, the Alliance School is 
now ready to do what they've been working 
toward for many months — teach a group of 
kids badly in need of non-traditional educa-
tional opportunities. 

Although Alliance School organizers were 
hoping to move into the Bucketworks build-
ing and even secured a matching grant of 
half a million dollars for build-out, they were 
prudent to put the kids first. After all, the des-
perate need for more safe, inclusive learning 
environments should not be curtailed or stall 
because of bricks and mortar. 

Apologies 
voted for Ald. Michael McGee because I 

thought McGee was a person who might "shake 
things up" a little and initiate some needed 
change. I voted for McGee and I was disappointed 
by the reported slur he made against our commu-
nity in reference to the officers alleged in the Frank 
Jude beating, especially because so many of the 
queer people in my district also voted for McGee. 
Most disappointing has been the lack of a solid, 
public apology from him. 

Despite my disappointment, I have to wonder 
how long we're going to play this broken apology 
record. Yes, the bigoted slur was tremendously 
inappropriate. Yes, it's vital that the LGBTcommu-
nity challenge prejudice and other threats to our 
dignity and equality, but we've done that. We've 
made it clear to all that the casual verbal attack 
McGee made on our community would not be 
tolerated without challenge. That point has been 
made, regardless of whether or not a formal apol-
ogy is forthcoming. Attitudes are not changed by 
pressure, and change is not always evidenced by 
an apology made in response to bullying. 

The LGBT community has publicly supported 
Frank Jude's cause and many of us have attended 
the vigils and meetings. The clear message is that 
we stand in solidarity with Jude, for justice and 
against hate crimes driven by ignorant bigotry. 
McGee cannot have failed to hear at least some 
of that message. What he chooses to do with it 
is left to be seen, but how long are we going to 
expend energy on this issue? 

Let's move forward and give McGee another 
chance to mend the damage he wrought with 
his thoughtless insult. Let's give him an opportu-
nity to show that he recognizes how all victims 
of unfair prejudice need to stand together, that 
strength against oppression is in unifying rather 
than dividing ourselves. Hopefully McGee now 
realizes, if he didn't before, that a large percent-
age of his actively voting constituents are queer 
and, apology or not, his words and actions need 
to serve his entire diverse district. If not, he wpn't 
be re-elected. 

Hannah Medrow 

Letters to the Editor 

ORE OPINIO 

Greendale Police Continue to Stop 
Shoppers at Southridge Mall 

What was first suspected to be an abduction 
of a pregnant woman by four unidentified armed 
men at Southridge Mall on Saturday, April 30, 
later turned out to be a profiling operation con-
ducted by the Greendale Police Department. 

The alarming part is that these officers seek 
someone who fits the profile of a gang member 
and then they stop the person without first iden-
tifying themselves, according to a Latino citizen. 
The officers request the names of those stopped 
and interrogate them, while their names are 
checked for outstanding warrants. When people 
ask for their identifications they repeatedly refuse 
to identify themselves. They have no choice, but to 
identify themselves. 

This type of profiling operation continues 
at Southridge. Chief of Police Robert Dams at 
Greendale calls it a proactive gang-suppression 
operation in which shoppers may be stopped for 
wearing caps cocked to the side, clothing with 
colors used by gangs, or flashy jewelry or for ex-
hibiting gang-related tattoos in public. These 
types of hats, clothing and jewelry are also sold at 
Southridge Mall and anyone can buy them over 
the counter. Perhaps the Greendale police need to 
confiscate and close the stores that provide them 
to the public. 

Also, there is no law that prohibits anyone 
from exhibiting any type of tattoo in public. No 
doubt, our 'civil rights" are being violated by the 
Greendale Police Department. 

But Chief Dams says the department is not 
profiling and officers should identify themselves 
before they stop anyone. Dams has started an in-
ternal investigation about officers not identifying 
themselves as previously reported. 

H. Nelson Goodson 
El Conquistador, LNS 
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YOUTH 
Christopher Allen and Colin 

Koehler are both teens 
and attend high school 
in Milwaukee. They are 

members of their school GSA 
and are involved with Diverse 
and Resilient, a social service 
organization whose mission 

is to ensure the healthy 
development of the LGBTQ 

community. 

What About the T? 
t is a constant struggle for young identifying les-
bian, gay and bisexual youth to remain resilient 

and strong when it comes to the pressures of fit-
ting in at school and in the community. Coming 
out can be an enlightening or a painful experience 
and there are abundant outreach programs and 
resources available for all who seek them. 

Keeping that in mind, there is also an increas-
ingly visible population of identifying transgender 
youth. What is most ironic about a community 
fighting for justice, equality and respect is the lack 
of knowledge in the LGB community regarding 
transgender issues. Through personal experiences 
we find that the LGB community tends to ignore 
any other types of gender identification. Some 
in the community don't understand what many 
transgender youth face and are apathetic when it 
comes to these issues. 

While we're all equal, some of us tend to ignore 
the trials that others are put through, seeing them 
as unimportant compared to our own problems 
that we face everyday. However, we're all in this 
together, fighting for rights and understanding. 
While we ourselves might not be able to grasp 
how others conceptualize their issues, we need to 

show the support that they need. 
We aren't denying that the com-

munity is indeed growing more ed-
ucated about what it means to be 
transgender, but there are a lack of 
transgender workshops and trans-
gender youth groups for people to 
attend in order for us to began to 
grasp the issues faced by this often 
ignored group. 

With that said, it can be more of 
a battle for transgender youth to 
come out in an environment full of 
transphobia. The LGB community 
should be willing to embrace them 
with open minds, open arms, and 

open hearts but there seems to be a degree of 
transphobia within the community. 

Plenty of questions go unanswered every day at 
school and in the community. For instance, what if 
a young female-to-male or male-to-female trans-
gender person has to use the restroom? Are they 
to use the restroom that they are "supposed" to 
use or should 
they use the 
restroom they 
know they tru-
ly belong in? 

There is 
little to no sup-
port for trans-
gender youth 
in the school 
system. Many 
transgender 
youth are 
constantly asking themselves, "Which bathroom 
should I use?""Should I tell my teacher to use my 
preferred pronouns?" or "Should I just not say any-
thing at all?" 

Not saying anything about being transgender 
can possibly lead to depression, a sense of self-
worthlessness and fear. By feeling worthless and 
afraid of the world around them, transgender 
youth might resort to suicide or other types of 
self-inflicted harm to try and erase the pain sup-
pression they feel around them. 

For each person identifying as female-to-male 
or male-to-female, the experience is different, as 
all coming out stories tend to be. Some people 
feel the need to shield their gender out of either 
fear or lack of support, and some individuals are 
embraced with love and acceptance. The LGB 
community needs to continue to combine trans-
gender workshops and education forums as a way 
to include transgender youth and embrace every-
one regardless of sexuality and gender. 

What is most ironic about 
a community fighting 

for justice, equality and 
respect is the lack of 

knowledge in the LGB 
community regarding 

transgender issues. 
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Moore Pledges 
Support to LGBT 
People and Families 
By Congresswoman Gwen Moore, (D - Milwaukee) 

Congratulations on the success of Q Life 
and thank you for inviting me to be this 

month's 
Friend! It is an 
honor to have 
this opportu-
nity to address 
my friends in 
the LGBT com-
munity. 

Through-
out my life, I 
have always 
endeavored 
to understand 
people whose 
lives and ex-
periences are 

different from my own. As a student, I chose 
to study foreign languages as a way of gain-
ing insight into how other cultures and com-
munities live. I have always been proud of 
my commitment to diversity — not a hollow 
commitment to tolerating others, but a firm 
belief that we all benefit from celebrating the 
contributions different communities make to 
the well-being of our society. 

It has been very easy for me to embrace 
the LGBT community because I understand 
how my fate is linked to my neighbor's. I un-
derstand that advancements for women and 
people of color cannot come at the expense 
of LGBT people. I recognize that economic 
empowerment is a goal that we all share, and 
one we will all be denied if we allow divisive 
politics to shift our focus. 

I believe, deeply, in the goal of equality 
and civil rights for all. 

I am disturbed by the current efforts to 
use the Constitution to deny full equality to 
LGBT people. The civil rights protections that 
are enshrined in our state and federal con-
stitutions are the product of years of bloody 
struggle. I respect the effort expended to win 
those protections. I am proud to have partici-
pated in those struggles, and to have helped 
open new doors for groups whose opportu-
nities had been limited by centuries of preju-
dice and discriminatory practices. 

Now, some legislators have introduced a 
constitutional amendment that would ban 
gay marriage and civil unions in Wisconsin. 

Gwen Moore 

FRIENDS 
Too few people understand the scope of this 
amendment, and the impact it would have 
on real families in our community. Should the 
proposed amendment pass, it could endan-
ger the domestic partnership registries es-
tablished in many Wisconsin municipalities. 
In states where similar amendments have 
prevailed, corporations that offer domestic 
partner benefits have been vulnerable to 
lawsuits, and public entities that offer these 
benefits have been forced to discontinue 
them. 

The potential for these setbacks is all too 
real, and all too scary. 

As a state senator, I opposed legislation 
to ban gay marriage and I pledge that I will 
continue to be a voice for LGBT rights in the 

It has been very easy for 
me to embrace the LGBT 

community because 
I understand how my 

fate is linked to my 
neighbor's. 

U.S. House of Representatives. 
As a member of Congress, I am commit-

ted to using federal law as a tool to empower 
and support LGBT people and their families. I 
pledge to you that I will: 

•Support the Employment Non-Discrim-
ination Act, to prohibit employers from dis-
criminating on the basis of sexual orienta-
tion and ensure fairness in hiring; 

Mork to ensure that same- and oppo-
site-sex domestic partners of federal em-
ployees receive the same benefits available 
to spouses; 

•Support the equal treatment of domes-
tic partners under federal tax law; and 

-Fight to expand the Family and Medical 
Leave Act, to cover employees taking leave 
to care for ill or infirm domestic partners. 

As progressive people, we must work to 
make room at the table for everyone, rather 
than seeking only to protect our own seats. 

Wisconsin Gay News 
Get your daily 

dose of gay news! 
LGBT news, opinion 
and resources from 

across Wisconsin and 
beyond. Updated 

throughout the day. 

WYNDHAM MILWAUKEE CENTER" 

• • 

WM YX www.wisconsingaynews.corn 
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CLUBBING 

Christopher Schmidt 
(achmidt@queerlifenews.com) 
frequents many area clubs. He is 
always on the lookout for the newest 
hotspots. Stay tuned for more on 
Milwaukee's wonderful array of nightlife 
opportunities. 

PUMP Up 
With Milwaukee's ever-popular Pride-

Fest right around the corner, the city 
is planning wonderful events for both June 
10 and 11. Held at the Summerfest grounds, 
PrideFest brings people from all over the 
state, as well as surrounding states, together 
for an all-out, no-holds-barred bash. Though 
I am sure almost all of the bars and clubs in 
Milwaukee and the surrounding areas have 
wonderful agendas for these two fun-filled 
evenings, you must attend the two that will 
rock your world. 

For quite some time now I have frequent-
ed the nightclub Three, located at 722 N. 
Milwaukee St. in downtown Milwaukee, and 
I have always thoroughly enjoy myself. Three 
has many different themed nights and, in 
my opinion, Sunday's party, named PUMP, 
is simply amazing. With wonderful drink 
specials and with a wide variety of both 
men and women clientele ranging from the 
young to the club veterans, PUMP is sim-
ply remarkable. Bartenders Josh Muller and 
Christian Pavlock add a smile to the evening 

The positive energy that flows through the 
grounds screams 'let's party. As one of my favorite 

weekends in Milwaukee, PrideFest and its after 
party at Moct Bar on June 11 won't let down even 

the most avid party-goer. 

the Party 
with impeccable service and outstanding 
drinks. With a revolving $6 martini special, 
PUMP makes for a very affordable evening, 
especially because there is no cover charge. 

Promoter Gregg Hutterer and DJ John 
Murges put on a wonderfully organized 
and fun-filled evening. They founded PUMP 
two and a half years ago and it is still going 
strong. John Murges is a household name in 
Milwaukee, having been the resident DJ at 
the annual Make A Promise event recently 
held at the Milwaukee Art Museum (ben-
efiting AIDS awareness and research) as well 
as a frequent installation at Three. Not only 
does DJ John Murges perform his wonder-
ful beats in this small yet delightful space 
with an ample dance floor, he is going to 
be headlining the special PrideFest event 
at Moct Bar, 240 E. Pittsburgh Ave., just one 
block east of 1st Street over the Water Street 
bridge. 

On June 11, Moct Bar, which houses the 
ever-popular Café Fabrika, will turn into 
a club-goers paradise. Starting after the 

nightly PrideFest fireworks, this party will be 
the party of the year. DJ Plez from Chicago, 
as well as DJ John Murges, will lay down 
the tracks. All proceeds from the minimal 
cover charge will go to benefit PFLAG of 
Milwaukee, an organization that promotes 
the health and well-being of the LGBT com-
munity here in Milwaukee and all over the 
country. Once the Café Fabrika section of 
Moct Bar is transformed into a large, state-
of-the-art dance floor and the lights start il-
luminating this wonderful space, the music 
will take over, turning it into a night not to 
miss. You would be foolish not to attend. 

PrideFest, held on June 10 and 11, is a 
must for homosexuals and straights alike. 
The positive energy that flows through the 
PrideFest grounds screams "let's party." As 
one of my favorite weekends in Milwaukee, 
PrideFest and its after-party at Moct Bar on 
June 11 won't let down even the most avid 
party-goer. 
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When I Look at Her, 
I'm Home 
What attracted you to each other? 

Des: I have to admit her beautiful smile and 
bedroom eyes immediately got engraved in my 
head. I started to experience strange feelings 
of giddiness when she touched me, nosiness 
when she was away, cluelessness when she was 
around me and, well, sleepless nights if she slept 
over. I was hooked and the chemistry took over. 
The natural elements of love began to brew as I 
hoped that she would feel the same. 

Kelly: Desiree is a very passionate person 
in terms of what she believes in. She immedi-
ately challenged me intellectually and in terms 
of thinking about myself and about the world 
around me. She makes me want to be a better 
person. I became hooked instantaneously and 
always found ways to spend time with her. She 
has a great sense of humor and is a beautiful 
person both inside and out! 

What is unique about your partner? 
Des: Being with Kelly has given me the op-

portunity to really experience love. I now under-
stand the poetry, movies, stories and love songs 
because I am in love. She completes me. When I 
look at her I'm home. I would die for her. I would 
kill for her. I see my unborn children in her eyes. 
I count the days when we are away. She is the 
sunshine in my eyes, and the one person I long 
to be with... 

Kelly: Ditto. 

What is the happiest 
time you had together? 

Des: Our second kiss, 
because we were both un-
certain if it was going to 
happen. Once it did, I had 
butterflies in my stomach 
and my whole world at 
that moment was so sur-
real and exciting because 
I wanted this new feeling 
to stay with me forever. 
And it has. 

Kelly: Besides that amazing kiss, we are liv-
ing apart right now, so I am most happy on the 
weekends when we can sleep in together and 
spend the entire day doing nothing in each 
other's company. We communicate, laugh and 
spend the day sharing kisses and hugs! It gets 
me through each week! 

What are your hopes for this relationship? 
Des: I hope I will be able to give Kelly all that 

she needs. I hope that she will be able to give 
me what I need. I hope our families will accept 
our relationship unconditionally someday. I 
hope that love is all we will need forever. And 
I hope that our relationship lives on as long as 
we do. 

Kelly: We are actually finally moving in to-
gether next month and are very excited about 
starting our lives together! I hope that our re-
lationship will be embraced not only by family 
and friends but by the larger society. I hope that 
our children will be able to live in this society 
without feeling ostracized. Lastly, I hope that 
everyone has the opportunity to experience 
the kind of love that Desiree and I share. 

Q 
COUPLES 

Desiree Alva, 24, (on the 
left) is a Chicano from San 
Antonio. She is a full-
time master's student at 
UW—Madison and associate 
advisor for the Multicultural 
Student Center. Kelly Ocasio, 
22, is a recent UW graduate 
and teaches bilingual 
kindergarten in Milwaukee. 
Both love their kitty, Gia. 
They have been together 
two and a half years. 

Do you and your partner want to be role models or 
grab your 15 minutes of fame? 

Email qcouples@queerlifenews.com 
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SAVE THE DATES! 

2005 MILWAUKEE 
LESBIAN GAY BISEXUAL TRANSGENDER 

FILM/VIDEO FESTIVAL 

SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 9 

[ insert films here 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

Igbtfilm@uwm.edu 

ARTS.UWM.EDUAGBTFILM 

UNIVERSITYof WISCONSIN 

UlAMILWAUKEE 
PECK SCHOOL OF 
THE ARTS 
DEPARTMENT OF FILM 
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Don't Look Down On Floors 
NCOCk 

•C 

Mary Stearns 
(mstearns@queerlifenews. 

corn) is the owner of 
Orientations, Ltd., which 
she co-founded in 1977. 
Originally, the business 
imported Korean chests 

and other Asian antiquities. 
Orientations now offers a 

full range of interior design 
services. Mary is an allied 
member of the American 

Society of Interior Designers. 

Cashion at your fingertips? Yes. But fashion at 
your feet? 
"Flooring is a fashion statement," says Bob 

Kashou of George Kashou Carpet Co. on Milwau-
kee's East Side. Well sure, Kashou has been sell-
ing floor coverings for over three generations. 
They'd be delighted if we changed our carpets 
as often as we update our wardrobes. 

But as an interior decorator rather than a 
fashion plate, I do tend to agree with Bob. The 
basics in any room, the Holy Trinity, are the shell: 
walls, ceiling and floor. This is the foundation 
from which the rest of the decorating evolves. 

Today's flooring comes in such a large variety 
of materials, textures and colors that we have the 
freedom to choose just about anything we can 
imagine. The safe, beige wall-to-wall carpeting 
of the '50s has given way to hard-surface floors 
accented with area rugs. Just as off-white walls 
have been enlivened with color and texture, 
floors are becoming more practical and exciting. 

Hard-surface floors are being unearthed in 
older homes — often oak on the main floors, 
maple in the bedroom areas and pine in attics. 
In newly built houses, homeowners and builders 
are specifying hardwoods, ceramic, terra cotta, 
porcelain and stone, where subflooring covered 
by carpeting, sheet vinyl or tile was once the 
norm. The hard, natural surface floorings allow 
for more flexibility in style, are easier to care for 
and tend to be kinder to people with allergies. 

They are also beautiful. 
Area rugs are widely available in all tradi-

tions and price ranges from home improvement 
megastores to high-end specialty rug dealers. 
Rugs can be put down easily, taken up for clean-
ing or changed to create different atmospheres. 
Having said all that, I believe that there is still 
nothing as luxurious, rich looking and sink-your-
toes-into-it feeling as a wall-to-wall carpet in the 
bedroom. 

In addition to the classic oriental rugs and 
carpeting that their reputation is built on, 
Kashou offers wood, cork, rubber and bamboo 
flooring. Years ago, we persuaded Sam Kashou 
to construct an area rug for a bowed-front liv-
ing room. Not only was the carpet to be cut and 
bound in an unusual shape, but we also speci-
fied a contrasting border inserted to match a 
custom-bordered runner in the stairway of the 
adjoining foyer. 

My late partner, Joanne Johnson, was a won-
derful artist and a needlepoint-canvas designer 
before we started Orientations. She painted 
a glorious floral design on a client's round, 
glassed-in conservatory floor. At another client's, 
she painted a border on a dining room oak floor 
echoing the colors of the rug it surrounded. An-
other floor we designed (not painted by JJ — she 
retired, just like the Paper Dolls), created a hand-
some hand-painted Mediterranean look with 
a faux marquetry adaptation on a hardwood 

kitchen floor. 
During the Shorewood Village Hall renova-

tion in the '80s, we fell in love with a WPA era rug 
that was in the village manager's office. Unfortu-
nately the rug's condition was too poor to con-
tinue its use. So we had a custom reproduction 
made, adopting the original design and using 
the new color scheme. After repair and cleaning, 
the original rug was hung in the stairwell of the 
east entry. There it can be admired by many — a 
slice of history as well as an efficient noise bar-
rier. It looks great. Go visit it and the new one in 
the manager's office too. 

While you are out looking at floors, and if 
you're thinking about what to do in your own 
place, there are many floors in public spaces to 
visit for ideas. 

The floor in the great hall at Villa Terrace, a 
decorative arts museum of Milwaukee County, 
is a pegged, planked style seen in the Mediter-
ranean villas. The Hotel Metro on Mason Street 
has a fabulous bamboo floor in most of its first 
floor public areas. The Milwaukee Art Museum's 
Calatrava addition features a stunning marble 
floor, while the east entry floors are a durable 
end-grain hardwood. The older section of the 
museum has floors covered in hardwood par-
quet. 

Fashion underfoot? Oh, yes! From now on, for 
the height of fashion, don't look down on floors. 
Look at them. 

Painting 
Plaster Repair 
Drywall 
Wood Stripping & Re 
Finish Carpentry 
Ceramic Tiling 
Minor Electric 
Minor Plumbing 
Senior Discount 
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Wisconsin State Registered 
HOME INSPECTOR #63 

n 
KINSHIP INSPECTION SERVICE INC. 

Providing Professional Inspections 
of Your Home or Business 

Buyer Inspections • Seller Inspections 
Radon Screening • Commercial Inspections 

DILHR Weatherization 
INSPECTIONS: Monday - Saturday 

OFFICE HOURS: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 

800-863-2255 
MEMBER 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION! 
SUMMER 2005 COMPLETION! 

Bay View Commons 
"There's nothing common about us!" 

2121 South Kinnickinnic Avenue 

For more information visit 

www.BayVicwCommons.com 

Marketed By: 
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Developed By: 

Big Bend Development, Inc. 
CIMEIMEEINOEVELOPAOENT 

• 1-2 BR Loft 
Style Condos 

• 9' to 18' ceilings 

• Private walk-out 
balconies 

• In-unit washer 
& dryer 

• Maple wood floors 

• Walk-in closets 

• Underground 
parking 

• Appliances included 

• $154,660 - $298,300 

Owned and Operated Hy NH! Incorporated 

Toni Spott 
414-906-3745 
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TRANSGENDER 

.7) 

Michael Munson is an emotionally 
intense, transgressively gendered, 
passionate social agitator who 
strives for inclusion and harmony 
by focusing on our human 
similarities and strengths. He is 
lovingly committed to his partner 
and their 10-year-old son. 

Inner Pride 
A n 80-year-old woman stands at her kitchen 
nsink, serenely watching the cardinals feed in 
her back yard. The tap lets out a slow trickle of 
water that rinses a handful of strawberries. Deftly, 
she pulls the edge of the paring knife towards her 
thumb, easily removing the green from the berry. 
Just as smoothly, she slices off a juicy bit of the 
berry and eats it directly from the blade. 

Watching her — seeing the pure pleasure she 
attains from these simple berries and the birds 
that fill her yard — one would question if she had 
studied Buddhism or yoga. Her spine straight, 
a peaceful smile brightens her face. Her calm, 
steady and unfaltering assu redness surrounds her 
and penetrate those around her. 

When I think of Pride, I don't see drunken mass-
es at PrideFest. I don't picture cheerful people on 
the streets proclaiming their queerness. I don't 
even envision people being proudly out to their 
family and friends. 

When I think of Pride, I imagine a community of 
people who are at peace with themselves, people 
who are so comfortable in their skin that it radi-
ates out to the world and that brilliance touches 
others. This tribe of prideful people may include 
those who are shy or outgoing, freshly out to 
themselves or elders in their community, actively 
involved with other queer people or fully content 
in their close circle of friends. The main ingredient 
is that they are filled to the brim with love, com-
passion and acceptance — of themselves. 

When I initially became involved with trans 
folks nearly 15 years ago, I was stunned to encoun-
ter a community of people who hated their bod-
ies. I saw FTMs who emerged from lesbian-femi-
nist backgrounds abhor their bodies. I saw MTFs 

become misandronistic. The focus was 
often on disliking what was, rather than 
on looking forward to (and working to-
wards) what will be. The focus was shame-based 
and frequently centered on covering up who they 
were, rather than accentuating the positive(s). 

When this kind of self-loathing becomes a cul-
tural norm, it is difficult to proclaim "I love my car 
(even though it needs a little bodywork)," in part, 
because it's hard to be the odd one out within a 
community, and because it's very challenging for 
any of us to learn to love ourselves, even when we 
see "flaws:' Are any of us flawed, though? What 
happens when we daringly love ourselves enough 
to transform the image we have of "flawed" to 
"unique"? 

Every time I slice strawberries, I think of my 
grandmother. She always used to say that the 
best strawberries were the ones that were a little 
bruised, because they were sweeter than the rest. 
I think of the juxtaposition of her quiet, inner 

I was stunned to encounter a 
community of people who hated 

their bodies. 
peacefulness and her love of the boldness of red 
— the strawberries, the cardinals. She was the first 
to teach me about contradictions and complexity, 
and more importantly about unconditional love. 
From early on, I deeply felt the love she had for 
her tall, uncoordinated, socially awkward grand-
daughter. I remember how she gently corrected 
other members of my family to use the "right" new 
name and male pronouns. She instilled in me a 
self-assuredness — profound inner peace — for 
who I was. 

My transness, like others', has often been 
viewed as "bold" and "courageous." My journey, 
though, has simply been about aligning my body 
and mind — loving who I am, not hating it — and 
sharing my complexities with others. That's pride. 
If we could all reach a place of self-love and self-ac-
ceptance, what would our community look like? 
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Milwaukee Gay Arts Center 
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Boyz 2005 HIV Prevention 
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Christopher Wilde 
(cwilde@queerlifenews.com) 

is a co-founder of QZAe 
an artist, DI, and Mac tech 
support specialist building 

community in Riverwest. 

Hometown Heroes • • 
The Queers Who Made Milwaukee Famous 
As we celebrate Pride this month, it's a great 

opportunity to take a look at two phenom-
enal publications from Milwaukee that reflect the 
quirky and irreverent nature of queer zines. Like 
the city itself, these zines are left-of-center and 
have roots in political dissent. Despite their simi-
larities, the ends to which these authors use wry 
humor differentiate them from each other. 

Fuh Cole [Issue 3, 1993, 40 pages] took its 
cues from such legendary zines as Johnny Nox-
ema's Bimbox. A pastiche of cut-and-paste xe-
rography with liberal usage of Sharpie markers, 
Fuh Cole rocks for the simple reason that it un-
ashamedly gets in the reader's face. Dave makes 
apologies to no one and doesn't spare his cutting 
remarks. Lest readers assume he's simply a "bit-
ter old queen," he assuredly is none of the three. 
His anger is there for good reason, but through 
the frustration, there's still an implied sense that 
Dave is working to change his circumstances for 
the better. 

The subtitle for Fuh Cole 3 is "the Fuh Kinko's 
issue" detailing the story of a suburban Kinko's 
that refused to copy his zine because they dis-
agreed with its content. He responds with a 
brilliant "culture jam" by inserting postage-paid 
Kinko's comment cards in each copy of the zine 
and encouraging readers to send in them in. 

Like the city itself, 
these zines are left-of-

center and have roots in 
political dissent. 

Eventually, he had to stop the campaign and add 
a disclaimer when Kinko's corporate office made 
amends. Dave is also adept at thoroughly dis-

secting form letters and propaganda from 
organizations like The March on Washing-
ton or Out Magazine and making sardonic 
comments in the margins. Fuh Cole folded 
shortly after Dave left Milwaukee. 

Mutate [Issue 9, 2005, 32 pages, www. 
mutatezine.com] started roughly a few 
years after the final issue of Fuh Cole and 
it's still distributed free of charge. "Form 
suggests function" can be applied to this 
zine, as it is folded in half-standard style, 
making it fairly unique. This style came 
about after the introductory issue, whose 
modified mini-zine format required a time-

Proudly Serving the Gay; Lesbian and Bisexual Community 

Hum LAW OFFICES 
Kathleen E. Hume, Esq. 

Family Matters • Estate Planning 

(262)789-6845 
350 Bishops Way, Suite 204 • Brookfield, WI 53005 
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414-38C-14tAki 
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consuming process to assemble. Early issues of-
ten had few written articles and heavily relied on 
graphic art to carry the weight. These graphics, 
however, were certainly not lacking — they were 
clever, cheeky examples of detournement, the 
concept of taking a photo or graphic and altering 
it subtly to render an entirely different meaning. 

Issue 9 brings together cool visual elements, 
tight writing, and thought-provoking commen-
tary on advertising, media and pop culture. Defy-
ing the typical cliched questions one often finds 
in music interviews, Milo profiles queer dyke hip-
hop artists God-des and Tina G (coincidentally 
both Wisconsin natives). He is also unabashedly 
bisexual and a feminist, and strives to be inclusive 
of the wide range of the queer experience. Check 
out "Blurotica" for the best example of his varied 
desires condensed into sensual short-story form. 
What stands out most of all is a commitment to 
activism. If an article isn't about ways to save the 
planet through conservation or reducing con-
sumerism, it's about personal or sexual politics. 

The energy behind Mutate is still going strong 
and after Issue 10 appears (at an indeterminate 
future date) there are plans to publish all 10 is-
sues together in an anthology. Stay tuned! 

Next month, get out your passport and brush 
up on your foreign language skills when we'll 
look at the European zines Easily Grossed Out 
and Androzine. 

These and other zines can be found online at www.gzap.org, 
the Queer Zine Archive Project. 

Buying or Selling, Call Your 

Real Estate Specialists 

Scott Perkins 
• Buyer's Agent 
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• Serving Greater Milwaukee 

(414) 476-9070 x461 
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Gregg Hutterer 
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Customer Service Experience 
• First-time Buyers, My Specialty 
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ghutterer@shorewest.com 

Specializing in Our Community 
First-time Buyers, Relocations, Investments, 
Condos, Duplexes, Buying-up or Downsizing 
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414-278-8100 
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Not Just Another Jewelry Store 

Custom Designed Jewelry Goldsmiths on Premises 

6011 West Layton Avenue 414.281.1022 

"StatScript isn't the kind of pharmacy that 
has a paperback department. But they'll help 
you write the next chapter of your life." 

At StatScript, what makes us different 

makes us better. As a specialty pharmacy, 

we provide an innovative scope of support, 

so that individuals with HIV/AIDS and 

other chronic conditions can approach their health 

with a strong and confident outlook. 

STATSCRIPT PHARMACY 
CHRONIMED 

Specialty Pharmacy. Specialty Solutions 

826 N. Plankinton Avenue #100. Milwaukee. WI 53203 
(414) 278-7828 
Toll free: 1-866-746-3799 
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LESBIAN HEALTH 

Kathy Herbst is the Director of 
Programs at the Milwaukee LGBT 
Community Center and a Lesbian 

Alliance board member. She has a 
long-standing interest in women's 

health issues. 

Lesley Salas is a Cuban-American 
lesbian with two children. She 
is currently pursuing her main 

interests: writing, dance, 
Scrabble and a variety 
of social justice issues. 

An Immodest 
WARNING: Researching lesbian risk factors can 

be hazardous to your health! 
My blood pressure spiked more than once as 

I attempted to research lesbian health and any 
morsel of information I could find about lesbians 
of color. 

It all started out quite innocently. I was 
Googling around for information on health risks 
for women from different ethnic/racial groups. 
(Obviously, I was already once removed from the 
"lesbian" topic, but you take what you can get.) 

I quickly discovered that the only articles you 
can find about (straight) women of color and 
health care usually end with a sentence like this: 
"There should/could be more research done on 
culturally sensitive approaches to health care/dis-
ease/risk factors for [Latinas, African Americans, 
Asian-Pacific Islanders, etc.]. Hopefully, somebody 
will come along and do this someday' 

Here are a few of the things I was able to piece 
together: 

Breast Cancer 
A fact sheet from the Susan G. Komen Breast 

Cancer Foundation states that "women who part-
ner with women and lesbians do have a greater 
risk of breast cancer than other women!" It seems 
lesbians are more likely to have two basic risk fac-
tors — never having had children and/or not see-
ing a doctor on a regular basis. So, if I am a lesbian 
mother who has been to the doctor frequently, am I 
exempt from lesbian health risk factors? 

Confused about who's at risk and why? Not sur-
prising given that women with so-called "known 
risk factors" make up only a small percentage of 
new breast cancer cases. 

To add insult to injury for women of color,"Lati-
no and African-American women are almost three 

Proposal 
times more likely than Anglo women to 
have never heard of a mammogram," ac-
cording to Carlos Molina of the American 
Public Health Association. 

Sherry Marts of the Society for 
Women's Health Research insists, 

'We have more than just one body 
part, folks. 

Reproductive Health 
One major problem for lesbians is lack of access 

to preventive or screening services. This means 
that lesbians (and a disproportionate percentage 
of women of color) often do not find out they have 
cancer until it has advanced to more dangerous 
levels. In addition, lesbians (and women of color 
whether lesbian or not) are often in households 
with lower income than the general population 
and more likely to have no or inadequate health 
coverage. 

Those who do have access may not want to 
face the embarrassment of the "birth control" in-
terrogation section on most doctors' intake forms. 
For those with the courage to out themselves, the 
response on the part of the doctor may be less 
than enlightened. Some lesbians have actually 
been told that, since they don't have sex with men, 
they do not need Pap smears to check for cervical 
cancer. 

Other Health Issues 
Speaking about women in general, Sherry 

Marts of the Society for Women's Health Research 
insists, "We have more than just one body part, 
folks." Her organization wants to expand the defi-
nition of women's health beyond breast and repro-
ductive health, what some call "bikini medicine." A 
recent American Medical Association study bears 
her out — lung cancer is the current number one 
killer of women. Wouldn't it be nice to know if this 
also applies to the lesbian subgroup of women? 

My frustrating Internet search did lead to one 

diabolically clever idea. Since they're starting from 
scratch on gender and culturally sensitive investi-
gations of women's health, why don't lesbians just 
lobby for "culture" status? We can then demand 
the level of attention (and research funding) that 
everyone else is clamoring for. 

If I were to be an extreme radical, I would also 
argue that researchers should study lesbians in an 
ethnically/racially sensitive way and for once get 
information that's of value to real people. 

We're in your neighborhood! 

, 
Timaeack 

COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
1 150 E. Brady Street. Milwaukee 53202 

Discover Waldorf education 
for the whole child: 

head, heart and hands 
jp-iitek 

NOW ENROLLING K3 
through Grade 8 

Milwaukee Parental Choice 
Program School 

CALL 414.277.0009 
www.tamarackwaldorf.org 

He's hot. 
But what's he got? 
FREE: HIV Testing, Hepatitis Testing/Vaccination 
STD Testing/Treatment and STD Medication 

:_EST ai BESTD CLINIC • 1240 E. Brady Street • 414 272 2144 • www bestd org 
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Love is in the air..: Saturday, June 18 
oJuding our 

Silent Auction! 

UP 
ON THE ROOF 

7:30 p.m. 

Paula Foley Tillen, 
Conductor 

Village Church Arts 
130 E. Juneau, Ave, 

Milwaukee (.1/4
Tickets are: 

$12 in advance, $15 at the door 
LIMITED SEATING — DON'T WAIT! 

Available through chorus members, OutWords Books, 
and by contacting the chorus office. 

Wisconsin Cream City Chorus • 315 W. Court St., Suite 101 
Milwaukee 53212 • 414/276-8787 • www.creamcitychorus.org 

MAKE YOUR 
HOME HIS. 
BECOME A 
TREATMENT 
FOSTER 
PARENT. 

ServiceChildren's 
Society of Wisconsin 

member qt"Children's Hospital Owl Health Sptem. 

Some treatment foster 

care kids go home. Others 

make your home theirs. 
All need the stability and 

security of a loving family 

in the meantime — and all 

the time. 

Become a treatment foster 
parent for emotionally or 
behaviorally challenged 

children. And see how 

challenges are overcome. 

Call Children's Service 
Society of Wisconsin at 
(414) 453-1400 or visit 

cssw.org today. 

Children's Service Society does not discriminate on the basis of age, sex. race, color, 
religion, sexual orientation, national origin or disability. LGBT persons encouraged to apply. 

SUZUKI. 

it 

 ARCTIC CAT 

• 

Summer Fun 
Finally! 
It is the time of the year that Wisconsin-

ites live for. It is the time when our attention 
turns outdoors — to runs along Lincoln Me-
morial Drive and festival weekends. It is also 
prime time for athletics for all. 

SSBL, the Saturday Softball Beer League, 
started its season May 7 with a full-day sched-
ule. While the weather was not summer-like, 
it was reminiscent of the kind of weather 
during the old Milwaukee Classic held over 
Memorial Day weekend. Temps were in the 
50s with a brisk northeasterly wind, making 
opening day very cold. The weather did not 
cool down the spirit of the crowd and the 
teams that played. 

SSBL has 13 teams for its 2005 season 
with two teams from Madison making the 
one-hour trek over to Milwaukee. All games 
are played at the Mitchell Park Domes on 
Saturdays starting at 10 a.m. Concessions are 
available at the field for a donation. 

Results from SSBL Week 1 (May 7) 

Switch 22 
Fluid 17 
Mad. Easy Riders 
Best D Clinic 15 
Harbor Room 20 
M&M Club 14 
Best D Clinic 9 

Out N' About 4 
Triangle 2 

12 Out N'About 7 
Woody's 0 
Q Life 4 
Mad. Easy Riders 
Walker's Pint 7 

If you happen to 
be at Miller Park in 
June watching our 
Milwaukee Brewers 
battle the New York 
Yankees, Chicago 
Cubs or Minne-
sota Twins, be 
on the lookout 
for the Saturday 
Softball League 
concession 
stand. If you 
are interested 
in helping out 
SSBL at Miller 
Park, just e-mail 
concessions@ 
ssblmilwaukee. 
com. 

Tennis 
The Milwau-

kee Metro Ten-
nis Club (MMTC) 
begins matches 
this month at 
Merrill Park (35th 
and Michigan 
Streets) on Sunday, June 5. Starting times are 

9 noon and 2 p.m. 
This year, the tennis league has a brand 

SPORTS 

Anyone interested in playing soft-
ball this summer should e-mail SSBL at 
players@ssblmilwaukee.com or contact one 
of the teams listed above (Madison Rough 
Riders and Ballgame had bye games) to sign 
up. All levels of experience are welcome. 

Upcoming team fundraisers include 
Woody's on June 18 (county fair, "gay style"), 
M&M Club on June 25 (outdoor barbeque 
and hole-in-one golf tournament), Switch on 
July 16 (shower party), bus trip to Madison 
on July 23, and Fluid's raffle fundraiser on 
July 30. 

Many SSBL teams are making their way 
to out-of-town tournaments. M&M Club, 
Woody's and Harbor Room went to Minne-
apolis over Memorial Day weekend to play in 
the North Star Classic. Over the Fourth of July 
weekend, teams from Madison, Fluid and 
Woody's will make their way to Toronto, New 
York City and Chicago. Good luck to all of the 
SSBL's teams as Milwaukee softball continues 
to climb in the country again. 

Finally, the players and friends of SSBL are 
hard at work in Miller Park. They have worked 
several days already and are starting to make 
a name for themselves with their employers. 

Brian Reinkober (breinkober 
@queerlifenews.com) is the 
commissioner of SSBL (Saturday 
Softball League) for three years 
running. He is also involved in 
the bowling league and the 
tennis league. 

r 
ILWAUKEE METRO TENNIS LUB 

new look, which includes a new logo. Nice 
job, Eric, on the logo! Good luck to the MMTC 
this year for another great season. 

Team Wisconsin 
Team Wisconsin 2006 is now forming. 

Teams are needed in all sports at the Gay 
Games, to be held July 15-21 in Chicago. 
Registration parties have already been held 
in Madison and Milwaukee with more to 
come. Team Wisconsin's goal is to unify all 
Wisconsin athletes under one team and to 
showcase the talents of our athletes. If you 
are interested in helping or volunteering for 
Team Wisconsin, visit 
www.teamwisconsin2006.com. 

PcultTABOMBARDIER' imik'®IIE scfric zr 

PORTLA0b2 
7221 S. 13th St. Oak Creek, WI 53154 

414-764-2800 
www.sportland2.com 

The finest in Motorsports 
and Sponsor of Q-Sports 

Sales, Service, Parts, Gear, Riding Clubs, Events 

SUZUKI.  ARCTIC CAT ROL Tu. I*. BOMBARDIER T aseaktecou /Wag 
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JAKE'S DELI 
featuring New York Style 
Hand Sliced Corned Beef & Pastrami 
Since 1935 

DINE-1N OR CARRYOUT 
GIP CRTIfICAHS AVAILABII 

1634 W. NORTH AVE, MILWAUKEE 
414-562-1272 

1U[S.-fRi. 10-4 SAL 10-3 

• Huge accessory 
and clothing department 

• Factory-trained technicians 

• Cycles, ATVs, personal 
water-craft and snowmobiles 
Honda, Kawasaki, 
Suzuki, Polaris, 
Arctic Cat, Sea-Doo, 
Ski-Doo and 
Bombardier 

MKEGAYARTSCIR 
Fine Arts Gallery & Performance Theatre 

Friday, June 1O • 7-IO p.m. 
"A Pride of Artists" 

New exhibition of works by Greg Jacobson, 
Ross Johnston, Joe Simon, Christine Taylor 

ARCW Bag Boyz • 6-9 p.m. 
HIV Prevention Campaign 

Preview Party 

Thurs., June 16 - June 26 

RSVP Productions Presents 
"Twilight of the Golds" 

Monday, July II 
Yoga Summer Classes Begin! 

Advanced Yoga 6-7 p.m., 
Yogalates 7:10-8:10 p.m. 

Beginning Yoga 8: 2 0- 9: 2 0 p.m. 

0 

703 South 2nd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204 
Art Exhibition Information 414.383.82OO 

Theatre Reservations 414.272.5694 
Yoga Registration 414.759.8169 

We make living fun! 

Q; -The; 

IIP* 

7221 S. 13th St., Oak Creek • 1-94 and Rawson • (414) 764-2800 
Visit our website at: www.sportland2.com 
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A Side to Every Grill 
A h, finally — it's grilling season! Time to get those grills out of stor-
nage and start a fire. Now, this is Wisconsin, so I am sure everyone 
already knows how to grill up some superb brats and burgers. But 
every great burger or brat needs an equally good side salad. This 

Mom's Mac Salad 
2 Y2  cups macaroni 
1 tsp. salt 
1 1/2 cups celery, diced 1/2 cup shredded carrots 1/2 tsp. dry onion 

Cook macaroni (with the 1 tsp. salt) according to directions on the package. 
Drain and rinse macaroni in cold water until cooled. In a large bowl combine the 
celery, carrots, onion and eggs with the cooled macaroni. Set aside. In a medium-
sized saucepan, combine the sugar and water. Place over high heat and stir con-
stantly until mixture begins to boil. Boil for 1 minute. Let mixture cool slightly and 
then add the Miracle Whip. Stir to blend well. Pour the Miracle Whip mixture over serve cold. 
the macaroni and stir until well dispersed. Serve immediately or refrigerate and 

month we will take a look at two different pasta salads to accom-
pany the food you grill. One salad is mayonnaise-based; the other is 
vinaigrette. Both are excellent, but if you are only able to make one, 
then let me give you a hint: You can never beat Mom's! 

6 hard-boiled eggs, diced 3% cup sugar 
A cup water 
1 pint light Miracle Whip 

Steve's Pasta Salad 2 tsp. salt 

16 oz. penne pasta 1/2 tsp. pepper 

1 can artichoke hearts, diced 2 tsp. sugar 

2 oz. sun-dried tomatoes, diced 1/4 cup rice wine vinegar 

1 tbsp. parsley, chopped 1 /3 cup olive oil 

1 tbsp. basil, chopped 2 tbsp. pine nuts 

3 oz. crumbled blue cheese 

Cook pasta in boiling water according to package directions. Drain and rinse pasta in cold water 

'until cooled. In a large bowl, combine the cooled pasta with the artichoke hearts, tomatoes, parsley, 

basil and blue cheese. Set aside. In a small bowl, add the salt, pepper, sugar and vinegar. Drizzle in 

the olive oil while mixing with a whisk. Pour the oil-vinegar mixture over the pasta and stir until well 

dispersed. Garnish with the pine nuts and serve immediately or refrigerate and serve cold. (Note: 

Prepare sun-dried tomatoes according to package instructions — this usually means placing them 

in water briefly and then draining.) 

Mill NW—

I Cooking Classes Available - Sign Up Novul 

VP 1 
r THE COOKING STORE I 

EVERYTHING FOR THE KITCHEN & TABLE 

50, off Any 1 Regular I 
/0 Priced Item 

with this ad 

17115 West Bluemound Rd. Brookfied, WI 53005 
V. RICHARDS PLAZA - BROOKFIELD I 

MOO - Fax 262-785-1913 - www.thecookingstore.us 
Expires 6-30-05 One coupon per purchase 

moo NEE 

KANO 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 

LIMITED 

Randall A. Neff 
ACSW. LCSW 

Clinical Social Worker 

1301 N. Astor 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

(414) 291-9184 

Providing special sensitivity and 
expertise with: 
• gay, lesbian & bisexual clients 
• coming-out issues 
• relationship issues 
• individual & couples therapy 
• male survivors of sexual abuse 

Named as one of Milwaukee's 
Best Psychotherapists 
by Milwaukee Magazine 

Accepting insurance and sliding 
fee payments. Day and evening 
appointments available. All 
services are confidential. 

Steve Ahl (sahl@queerlifenews.com) resides in the Third 

Ward with his partner Don and their cat Shirley. He is 

employed as a chemist for a company located in the 

surrounding Milwaukee area. 

•••""por 

A Welcome Addition! 

The TAZZbah Bar A 

1712 W. Pierce St. 
In the Menomonee Willey 

Our Kitchen is Finally Open! 

Serving food from Ham Ilprn 
All selections avciilable for carryolet 

414.672.8466 

For our menu, 
log, into our web site at: 

W W W.TAZZBAH.com 

This Month's Events 
Sunday, lune 12th 

Milwaukee Pride Parade 
Come st ipix)rt our Community! 

Friday, lune 17th 
Leather site @ The TAZZbah 
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DIVERSITY 

Deon Q. Young 
(dyoung@queerlifenews 
.com) is a field specialist 
at the Milwaukee MT 

Community Center. 
He lives in Riverwest. 

What Faith Means to 
an LGBT Individual 
currently in our political climate there is a huge 
L debate about acknowledging gay and lesbian 
couples and their rights. There are many state-level 
arguments about recognizing same-sex marriages 
and civil unions across the country including a simi-
lar debate here in our home territory. Much of the 
fight against same-sex marriage is based on religious 
beliefs. While there are many people who external-
ize hatred based on certain passages from the Bible, 
there are others who are committed to their faith 
without that hatred. 

Some members of Christianity, Islam and many 
other religious faiths do not support the hateful re-
marks that many religious leaders and churchgoers 
promote."Homosexuality is a sin" is a frequent motto 
in our society. However, there has been a huge de-
bate within science and spirituality to combat that 
phrase. To many congregations, homosexuality itself 
is not a sin, to love and desire someone of the same 
sex is not a sin. So what is the sin? Is it to kiss another 
person of the same sex or to be sexually intimate in 
general? Some believers in God find it is expression 
of same-sex love with a sexual act with which they 
are uncomfortable. 

But one reason many gays and lesbians have 
turned their backs on the church is that they have 
been treated poorly and called names including "dis-
gusting,""sodomite" and other hateful terms — just 
for falling in love with someone of the same gender 
and wanting to express that love. 

Fear has been a tool used by some to promote 
biblical passages that supposedly support their po-
sitions. However, there are also passages regarding 
not using pigskin, mixing fabrics, or eating shellfish, 
for which many pro football players, fashion design-

'It is hard to believe that someone 
who created you can hate you. 

ers and models, and seafood restaurants would all 
be condemned. 

Why is homosexuality their prime target? How 
have so many gay and lesbian individuals held on 
to their faith despite all of the hateful remarks and 
recitations of biblical text? Many say it is their own 
spiritual relationship with their creator, which some 
define as the essence of a friendship with someone 
that you can count on and trust. For some the per-
sonal relationship brings indescribable fulfillment 
and joy into their life. 

Eric Stoeckler, a 20-year-old student from 
Menomonee Falls, feels his faith is very important 
to him. Although his family and church preach that 
being gay is wrong, he has developed a personal 
relationship with God. It is his faith that keeps him 
going. After going through a program entitled "Love 
and Action," a program that implements reparative 
therapy, he found that his own connection with God 
is important. "People themselves are imperfect," says 
Stoeckler, "and over the past years the Bible has been 
re-written to the point where you cannot figure out 
what is true and what is not. There have been many 
different interpretations. It is hard to believe that 
someone who created you can hate you." 

The Rev. Jaime Washum, pastor at Underwood 
Baptist Church, also reflects on the messages of 
Christ that our society pushes out. "Jesus spoke 
about love and challenged the status quo, he hung 
out with those who where hated, the prostitutes, the 
homeless, and the tax collectors. Much of his actions 
were against hypocrisy and judgmental attitudes!" 

The advice from both Stoeckler and Washum is 
that each individual should develop his or her own 
personal, spiritual relationship with God, in whatever 

way He is defined to you. It is important that every-
one find mental, physical, emotional and spiritual 
balance. 

Terapak 
REALTY & 

hIANAGEMENT Inc 

Your Neighborhood Realtor 
Specializing in Riverwest, 
East Side, and Milwaukee 

neighborhoods for many years. 
Competitive commisssions for sellers. 

Expert service for buyers. 

Call Norm Terapak, Broker 

Terapak Realty & 
Management, Inc. 
1693 N. Humboldt Blvd. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

(414) 273-4363 
Fax: (414) 273-4366 

www.terapakrealty.com 

R.S.V.P. Productions Presents 

"Would you abort 
your gay child?" 

the 
TW111101:t 

of the di 

S 

For Tickets Call: 

(414) 272-5694 

June 16th-19th & 22nd-26th 
at the R.S.V.P. Theater 

703 South 2nd Street • Milwaukee 
(located in the Milwaukee Gay Arts Center) 
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Your Home is a Major Investment ... 

When EXPERIENCE counts ... 

Call a VETERAN Home inspector 

The guiding light 
for homebuyers 

(414) 543-1099 
James E. Maletta 

NORTH STAR HOME INSPECTION LLC 
Serving the Greater Milwaukee Area Since 1992 

r 

C 

ills an 1111.19 0 reach Testing Schedule 
ur HIV results in`20 mu es 

Please call for 
June Dates 
All testing times lOpm-221a 

Specialties 

The "GET POKED" People 
3251 N Holton, Milw 

414-264-8800 

Also available for men who have sex with men: The Free Morning Clinic • Saturdays gam--Noon 

 \ Or schedule an appointment during the week (M—F 8am-6pm) 
See you on the street • Look for our NEW mobile clinic! 

Don't Just Have A Reai 
Estate Agent Help You 
With Your Next Home 

Purchase...Have A 
TEAM! 

Connie g, Stow 
Rea tome Tem 

i. 

couxueu. 
siumiceR 

SVEUM 
REALTORS* 

Connie James, 
Steve Strode, 
Stacy Borman 

Serving Madison and 
Dane County 

Toll tree (866) 701-0535 
www.ConnieAndSteve.com 
info@ConnieAndSteve.com 

POLITICS 

Patrick Flaherty 
(pflaherty@queerlifenews. 
com) is a longtime activist 

for LOT equality. He works 
at the Milwaukee LOT 
Community Center and 

lives with his partner in 
Milwaukee's Riverwest 

neighborhood. 

Filibusted 
The Republican 

Party, born as 
the party of eman-
cipation and ma-
tured as the cham-
pion of individual 
freedom and lim-
ited government, 
is getting a little 
twitchy in middle 
age. It seems it's 
a bit intoxicating 
controlling the 
presidency and 
the U.S. House and 
Senate. Add to this 
the federal courts, 
where Republican 
presidents have 
appointed seven 
of the nine current 
Supreme Court jus-
tices as well as ma-
jorities on seven of 
13 federal appeals 
courts, and intoxi-
cating may be too 

mild a word. These days, in fact, the Grand 
Old Party is behaving something like a crystal 
meth fiend: deluded by overpowering self-
confidence and strangled by paranoia. 

Not content with having 95 percent of 
their judicia! nominees approved by the 
U.S. Senate, the Republicans have begun an 

Not content with 
having 95 percent 
of their judicial 
nominees approved 
by the U.S. Senate, 
the Republicans 
have begun an all-
out war for total 
control. 
all-out war for total control, sniffing at any 
opposition to President Bush's most radical 
nominees and smelling treachery. Despite 
holding all the power, the Republicans are 
convinced as firmly as any addict that the 
world is persecuting them. So they're going 
nuclear. They want the Senate rules to work 
for them 100 percent of the time, so they're 
after the filibuster, a senate procedure nearly 
as old as our republic that is meant as a safe-
guard to protect the minority from being 
bulldozed by the majority. 

What's so wonderful about the filibus-
ter? If you're like me, the impression you 
have of the filibuster is less like the noble 
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" depiction of 
fighting corruption, and more like the white 
supremacist Strom Thurmond speechifying 
for 24 hours to stall civil rights legislation. 
In a filibuster, any senator can hold an item 
up unless 60 of the 100-member body vote 
for cloture. In other words, a super-majority 
is needed to end a filibuster, which doesn't 
sound very democratic. 

But our democracy is full of such idio-

syncratic rules and procedures, including 
a not-so-democratic Electoral College that 
(along with a Supreme Court practicing the 
kind of judicial activism that makes Republi-
cans smile) made George Bush president in 
2000 in the first place. Virtually all are built-
in checks and balances designed to limit the 
power of government, something conserva-
tives value. 

Our judicial system is of course a vital part 
of these checks and balances, and the courts 
only work when peopled with an indepen-
dent judiciary, not stacked with ideologues 
of either party. The Senate has a constitu-
tional role in determining who gets lifetime 
appointments to the top courts, and it's only 
appropriate that it approaches this responsi-
bility carefully and not as a rubber-stamp. 

Most presidents have had the integrity 
not to try to ramrod nominees who place ide-
ology before the law. Many of the Supreme 
Court's groundbreaking decisions were writ-
ten by moderates appointed by Republican 
presidents. It would be pretty hard to de-
scribe the only two current Democratic ap-
pointees — Ginsburg and Breyer — as liberal 
firebrands, as well. Occasionally, a president 
has gotten greedy and pushed a party favor-
ite, only to have his hand slapped by the Sen-
ate performing its constitutionally required 
quality control. 

That was the case in 1987, when Repub-
lican ,Ronald Reagan nominated arch-con-
servative Robert Bork to the highest court. 
The Senate, since it was in Democratic hands, 
didn't have to resort to the filibuster to reject 
Bork and weeded him out for being outside 
the mainstream by a simple vote. 

Chastened, Reagan eventually appointed 
Anthony Kennedy as Supreme Court justice 
instead. The system worked as it was meant 
to, with temperance trumping ideology. Ken-
nedy went on to write two landmark cases 
protecting gays and lesbians from the tyran-
ny of the majority: the 1996 Romer v. Evans 
decision striking down an anti-gay Colorado 
constitutional amendment banning civil 
rights protections and the 2003 Lawrence v. 
Texas decision ending criminalization of gay 
sex. 

President Bush has been especially des-
perate to get his fix of flame-throwing con-
servatives named to the top courts, including 
Janice Rogers Brown, who declared Social 
Security and minimum wage laws as part of 
America's "socialist revolution;" and William 
Pryor, who as Alabama attorney general was 
a vicious anti-gay champion. Only the filibus-
ter has kept these extremists from legislating 
from the courts. 

With critical issues related to civil rights, 
reproductive choice, and church/state sepa-
ration recently decided by 5-4 decisions, the 
Senate deserves to approach the confirma-
tion process with all its tools at its disposal, 
including the filibuster. It's true, as conserva-
tives assert, that filibusters — rarely used at 
all in Senate business — are rarer still in judi-
cial confirmations. 

But it's equally true that U.S. presidents 
have never been as ruthless in their pursuit of 
a radical remaking of U.S. society as George 
W. Bush. Not content with getting his way 95 
times out of 100, Bush and his Senate allies 
want to blow up Senate rules. It would be 
wrong for the Senate to give in: like a tweaker 
taking a bump of meth, the president and his 
party will barely be satisfied before moving 
on to their next power-grabbing high. And 
the firebrands Bush appoints will be perse-
cuting gays and other minorities for the rest 
of their fiendish lives. 
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DOWNER GARAGE 
1609 E. NORTH AVENUE • (414) 273-7775 

Brakes 

Suspension 

Alignments 

Body Work 

Mufflers/Exhaust 

Tire Balance/Rotation 

Foreign & Domestic 

FREE TOWING! 
(Some Restrictions Apply) 

I 10 Bill 
I totalling 

$50 or 
I OFF More! 
I 

Bill 
totalling
$100 or 

jot More! 
I 

Valid only with coupon. Not valid with other coupons or discounts. Offer expires 6/15/05 I 
I DOWNER GARAGE • 1609 E. NORTH AVE. • (414) 273-7775 
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Rentals 

Quality Local Rentals 
That You Can TRUST 

www.milwaukeemetrorentals.corn 

4

Contact Dennis 
For A 

Personal Tour 

414-736-6552 

c'efl)etrO.rentaiS.Ca• • 

Rents Ranging From 
$375 to $1,200 

FAIT IIPE fTt[F kiFET1‘4EIT illIF PRICE! 

-0* 
MARTINI BAR 

WINES 
SPECIALTY BEERS 

MIXED DRINKS 

CONTINENTAL. DINING 
SERVING BOH1 LUNCH AND DINNL 
TUESDAY -I IIROUGH SATURDAY 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 
FROM 10 AM - 2 PM. 

,H I CIRIlliCAI IS AVAILABLE 

5921 W. VLI ET 
/TREET 

414-479-0620/ 

262 -373- 0141 kowata tree 
TM 

IMAGINATIVE IDEAS FOR DISTINCTIVE INTERIORS 
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eNQueer by Birth 
1/4 3tor Choice 

RELIGION 

OD 

Y
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A s I talk with people who are As
out, or with families 

of someone who has come out, 
a question always arises as to the 
origin of homosexuality. Is one 
queer by birth or by choice? 

Most people come down on 
the side of being LGBT by birth. 
I think there may be a hidden 
cost, personally and spiritually, 
to definitely deciding if one is 
queer by birth or choice. 

One comment in particular 
is often made as proof positive 
that one is queer by birth: "Who 

would choose to be gay?" I've 
heard this observation from 
LGBT people and from our allies 
alike. And every time I hear it, I'm 
struck by the implicit homopho-
bia of such a comment. The ob-
servation echoes with self-ha-
tred when we suggest that we'd 
be straight if only we could. I 
want to ask, "Why not choose to 
be gay?" 

It's not that I deny the prej-
udice and intolerance we all 
face. But no amount of bigotry 

continued on page 39 

Woman Owned a Operated 
Sandwiches 

Salads • Soups 
Catering Coffee 
Patio Now Open! 

Mama/ La/ Moittes 
5814 W. Bluemound Rd. • (414)114-1998 

(corner of Bluemound f Hawley Rd.) 
OPEN: M-F: 6:30aln-3pin; Sat.: 8am-3pm • Closed Sundays 

Do You Love Antiques? 
Best selection for collectors and decorators in 

Milwaukee's trendy warehouse district! 
• 18' thru 20' century • 15,000 sq ft., packed! 

• Dozens of southeastern Wisconsin's top antique dealers and decorators 
• From the elegant to the funky • Small items, big items in all price ranges 

Milwaukee's best selection of designer vintage clothing! 

Customer oriented! 
• Local, national and international delivery available 

• lay away • easy, convenient parking • gift certificates 

Riverview 
Antique Market 

175 S Water St • Milwaukee, WI 
OPEN 11.6 daily, noon to 5 Sunday 

Phone: 414-278-9999 

Print out a map from your door to ours: 
www.RiverviewAnti • ueMarket.com 

Come Worship With Us 
ALL are Welcome! 

Village 
Chilimch 
Er ring Spirituality, Community and the Arts 

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10:00 A.M. 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) • Dedicated Peace Site 

Reconciling in Christ congregation welcoming persons of all sexual orientations 

Maga thewch Paitiverskipc 

*1,1 I LL AGE WI riWINDFALL 
1 M i li T* 1 

CH U IkcH 
IS 
. 

INTERCHANGE. 
PANTRY 

130 East Juneau Avenue - Miwaukee, Wt 53202 • (414) 273-7617 • villagedirscheckas,net 

MILWAUKEE ART MUSEUM 

"First-rate exhibition.... a cause for celebration" 
The New Republic 

THE 

FIRT5 
KRFIFT5 
(\QVE1\ENT 
III E \1RQPE 6 FIMERIC79. 

1880- IKI20 

biE5IGN FQR THE 
ANMERN V./414Lb 

May 19-September 5 
Showcasing more than 3OO objects from the Arts and Crafts Movement—furniture, cerami 
metalwork, textiles and works on paper from the U.S. and 10 European countries. 

414-224-3220 www.mam.org 
Organized by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
This exhibition is made possible by Sue and Bud Selig, with additional 
support provided by the Jerome and Dorothy Holz Family Foundation. 
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Frank Lloyd Wright. Table Lamp from the Susan Lawrence Dana House, Springhelel Illinois. Made 
by Linden Glass Company. United States; c. 1903. Glass, bronze and zinc. LACMA. Gift of Max 
Palevsky. vFrank Lloyd WnghtlArtists Rights Society. 

Also on view June 25-September I I 

CUT/Film as Found Object—An innovative installation of 14 video works. 

Z HG 

Coast f4.0.. EL 1E/4 airs 
CATERNG 

We offer unprecedented event designers, exceptional menus, and 

personal one-on-one client relationships which is why Ellen Zilli's 

Catering is continually recognized as Wisconsin's top catering company 

ELLEN 
ILLI'S 

CATERING 

613 Grandview Blvd. 

Waukesha, WI 53188 

P: 262-547-9447 

F: 262-547-9418 

www.ellenscatering.com 
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RELIGION continued from page 38 

would keep me from choosing my part-
ner. I would always choose my partner. It 
doesn't matter how many laws are passed 
against us, or how many times a funda-
mentalist preaches against us, I would 
still choose him. Even at home, when the 
laundry is not done and the dishes are 
piled up, I would choose him. So I say that 
I choose to be gay every day because I 
dearly love my partner. 

Affirming our sexual orientation, 
whether it is by birth or choice, is a matter 
of personal and spiritual dignity. Particu-

Affirming our sexual orientation, 
whether it is by birth or choice, is 
a matter of personal and spiritual 
dignity. 

larly in a patriarchal society, where sex is 
so controlled and regulated, claiming the 
choices we make about our own bodies is 
an act of self-respect and even liberation. 

It may seem that the "gay by birth" ar-
gument is foundational to the movement 
for LGBT rights. Conventional wisdom as-
sumes that if one's sexuality is predeter-
mined, then it is unfair to discriminate on 
the basis of this inborn trait. This assump-
tion misses how our spiritual traditions 
deal with choice. 

For instance, the Roman Catholic mor-
al tradition teaches that homosexuality is 
a genetic condition not unlike hair color. 
Yet at the same time the Roman Catholic 
tradition teaches that the response to this 
is not acceptance of LGBT people but im-
posed celibacy on them. 

The situation is even more extreme 

among evangelical Christians. Evangeli-
cals strongly teach that humans are by 
birth born into a sinful condition. Their fo-
cus is on making a lifestyle choice; that is, 
choosing Jesus Christ. They organize their 
lives around a choice. 

What happens in the Roman Catholic 
and evangelical traditions of Christian-
ity is that regardless of one's birth, what 
matters are the choices one makes. This 
theme is replayed over and over again in 
most religious traditions. The choices we 
make, and not the birth we have, is the 
source of spiritual integrity. 

Given the importance of the choices 
we make in spiritual traditions, we would 
do well to ground our arguments for LGBT 
rights in an explanation of how choos-
ing to be queer is morally and spiritually 
sound. 

Indeed when it comes to explaining 
the origins of homosexuality, and the 
reasons to support LGBT civil rights, we 
would do well to offer an argument that 
parallels the justifications for the freedom 
of religion. Whether one is a Lutheran by 
birth or by choice is irrelevant to the ques-
tion of freedom of Lutherans to worship. 
Wouldn't we be puzzled to hear Lutherans 
say, "Who would choose to be Lutheran?" 

I think it is time we stop answering 
the question, "Is one queer by birth or 
choice?" 

What matters is that we live as proud 
LGBT people, affirming the worth and dig-
nity of our lives. 

Rev. Andrew Warner (awarner@queerlifenews.com) 
is a pastor at Plymouth Church UCC on the East Side. 

He lives with his partner lay and their two children in 
Whitefish Bay Your questions about LGBI spirituality 

are welcome. 

Where Iv ilwaukee Meets Chicago 
in the Historic Third Ward 

More than a coffeebow 
alQ 

. . we have soups, sandwiches, .1

189 North Milwaukee Street • Third Ward 
414.273.5620 • www.bellacaffe.com 

- -E • ./ 

ii  MP IT14/4/11IT 

2211 S Kinnickinnic Ave • 414.727.8462 
www.thesoupmarket.com 

mon. - Fri. 11:00am - 7:00pm 
Sat. 11:00am - 3:00pm • Sunday Closed 

vL 

Mon - Thur: 6:30 AM -10:00 PM 

Fri & Sat 6:30AM - Midnight 

Sunday: 6:30 AM - 5:00 PM 

in BAY VIEW 

Mad 
Wei reature SIB
e from scrat 
so 

As well as sandwiches, 
salads and desserts. 
Dine In or Carry Out 
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DON'T LET YOUR MORTGAGE BE A DRAG. 

ASAP FINANCIAL. ',LC 
A MORTGAGE LENDING ComP ttil . sERVNG tLr, OF WISCONSIN. 

414-289-8368 OR 877-641-ASAP (2727) 
WWW.asaplinancial.net 

i t  INTERNET 

Faster than AOL 
Faster than NetZero 

$12. 95/Month 
When you sign-up for 6 months or more. 

Internet Wisconsin 
locally owned and operated ISP 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 
Internet Service Provider Since 1995 

Internet: www.internetwi.com 
Email: info@internetwi.com 

Browseblast is 6 Times Faster than Regular Dial-up 
Accelerate to DSL Speeds with Browseblast 

Spam and Virus Filtered Email Accounts (3 per user) 
Pop-Up Blocker for easier web browsing 
137 Local Access Numbers in 106 Cities 

262679-4838 

Browseblast 
6X Faster than Regular Dial-up! 
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CREAM 
CITY 
FOUNDATION 

Building our Community 
Through Philanthropy 

and Commitment 
315 W. Court Street, Suite 201B 

Milwaukee, WI 53212 

WOMEN 

Holly Grey 

(hgrey@queerlifenews. 

corn) is the general 

manager and co-editor of 

Boxx, a Milwaukee-based 

newspaper that promotes 

women's visibility and 

educates on women's 

issues (www.boxxnews. 

coin). Holly is also co-

founder and vice president 

of an Internet risk 

management company 

located in Milwaukee. 

Hug a Lawyer? 
Sometimes you just have to give in and bestow a hug 

or two on a lawyer. For many of you, this may not be 
so agreeable, but if you are a lawyer, a parent of a lawyer 
or a partner to one, you most likely concur with me. 

As I write this, I'm envisioning all of us giving a big 
group hug of encouragement and thanks to the feisty 
coalition of 26 law schools entitled FAIR (Faculty for 
Academic and Institutional Rights). FAIR and its gaggle 
of lawyers are challenging the Supreme Court and the 
Solomon Amendment. 

The Solomon Amendment requires that institu-
tions of higher learning propagate, accommodate and 
subsidize the U.S. military's message of disapproving of 
homosexuality as spelled out in its "don't ask, don't tell" 
policy, regardless of the schools' commitment to nondis-
crimination. 

The Solomon Amendment requires these institutions 
to assist military recruiters in the same manner they as-
sist other recruiters. If they don't comply, they risk losing 
federal funding. The amendment also allows for the de-
nial of federal money to these institutions if they prohibit 
or prevent ROTC or military recruitment on campus. 

Congress first adopted the Solomon Amendment 
in 1996 in retaliation for the growing resistance among 
law schools to allow recruitment of their students to the 
judge advocate general corps (JAG). While law schools 
complied with this amendment by providing campus 
access to the recruiters, many did not supply adminis-
trative support. Because of this, a new policy was added 
to the amendment in 2001. This policy required military 
recruiters to be treated exactly like other recruiters on 
campus. For many law schools, this policy change made 
compromise nearly impossible. 

Thanks to FAIR's efforts, the Supreme Court last 
month agreed to decide whether Congress could consti-
tutionally withhold federal funds from universities that 
show their support for LGBT rights by upholding their 

The Solomon Amendment 
requires these institutions to 

assist military recruiters in the 
same manner they assist other 

recruiters. 
nondiscrimination policies through restricting access to 
their campuses and students by military recruiters. 

FAIR is the latest group to structure an issue of LGBT 
rights in the context of the First Amendment's guaran-
tee of freedom of speech. In this case, FAIR advocates for 
LGBT rights, rather than LGBT rights opponents, are the 
ones invoking the freedom of association. 

In 2000, the Supreme Court upheld the right of the 
Boy Scouts to exclude LGBT people as an aspect of their 
right of"expressive association" not to carry or convey an 
unwanted message. The Supreme Court ruled that the 
Boy Scouts are not required to accept gay men as scout-
masters. 

Just as the Boy Scouts want to indoctrinate young 
boys with their anti-gay values both expressively and 
by example, the law schools are asking to inculcate their 
students with their chosen values by expression and 
example in the enforcement of their nondiscrimination 
policies. 

I would like to tell you that Milwaukee-based Mar-
quette University Law School and the University of Wis-
consin Law School in Madison are members of FAIR, but 
FAIR members have concealed their identities during 
litigation out of fear of financial repercussion. 

Grab your favorite law school professor or closest 
lawyer friend and give them a huge hug. For this one, 
they deserve it. 

You won't win a set 
of encyclopedias, 
but you will get 

the right answers. 

REALTY 
EkECUT11VES 

LAKESHORE 

414-906-8000, Ext. 246 
or 414-659-2962 

www.prizehomes.com 

ty, 

ANDY STILLMAN 

Ask Andy For All Your 
Real Estate Needs! 
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Gender Orthodoxy 
for Infants 
n K, I admit it. This is one odd health col-

umn for a Pride edition of Q Life. As a 
reader you might be expecting some cele-
bratory statement — maybe even a proposal 
that Pride parades are good for your health. 
This column is much less pleasant or encour-
aging. It's about babies, doctors and our 
nation's need to assign us into boxes. Please, 
read on. 

"No longer should we be lied to, dis-
played, be injected with hormones for ques-
tionable purposes, and have our genitals 
cut to alleviate the anxieties of parents and 
doctors. Doctors' good intentions are not 
enough. Practices must now change!' 

Cheryl Chase of the Intersex Society of 
North America said this in May 2005 as part 
of an appeal by the San Francisco Human 
Rights Commission entitled "A Human Rights 
Investigation into the Medical Normalization 
of Intersex People!" The Commission further 
stated that the standard medical approach 
to intersex infants leads pediatric specialists 
to violate their patients' human rights. 

Even though it seems that the medical 
profession as a whole agrees that intersex is 
really a psycho-social concern, they still use 
surgeries and hormones to change the child's 
body in ways that are "medically unwarrant-
ed, risky, irreversible, and not consented by 
the patient." And they do this rather than 
providing psycho-social supports either to 
the infants or their families. 

Intersex conditions are defined as those 
in which an infant is born with sex anatomy 

different 
from the 
standard 
male or fe-
male.About 
one in 2,000 
children is 
born with 
genitals 
that obvi-
ously blend 
both male 

and female elements. Even more are born 
with subtler intersex conditions. 

So, why should the LGBT community care 
about intersex people? 

The same rigid gender rules 
in our society that are meant 
to crush us as lesbians, gay 
men, transgender people 
and bisexuals are secretly 
and regularly being applied 
to infants. 

We should care 
because this is a 
human rights issue 
closely allied to our 
own. We should care 
because the same 
rigid gender rules in 
our society that are 
meant to crush us as 
lesbians, gay men, 
transgender people 
and bisexuals are se-
cretly and regularly 
being applied to 
infants. We should 
care because our 
community knows 
what it means to"be 
lied to, displayed, be 
injected with hor-
mones for question-
able purposes." 

Education, infor-
mation, advocacy 
and politics are all 
intertwined with our 
health. As LGBT folks, 
we know that peo-
ple are uneducated, 
misinformed, and 
(at times) opposed 
to us. We are used 
as political capital to 
raise money and gar-
ner votes. Why? Because at some deep level 
we challenge the constraints associated with 
gender. Just like these intersex babies do. 

During Pride celebrations this month and 
throughout the summer, we will understand-
ably be celebrating our successes. We will 
dance, parade and shout. But, while we are 
at it, six young intersex people in Wisconsin 
will face the knife because of our national in-
sistence on sexual "normalcy." 

If we don't care about these young peo-
ple, we will all be losing a part of our hard-
fought independence from gender ortho-
doxy. We cannot afford that. 

HEALTH 

Gary Hollander, 
Ph. D. (ghollander 

@queerlifenews.com) is 
president and executive 

director of Diverse and 
Resilient, a nonprofit 

committed to the healthy 
development of LGBT 
people in Wisconsin 

(www.diverseandresilient. 
org). He is also owner 

and principle consultant 
of Gary Hollander 

Enterprises, a firm that 
assists organizations 

with their development, 
emphasizing change 
management, team 

development, and cultural 
competency 

For more information, visit The Intersex Society of North 
America's Web site, www.isna.org. 

Diverse&Resilient 

Committed to the healthy development of all LGBT people 

REALIZE 
YOUR 
BIG 
LIFE 
WITH 

PRIDE! 

Diverse&Resilient 
is a nonprofit organization whose mission is the healthy 

development of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

(LGBT) people in Wisconsin through the development of 

groups and communities to take action. The organization's 

name is intended to serve as reminder that LGBT people 

are everywhere, engage in interesting and meaningful 

lives, and contribute to the welfare of each other and 

the broader community. 

Diverse&Resi I lent www.diverseandresilient.org 
315 W. Court St., Suite 101 Milwaukee, WI 53212 414.390.0444 
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Statewide 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Action Wisconsin 
Chris Ott 
122 State St., Suite 309 
Madison, WI 53703 
608-441-0143 
AIDS Action Wisconsin 
820 Plankinton Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-225-1568 
gabrielle.bielen@arcw.org 
AIDS Resource Center of 
Wisconsin 
820 Plankinton Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-273-1991 
BiNet USA 
National bgexual political 
organization 
202-882-4384 
Connexus Listserve 
LGBT people of color in 
Wisconsin 
Subscribe with a brief intro to: 
Connexus-subscribe 
@yahoogroups.com 
Diverse & Resilient 
315 W. Court St., #101 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-390-0444 
www.diverseandresilient.org 
Gay Youth Wisconsin 
Hotline 
Fridays and Saturdays, 7-10pm 
1-866-gay-youth 
414-272-TEEN 
Generation Q 
Social/support group for LGBTQ 
youth ages 18-24 
Outreach 
600 Williamson St. 
Madison, WI 53703 
608-255-8582 
Log Cabin Republicans-
Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 199 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
414-299-9443 
LCCWl@aol.com 
New Beginnings PENPALS 
Monthly newsletter 
Box 25 
Westby, WI 54667 
Outbound 
LGBT nightlife publication 
P.O. Box 1461 
Brookfield, WI 53008 
414-915-3806 

Pride in Wisconsin 
Government 
c/o OutReach 
P0. Box 310 
Madison, WI 53701 
608-255-8582 
Quest 
LGBT nightlife publication 
P.O. Box 1961 
Green Bay, WI 54301 
414-433-9821 
Rainbow Families 
Wisconsin 
LGBT family support 
600 Williamson St., #1P 
Madison, WI 53703 
608-270-1024 
SWANAQiM 
South West Asian and North 
African Queers in the Midwest 
A progressive group and 
discussion forum 
swanacjim-subscribe 
@yahoogroups.com 
Wisconsin DHFS HIV/AIDS 
Program 
P.O. Box 2659 
Madison, WI 53701 
800-991-5532 
Wisconsin HIV/STD 
Hepatitis C Information 
and Referral Center 
Free, anonymous, available 
24/7 800-334-2437 
www.irc-wisconsin.org 
Wisconsin Legislative 
Hotline 
800-362-WISC 

Milwaukee 

Alcoholics Anonymous 
Request gay meetings 
414-771-9119 
Bi Definition 
Bisexual community events 
315 W. Court St., Suite 101 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-299-9612 
www.groups.yahoo.com/ 
group/bi_definition 
Brew City Bears 
P0. Box 1035 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
414-299-0401 

BWMT-Milwaukee 
Black and White Men Together 
P0. Box 091475 
Milwaukee, WI 53209 
414-540-9437, ext. 3 
http://bwmtmilwaukeesorg 
bwmtmilwaukee@aol.com 

ItsLutheran Social Services 
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Inc. 

Please call for 
Foster Parent 

Orientation Dates 

Call 414 304-3608 for Locations 

Castaways M.C. 
Levi/leather club 
P.O. Box 1697 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
Charles D Productions 
HIV prevention, counseling 
and testing 
203 N. 35th St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-934-9004 
Counseling Center 
LGBT support and discussion 
groups 
2038 N. Bartlett Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-271-2565 
Cream City Chorus 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-276-8787 
Cream City Foundation 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-225-0244 
Cream City Squares 
G/L square dancing club 
414-445-8080 
Firebirds 
L/L group 
P0. Box 159 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
FORGE 
For Ourselves: Reworking 
Gender Expression 
FTM+ and SOFFA social 
support group 
P.O. Box 1272 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
414-278-6031 
www.forge-forward.org 
Foster Youth Independence 
2672 N. Holton St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
www.fyicenter.org 
fyimk@aol.com 
Front Runners 
Running group 
414-332-1527 
Galano Club 
Chemical-free recovery club 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-276-6936 
GAMMA 
Sports/outdoors/recreation/ 
social 
P0. Box 1900 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
414-365-3453 or 
414-530-1886 
www.milwaukeegamma.com 
Gay Lesbian Education 
Employees of Metro 
Milwaukee 
414-462-8404 
Gay/Lesbian Studies 
at UWM 414-229-6402 
Gay Youth Milwaukee 
PO. Box 090441 
Milwaukee, WI 53209 
414-265-8500 
gayouthmil@aol.com 
Gay People's Union 
P0. Box 208 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
Hotline: 414-645-0585 

Feel left out?Q Life's goal is to include all organizations that serve the LOT Community. 

If we've missed you or it's time to update your organization's information, 

please email gorganizations0 queerlifenews.com 

Gay Straight 
Alliance 
Waukesha County Technical 
College GSA c/o Student Life 
C121, 800 Main St. 
Waukesha, WI 
262-691-5388 
Gemini Gender Group 
TV/TS/TG support/social 
P0. Box 44211 
Milwaukee, WI 53214 
414-297-9328 
Girth & Mirth/Milwaukee 
P0. Box 862 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
G/L Community Trust Fund 
P.O. Box 1686 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
414-643-1652 
Global Age 
Workplace issues and more 
Monthly meet-ups at Outwords 
Books 
2710 N. Murray Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 
www.GlobalAge.org 
globalagel@earthllink.net 
Great Lakes Harley Riders 
PO. Box 341611 
Milwaukee, WI 53234 
HRL-PAC 
Political action committee 
P.O. Box 510407 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
414-319-9863 
Holiday Invitational 
Tournament 
G/L bowling event 
P0. Box 899 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
Keep Hope Alive 
HIV holistic support 
P0. Box 27041 
West Allis, WI 53227 
414-548-4344 
Lake Park Lutheran Church 
A "Reconciling in Christ" 
congregation 
Sundays, 8am worship in 
chapel, 9am all ages education 
hour, 10am worship in 
sanctuary, fellowship follows 
2647 N. Stowell St. 
414-962-9190 
www.lakeparklutheran.com 
LAMM 
Lesbian Alliance of Metro 
Milwaukee 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-272-9442 
MGALA 
Marquette University G/L 
alumni 
P0. Box 92722 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
Marquette Gay/Straight 
Alliance 
Campus Ministry 
617 N. 14th St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
414-288-6873 
Men's Voices Milwaukee 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-765-9198 
Metro Milwaukee Tennis 
Club 
Contact: Brian 414-704-1688 

Metropolitan Community 
Church 
Sundays, 10am education, 
llam worship 
1239 W. Mineral St. 
www.queerchurch.org 
revlew2004@yahoo.com 
Milwaukee Gay Fathers 
Group 
Support/discussion group 
2nd and 4th Mondays, 7:30-
9:30pm 
BESTD Clinic 
1240 E. Brady St. 
414-372-8008. 
Milwaukee House of 
Infiniti 
HIV prevention 
RUN2 (youth) Sheba 
(transgender) 
610 N. Water St., Suite 340 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-727-5865 
Milwaukee LGBT 
Community Center 
315 W Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-271-2656 
Milwaukee LGBT History 
Project 
Chronicles the history of the 
LGBT community in Milwaukee 
P0. Box 510194 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
www.mkelgbthist.org 
Milwaukee Metropolitan 
Community Church 
1239 W. Mineral St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53204 
414-383-1100 
Milwaukee Symphony 
Chorus 
Auditions/info 
414-559-9330 
Narcotics Anonymous 
Request gay meetings 
800-711-6375 
414-276-8546 
OutCare Sexual Health 
Center 
Walk-in health center 
A service of Planned 
Parenthood 
Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays, 5-9pm 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-277-9370 
Outdoors Cooperative 
Sports Group 
414-963-9833 
PFLAG 
Parents, Families and Friends of 
Lesbians and Gays 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-299-9198 
Pathfinders 
Youth counseling, shelter 
1614 E. Kane Place 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-271-1560 
Pilgrim Christian Church 
Sunday worship 10am 
815 Northview Rd. 
Waukesha, WI 
414-443-0976 

Plymouth United Church 
of Christ 
(LGBT welcome) An "Open and 
Affirming" congregation 
Sundays, 9:30am worship, 
10:30am education and 
fellowship 
2717 E. Hampshire St 
414-964-1513 
www.plymouth-church.org 
Positive Direction 
Milwaukee 
Social support group for HIV+ 
gay men 
414-461-5894 
PrideFest 
Annual Pride festival 
P.O. Box 511763 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
414-272-FEST (3378) 
Project Q 
Youth Program of the 
Milwaukee LGBT Center 
Drop-in Tuesdays, Fridays and 
Saturdays 
315 W. Court 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-223-3220 
Project Q's Queer Outreach 
Initiative 
Outreach to LGBTQ/allied youth 
414-223-3220 
Kurt@ProjectQ.org 
The Queer Program 
Channel 96 
Live, Mondays 6:30-7:30pm 
Replays, Saturdays, lOpm and 
midnight 
queerprgrm@aol.com 
Rainbow Alliance at UWM 
Box 122, 2200 E. Kenwood Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 5. 3211 
414-229-6555 
Rainbow Families 
Milwaukee 
LGBT families and their children 
c/o PFLAG 
315 W. Court St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
rainbow-families-milwaukee. 
org 
mkerainbowfamilies@hotmail. 
corn 

Riverwest Rainbow Assoc. 
P.O. Box 12888 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414-562-2344 
riverwestrainbow@hotmail. 
corn 

SAGE Milwaukee 
For older LGBTs 
1845 N. Farwell Ave., Suite 220 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-224-0517 
Saturday Softball League 
2333 N. 56th St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53210 
414-350-7147 
www.ssblmilwaukeescom 
Sexual Compulsives 
Anonymous 
414-299-0755 

Shoreline Milwaukee 
Country western and line 
dancing 
1st and 3rd Fridays, open 
dancing 8pm- lam, line dance 
lesson 9:30pm 
Hot Water 
818 S. Water St. 
414-747-0388 
Silver Space 
For older lesbians 
c/o Counseling Center 
2038 N. Bartlett Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
414-271-2565 
Spectrum 
LGBT Employees of SBC 
P.O. Box 714 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
800-434-8670 
Stitch 'n' Bitch 
Needlecrafts in the company of 
LGBT people 
1st and 3rd Tuesdays, 7-9pm 
Outpost Natural Foods 
100 E. Capitol Drive 
dawns@uwalumni.com 
Tapestry 
Sparking dialogue across racial 
lines 
414-267-3280 
patricia.adams@ywcamilw.org 
Two Spirit Society 
Indigenous LGBT people of 
America 
1186 W. Glenview Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53213 
redtail 1186@yahoo.com 
Unitarian Universalist 
Church West 
13001W. North Ave. 
Brookfield, WI 
Sunday worship 8:45 and llam 
262-782-3535 
WE CARE 
Support LGBT organizations 
when you shop at Pick'n Save 
Account codes: Milwaukee LGBT 
Center - 51165 
Sage - 694300 
G/L Center & Trust Fund 
-260200 
Wisconsin Haverim 
GLBT Jewish group 
Zohar Harari: zoharwi@yahoo. 
corn 

414-202-8074 
Mark Behar: mpbehar@wisc. 
edu 
414-277-7671 
Wisconsin Outdoor Women 
Outdoor sporting events 
P0. Box 94 
Hales Corners, WI 53130 
414-427-2082 
WI Rainbow Alliance of 
the Deaf 
Meetings of deaf and hearing-
impaired LGBT people 
www.wiscrad.org 
Womenz Alternative 
Adventures 
Social and activities club for 
single gay adult women in the 
greater Milwaukee area 
wwwswomenzalternativeadve 
ntures.com 
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No Tryouts —
An are welcome 

Badminton 
Basketball 
Beach Volleyball 
Bowling 
Cycling 
DanceSport 
Darts 
Diving 
Figure Skating 
Flag Football 
Golf 
Ice Hockey 
Marathon 

ti Arts 
P 17 tie 

Pool/Billiards 
Powerlifting 
Racquetball 
Road Races 5/10K 
Rowing, 
Rugby 
Sailing 
Soccer/Football 
Softball 
Squash 
Swimming 
Tennis 
Track and Field 
Triathlon 
Volleyball 
Water Polo 
Wrestling 

Chorus 
Cheer Teams 
Color Guard 

SPORTS & CULTURAL FESTIVAL15-22 JULY 2006 

Be part of history when Chicago plays host to the world and welcomes 
thousands of people to Gay Games VII. Join 12,000 participants from 
more than 70 countries, competing in 30 sports, band and chorus 
events. Enjoy spectacular opening and closing ceremonies at Chicago's 

OH O 

CHICAGO 2OO6 tr most prestigious and beautiful venues, nightly medal ceremonies, 
parties and a week-long arts festival. 

), 

WHERE THE WORLD MEETS • CHICAGO, USA 
Linda Schwar z Bianchi 2002 Ann P. Meredith 1986-2002 

Photo Credit: Vito Paimisano 

GAY. COM 

A '',CPlanetOut hx. Company 

Mate 
IMF I TUTU I MT 

Mardi Gras 

GENRE 

Airlfrierids 
WINDY CITY 

MEDIA 
GROUP 

mmal Kurland facrelli 

Deaf Communication 
by Innovation 

Bridgeview Bank 
GoyDayS.com 
guidetogay.com 
Harris Bank 
Spin Nightclub 
ThirdCoastMarketing.com 

Bottomline 
Buzz Magazine 
ChicagoPride.com 
Clikque Magazine 
Desert Daily Guide 
Gay Chicago Magazine 
Kraft Foods 
OrgulloBoricua net 
Queer Life News 
Scene Magazine 
Steamworks 

Gay Games VII Creative Services: 
McKNIGHT KURLAND BACCELLI 
www.mkb363.com 

"Gay Games," the "Federation of Gay 
Games," and the interlocking circles 
device are trademarks of the 
Federation of Gay Games, Inc. 
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Q 
Roxanne Kupfer 

(rkupfer@queerlifenews. 
corn) has a lifelong love for 

movies and books which 
started in Paris decades 
ago. The mother of two 

creative children, 
she lives in Milwaukee 

and Cape Cod. 

FILMS BOOKS and MUSIC 

John Schlesinger: 
The Complexity of a 
Gay Filmmaker 
"Edge of Midnight" 
William J. Mann 
book 

We know his films: "Midnight Cowboy,""Darling," 
"Sunday, Bloody Sunday." We hardly know the 

man who made over 50 films and directed a dozen 
more plays and operas. William Mann's book makes 
a valuable contribution to our understanding of 
the work and life of this important artist. Actually, 
it was Schlesinger's partner of three decades who 
approached Mann about writing the biography. 
Schlesinger had suffered a stroke following a bypass 
operation in 2001, and while physically incapaci-
tated, his memories as well as those of hundreds of 
friends and collaborators Mann consulted were still 
very fresh. 

Perhaps Schlesinger's greatest legacy was to act as a 
cultural mediator bringing disparate, sometimes opposing 
traditions and ways of life together. He was born in Lon-
don in 1926 to a comfortably middle-class Jewish family. At 
an early age he seemed comfortable with the recognition 
that the arts interested him. He also understood he was 
homosexual — without torment, anguish or any wish to 
conceal. 

Professionally, he began without a splash at the BBC 
where he carried on the long tradition of British cinema-
tographers like John Grierson. But to the simplicity and 
sometimes starkness of his productions Schlesinger added 
warmth and wit. Mann notes that Italian director Vittorio 
De Sica, with whom Schlesinger worked on just one pro-
duction, was impressed with the young director's eye for 
small moments and background. 

British cinema of the '60s was ripe for greater authen-
ticity, reflecting the increased openness in the society at 
large. Schlesinger was also ready to evolve from documen-
taries to features like "Billy Liar," "Darling" and perhaps his 
greatest British work, "Sunday, Bloody Sunday."The charac-
ters in all these films challenge the prevailing conformism 
but they are not messengers of anger or rebellion. "John 
would have recoiled at the idea that he was making movies 
for a cause," Mann writes. Schlesinger preferred to refrain 
from positing any particular moral judgment. 

While "Darling" remains ever so relevant as a social 
satire of mod London, the main character, beautiful Diana, 
is no better or worse than anyone trying their best and 
making the best of it, for life is all about compromise. And 
"Sunday, Bloody Sunday" remains as powerful today, not 
because it dared to show a kiss between two men, but be-
cause it showed for the first time on screen "a complicated, 

honorable gay man, simply and fully human."That was the 
doctor played by Peter Finch as described by author Mi-
chael Cunningham. Cunningham continued, "It was revela-
tory, I began to believe, after seeing that movie, that I could 
have a future as neither more nor less than myself and that 
being myself was more than enough to be!' 

A quiet revolutionary, John Schlesinger was. 

Rock Hudson: 
Hollywood-ism, Gays 
and an American Idol 
"All That Heaven Allows" 
directed by Douglas Sirk 

"Seconds" 
directed by John Frankenheimer 
DVD 

During his very long career, Rock Hudson was 
primarily a romantic lead, adored by millions of 

fans (and the studios for which he made fortunes). 
Yet he was always a gay man. His stormy marriage to 
a studio secretary lasted a number of years. His ex-
travagant parties — for men only — were an open 
secret. Was Rock a victim of his time? Tormented and 
desperate because he could not openly express his 
homosexuality? 

Actually, Hollywood was as accommodating as a place 
could be for a gay man in the '50s and '60s. As critic David 
Ehrenstein notes in his book"Gay Hollywood:The Open Se-
cret,""The closet ... was less a means of individual self-pro-
tection than a press supplied system for keeping the sexual 
status quo in place!' In other words, it could be suggested 
that Hudson's gay life outside the studios was not that dif-
ferent from Joe Kennedy's widely known, but not openly 
discussed, life with his mistress, Gloria Swanson, and others 
outside his marriage. 

Marcello Mastroianni, the legendary actor once com-
mented on the attributes of his craft, "By nature the actor 
is a kind of wonder who can allow himself to change per-
sonalities!' Hudson, who had an uncanny ability to assume 
diverse personalities for the screen, continued the perfor-
mance off-screen.The performance was, of course, appear-
ing straight to those not in his circle. 

In "All That Heaven Allows," a film of visually arrest-
ing beauty, Hudson is the working-class, younger man 
romancing an older, rich widow. Director Douglas Sirk 
was himself something of a contradiction. An intellectual 
director of refined plays and films in his native Germany 
(forced to flee with his Jewish wife), he made a living and a 

fortune in Hollywood with the tradition-
ally scorned "women's pictures" (melo-
dramas rescued by mostly gay directors 
like Pedro Almodovar and Werner Fass-
binder). It was perhaps the challenge of 
great talents like Sirk and Hudson to turn 
the predictability of the genre into works 
that eloquently mirrored the times and 
human condition. 

In 1966, approximately a decade af-
ter making "All That Heaven Allows," Rock 
Hudson made a daring move by accept-
ing the lead in John FratIkenheimer's 
"Seconds," a flop at the time, something 
of a cult film now. In this chilling twist on 
the Faust legend, Hudson gave a flawless 
performance. Aided by the quiet horror 
created through cinematographer James 
Wong Howe's work, the handsome star 
became the character to lead the battle 
against the American obsession with 
youthful appearances. 

"Seconds" was also an ambitious ex-
ploration of the individual struggle to 
maintain individuality in a homogeneous 
world. "I do feel that society wants every-
body to be exactly the same," Franken-
heimer said in a 1969 interview, "I think 
the theme of the indomitability of the 
human spirit is very much there [as is] the 
fight against regimentation!' He could 
have been speaking for his star who, if 
not an activist in the street, perhaps in-
spired those who took up the struggle of 
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SANDRA'S HAIR & SKIN SALON INC. 
2639 N. BOOTH STREET. MILWAUKEE, WI 

414-265-4717 

personal choice outside of the movie theaters. 
Rock Hudson's acts of daring were limited to his screen 

personas. In the context of his Hollywood, we can imbue 
him with boundless talent enabling him to make the tran-
sition from motion pictures to television, as well as to star 
in roles out of his"expected" hunk persona. In films by Fran-
kenheimer and Sirk he brought to the screen some of the 
greatest movies ever. 

Seriously Entertaining 
"Bounce" 
music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
CD 

Stephen Sondheim's first new musical in the 21st 
century, "Bounce," did not make it to Broadway. 

Conceived almost half a century ago, it took nine 
years of labor, four drafts, three titles and one lawsuit 
before the love stories (straight and gay), the family 
tales, and the clever pronouncements on almost ev-
erything American (from architecture to musical the-
ater and a national dream) were put together. 

Alas, the tepid responses after just two runs at the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C., and the Goodman 
Theatre in Chicago stopped the show from transferring to 
Broadway. The CD may therefore become something of a 
collector's piece. That is reason enough alone to buy it. 

As the 20th century came to an end, that venerable 
American institution, the Broadway show, was dominated 
by opposites. On one hand, there were "theme park" or 
"techno-musicals" such as "Beauty and the Beast;' and on 
the other, "solemn" productions such as "Parade!' The for-
mer shows were, in Sondheim's words, "recycled culture," 
while the latter confused the "serious musical with mere 
solemnity!' 

"Bounce" is a whimsical, delightful work. But its playful-
ness does not preclude seriousness. "Its melodies," noted 
critic Frank Rich, "like much of Sondheim's work, offer an 
intricate construction that continues to pay new dividends 
on repeated hearings!' In a style that recalls the Bob Hope 
and Bing Crosby road movies, "Bounce" tells the story of 
the Mizner brothers, one a show promoter always ready 
for a con job, the other an architect whose flowery styles 
were warmly embraced by the Palm Beach crowds. Their 
road is full of rough spots, not only the disastrous events 
they share with the rest of their countrymen like the Florida 
land bust, but the obstacles they bring on themselves be-
cause of their own greed and opportunism. Through all the 
adversities that life throws at them, the brothers have the 
resilience to bounce back."[R]ound the bend there's some-
thing great;' is the Mizner brothers'favorite refrain in life. 

For over five decades, Sondheim has shaped a fantas-
tic assortment of stories into musicals filled with insight 
and wit. His illustrious career began under the influence 
of Oscar Hammerstein II, the family neighbor in his youth. 
He was still under 30 and just an unknown when Leonard 
Bernstein gave him his big break on "West Side Story." Once 
in tryouts, Bernstein had his own name removed as co-lyri-
cist giving full credit to Sondheim in a generous and appar-
ently rare gesture of recognition of the young newcomer's 
work. Sondheim never let his mentor down. 

Music for the 
Global Village 
"The Sound of White" 
Missy Higgins 
CD 

t's clear from listening to her newly released CD 
I   why the young singer has climbed so quickly to the 
top of the charts in her native Australia. Each song is 
a bright lyrical conversation with her listeners. Like 
the album title suggests, her music is unadorned, 
almost stark. Perhaps it's this quality that makes it 
memorable. In her melodies one hears the individual 
strains that influenced the compositions: jazz and 
piano ballads, pop and blues, with the sum total be-
ing unmistakably Higgins. 
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Exclusive to 0 Life 
Outwords Books "Top 5 Picks for June" 

Best Coming Out Titles 
Fiction: 

1. "Geography Club" by Brent Hartinger 

Russel thinks that he is the only gay kid at Goodkind 
High but soon learns that his best friend, Min, and 
Kevin, the cute baseball jock, are too. Together they 
decide to start their own club. 

2. "Annie on My Mind" by Nancy Garden 

Garden's 1982 classic tells the story of Liza, who puts 
aside her feelings for Annie after a disaster at school 
but eventually allows her love to triumph over the 
ignorance of people. 

3. "Rainbow Boys" by Alex Sanchez 

Sanchez's popular debut novel chronicles the senior 
year of three gay teens struggling with issues 
ranging from coming out to first love to an HIV scare. 

4. 'Am I Blue?" by Marion Dane Bauer 

Bauer's critically acclaimed collection of original 
stories devoted to the topic of growing up gay or 
lesbian, or with gay or lesbian parents or friends, 
features works by Francesca Liu Block, Bruce Coville, 
M. E. Kerr, and many others. 

5. 'The front Runner" by Patricia Nell Warren 

The story of runner Billy Sive, "The Front Runner" 
became the "coming out" book for more than a 
generation of gay men. 

Nonfiction: 

1. "free Your Mind" by Ellen Bass and Kate 
Kaufman 

This groundbreaking book is a step-by-step guide 
for LGBT youth — and their families, teachers, 
counselors and friends — to understand, accept and 
celebrate their sexual orientation. 

2. "Revolutionary Voices: A Multicultural Queer 
Youth Anthology" by Amy Sonnie 

Celebrating the hues and harmonies of LGBT society, 
'Revolutionary Voices" is a collection of experiences, 
dreams and fantasies expressed through prose, 
poetry, artwork, letters and diaries. 

3. "Coming Out to Parents" by Mary V. Borhek 

Borhek's seminal classic is a two-way survival guide, 
with one section for lesbians and goy men coming 
out and a second section offering guidance for 
parents. 

4. "In Your Face: Stories from the Lives of Queer 
Youth" by Mary!. Gray 

This unique collection of real-life accounts explores 
the lives and identities of 15 LGBT teenagers who 
bravely tell of the hardships and emotions they've 
experienced. 

5. "Now That You Know" by Betty Fairchild and 
Nancy Hayward 

Written by two mothers of gay children, this award-
winning book counsels parents on how to respond 
supportively to gay children and focus on bringing 
families together. E 
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For a team that offers you more, choose Shorewest Realtors and me. 
No one will work harder or smarter for you. 
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Don't Miss Our 
7th Annual PrideFest 

Book Sale 
June 11th & 12th 
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PETS 
Carole Wehner and Roxanne 
Kupfer 

Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing: 
An Authorized Essay About Jack Wehner and Luna Kupfer 
It was a long interview — it lasted over one hour. Gaby and I knew we 

had to give it "our best;' that our answers had to be the right answers. 
And the questions were tough: Do you have a fenced yard? Do you have 
central air conditioning? Does Gaby bring a lot of her friends home? Is 
her brother rough with pets? How much time do you spend at home? 
We left exhausted and unsure... But when the call came just one day later, we 
were elated. We had been chosen! She certainly didn't share our happiness 
and responded with total indifference to our compliments and, frankly, our 
fawning over her. When friends came to admire her, she just trembled. 

So it was, that for at least one month, our newly adopted English bulldog 
lived in the closet, my bedroom closet. Food, treats, squeaky toys... nothing 
worked. Until Sir Galahad, aka Jack Wehner, appeared at the closet door. 

It was love at first sight, and 
three years since that special mo-
ment when she first laid eyes on 
him, Luna never stopped loving 
Jack. And they are a perfect pair: 
Jack, tall and slim with his golden 
tresses (and long 
tail) flying in the 
wind, and Luna, 
perfectly plump, 
white with spotted 
ears, waddling on 
her short legs. From 
time to time they 
have spats. Often 

Is your pet queer? Or are you queer? 
If so, we'd like to hear about your best friend. 

Email us at qpets@queerlifenews.tom 

Animal Antics: 
Your Store for Creature Comforts. 
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Animal Antics, located in the Wisconsin Humane Society, 
features all your companion animal needs. From food and 
toys to litter pans and crates, you'll find everything you 
need at low prices. All proceeds help homeless animals. 

Bring in this ad to Animal Antics and receive 25% off the 
purchase of one toy. 

Visit Animal Antics at: 
Wisconsin Humane Society 
4500 W. Wisconsin Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53208 

(414) 431-6221 

Jack just steps over her. Wher-
ever Jack is, Luna seems to say, 
must be a good place for her 
too. 

Every week they drive to-
gether to Doggy Day Care for 
a day of play, nap time and 
just chatting and laughing 
with many other four-legged 
friends. It's just like carpool-
ing, which my children out-
grew many years ago, but so 
much more fun the second time 
around because Jack and Luna are much better behaved in the car. Jack likes 
to put his nose through the slightly open window; Luna just happily pants, 
knowing her best friend is close. 

Ask the Vet 
Dr. Steven Cybela has been one of the veterinarians on 
staff at the Wisconsin Humane Society for the last four 
years. Prior to that, he was an associate in a private 
small-animal practice in Milwaukee. 
Question: 
When I walk in my neighborhood, I see signs that 
say to keep animals off the grass because of the 
pesticides. Can my companion animal walk near 
those areas, or is even that dangerous? 

Answer: 

With the advent of spring, and a desire on the 
part of many homeowners to have a green, 
weed-free lawn, it seems that those little 
warning signs pop up with a frequency and 
abundance rivaling the unwanted weeds 
themselves. 

The chemicals most commonly used by lawn care 
companies are called 2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid (2,4-D) herbicides, although others may be 
used. A study published in last year's "Journal of 
the American Veterinary Medical Association" has 
linked exposure to 2,4-D herbicides to increased 
risk of developing cancer of the urinary bladder. 
Certain breeds, particularly terriers (especially 
Scottish terriers), seem to be at increased risk 
compared to other breeds. Other studies have 
suggested a link between lawn chemicals and 
another type of cancer called lymphoma. These 
herbicides are also suspected to be human 
carcinogens. 

The development of cancer is likely due to 
long-term, low-level exposure to the herbicides 
in certain sensitive individuals, but it is wise 
to minimize any exposure to them. It may not 
be necessary (or even possible) to keep a large 
distance from already treated areas, but you 

should avoid 
being nearby 
when an area is 
being sprayed. For 
previously treated 
areas, you should 
avoid walking your 
dog near enough 
for him or her to 
be able to sniff or 
eat the grass, or 
to stray onto it. 
If your dog does 
accidentally come 
into contact with a 

treated area, washing his or her feet (or giving a 
bath if greater contact occurred) is a good idea. If 
treated grass is ingested, or your animal displays 
any unusual behavior or signs of illness after 
exposure, you should contact your veterinarian 
for advice. 

As for your own yard, there are alternatives to 
using potentially dangerous chemicals. Some 
companies are now offering so-called organic 
treatments that do not involve the traditional 
herbicides. 

All older dogs (those greater than five years of 
age) should be examined at least yearly by a 
veterinarian, who may recommend laboratory 
testing to assess your companion's health and to 
identify any problems which may not otherwise 
be apparent. 

Haven tough companion animal-vetoed question? 
Submit your questions to 

askthevet@queerlifenews.com 

t3xmCatvDot i•,.... 
Quality Feline Medicine & Surgery 

Behavior Consultation • Food • Supplies • Gifts 
Boarding • Dentistry 

Kathryn Christensen, DVM 
Exclusively for Cats 

(414) 272-CATS (2287) 

by appointment only 

236 N. Water Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

www.catdoctor98.com 
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Visit us at the 
fame Warner Cable tent 

located near the Main Gate 
and pick up a 

coupon! 

America's First 
Gay Premium 
TV Network 
On Channel 1000 

here 

4 P a 

so much more 
than straight TV 

0 Start, fast forward, pause and rewind for 24 hours! 
Watch the movie anytime without leaving your couch! 
Movies never run out of stock! 
No movies to return! osv\ 0 k.v 

Ik()\1\ 
Watch what you want 
—here! titles -Box office hits roa Indies classics wand more! 

Movies On Demand 
Hit movies delivered 
to your television. 
Order anytime on Channel 1000 
heretv.com 

6, TIME WARNER
CABLE 

www.timewarnercable.com 
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Come see the Center at PrideFest June 11 & 12 
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TRAVEL 
By Brian Reinkober 

Modern Dance Clubs, 
Historic Turkish Baths 
Behind the former iron curtain lies a country that is recognizing the value of being a world 

partner. Its capital has come out of the closet to show the rest of the world that it truly 
is a world-class city. No, it's not Prague, or Warsaw or even Kiev. I am referring to Budapest, 
Hungary. 

Budapest started as three separate cities: Buda, Obuda and Pest. The majestic Danube 
River flows between the hilly Buda and Obuda side and the relatively flat Pest side. 

Getting to Budapest can be a bit of a chore since there are no direct flights out of Milwau-
kee or Chicago. In fact the Hungarian airline, Malev Airways, only flies to New York City. My 
suggestion is to fly to Europe the least expensive way possible and then fly into Budapest via a 
low-cost carrier like Ryan Air, Air Berlin or Easy Jet. These are 
some of the European counterparts to Southwest or AirTran 
in the United States. 

Once in Budapest, you'll first be impressed by the friend-
liness of its people. Many people speak English, so even if 
Magyar (the official Hungarian language) is not your second 
language, you will be able to easily move around the city. 
The people of Budapest have gripped democracy much 
more readily than some of the other former Soviet satellite 
countries. As an American tourist, you will not feel uncom-
fortable or intimidated. Restaurants and shops are in abun-
dance yet markets are still a favorite to barter. 

There are some magnificent sights to see while in Bu-
dapest. Parliament is the country's largest building and sits 
on the banks of the Danube. A walk on the Chain Bridge 
over the Danube River is also an activity not to be missed. Two lions on either side guard the 
bridge. It is especially beautiful at nighttime. Another activity that you might wish to do is a 
cruise down the Danube. 

A trip to Budapest would not be complete without a visit to one of the many Turkish baths. 
These baths have existed since Roman times, but it was the Turks that used and harnessed the 
natural springs. The baths are open year round. Beautiful ornate buildings were erected and 
the natural springs were tapped to create therapeutic pools. The most famous of all the baths 
in Budapest are the Gellert Baths and the Rudas Baths. Many of these baths are co-ed and are 
gathering places at all times during the day. In some, there are separate pools for men and 
women. Take an afternoon and treat yourself. You will truly get a flavor of Hungarian living. 

Gay life in Hungary is actually not as covert as you might think. Many men and women 
congregate at the numerous dance clubs that are in Budapest. Be sure and check out Café 
Capella. It is a great dance club with three levels and is always packed. 

All in all, Budapest is a great destination for the gay traveler. 
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For women of all ages. 
Tuesday, June 28, 2005 

6:00pm - 7:30pm. 

Friend's Meeting House 

3224 N Gordon Place, Milwaukee's Riverwest 

Neighborhood (take Auer Ave east of Humboldt 

Blvd, and left/north on Gordon) 

Refreshments provided. 

Space is limited, 

RSVP to Pabitra or Kathy at 414-271-2656 
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Don't Forget Saturday, June 18 
RAINBOW HOME & GARDEN TOUR 
to Benefit LGBT Center Programs 
Featuring Walker's Point neighborhood 
FMI: (414) 271-2656, Ext.121 

Milwaukee LGBT Community Center 
315 W. Court Street l Milwaukee, WI 53212 
414.271.26561www.mkelgbt.org 

5B E CENTER STRE 
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212 

414327.0666 
OWNER: CAROL WOOD 

Art 
(1 ) A 

11, 
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Raymond Bradford 
(rbradford@ 
queerlifenews.com) 
is a freelance director, 
choreographer and actor. 
Ray lives on the East Side 
and is the artistic director 
of R.S.V.P Productions. 
Ray also teaches acting. 

That classic image 
of 'Happy Days' and 
'Laverne and Shirley' 
is still with us; but we 
are moving on up in the 
image department! 

Celebrate 'Celebrities' Wisconsin Takes 'Pride' In 
une is here, and "Pride" is here! Time to start our 

J summer of great festivals. Milwaukee is a town 
that really knows how to celebrate! 

We can all take Pride in our Wisconsin heritage 
and celebrities. That classic image of "Happy Days" 
and "Laverne and Shirley" is still with us (especially 
on Nick at Nite), but we are moving on up in the im-
age department. 

Did you know that parts of the John Belushi 
movie "Blues Brothers" were filmed here? The year 
I moved to Milwaukee, the entire Third Ward was 
made to look like 1920s Chicago for the filming 
"Dillinger" with Mark Harmon. 

My Star Student 
Actor Anthony Rapp is a very up-and-coming 

star. He was in "The Beautiful Mind," and also in the 
original Broadway production of "Rent." Young An-
thony grew up in Joliet, Ill., and I directed him sev-
eral times over the years. When he gave me "Thanks" 
in a Broadway playbill, it made me beam! On one of 
my visits to Milwaukee, I went to see him play the 
lead in "Oliver" at the old Melody Top Summer 
Theatre. 

I have grown to love this town, and we can all 
be proud of its theater 
boom. Theater critic 
Damien Jaques recent-
ly wrote an interesting 
article about how im-
pressed guest directors 
are with the talent in 
our town. 

Our Legends and TV 
Stars 

This state has its 
fair share of legends 

born here. The MGM stars Spencer Tracy and Pat 
O'Brien. "Bewitched" star Agnes Moorehead. Also 
famous stage and screen stars Alfred Lunt and 
Orson Welles. Imagine them working on some of 
our stages. 

Also, from television, Wisconsin natives Daniel 
J. Travanti, Kristen Johnston, Charlotte Rae, and 
Jane Kaczmarek. The Zucker brothers and Mark 
Borchardt are well-known film directors from the 
greater Milwaukee area. 

Comics, Musicians and Singers 
Wisconsin has raised some wonderful comics, 

and that is nothing to laugh at! Gene Wilder, Jackie 
Mason, and from Madison the late Chris Farley. 

In the music world, the wonderful singer Al Jar-
reau, and that "bejeweled" outrageous piano player 
Liberate. 

The famous Pabst Theater was the home of 
many stars including Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon-
tanne — what a great acting couple! 

Summer Theater Highlights 
Our season of fine theater is almost over. But 

there is still a large variety of local plays and dance 
recitals. Bialystock and Bloom is presenting the hi-
larious comedy"Polish Joke."This fun show is a Mil-
waukee premiere. The Wide Sky Dance Project by 
"Danceworks," will perform at the Cabot Theatre. 
The lovely musical "The Secret Garden" will play at 
the Waukesha Civic Theatre. And, for you Marilyn 
Monroe fans, the Sunset Playhouse performs the 
classic comedy "The Seven Year Itch." 

Another show, in its premiere engagement at 
703 S. 2nd St. is "Twilight of the Golds."The R.S.V.P. 
cast includes Mark Hagen, Carrie Williams, Brian 
Richards, Alan Wallisch, and Cynthia Paplaczyk. 
Cynthia performed the entire season with R.S.V.P. 

Productions to "Bravo" reviews. 

More Theater Chitchat 
I recently found out that the Off The Wall The-

atre will present a one-weekend run of "Medea." 
This classic work will be directed by Dale Gutzman. 
I also heard that the Boulevard Theatre is changing 
their 2005-06 production of"Taming of the Shrew." 
So it now seems there will not be two productions 
of this classic running in town next season — as pre-
viously announced. 

Please try to catch "Four Guys in Dinner Jack-
ets" at Broadway Baby. 

For those one-woman show fans, vocalist Linda 
Stieber recently closed at the Broadway Studio 
Theatre and is preparing to work on future cabaret 
acts... We all wish her the best! 

OK, now after the show please try to support the 
area bar scene. The exciting Tazzbah is really turn-
ing into a new hot spot. They plan to serve food also, 
so it will be great after theater — or whenever. 

Next month I will tell you about"DropDead,"the 
campy, gay murder mystery coming soon — star-
ring Roger Uscila and Sandy Lewis. I will also talk 
about our own local "celebs" — I do have lots and 
lots to talk about! 

Last Month's Trivia Answer 
Ricki Lake was only in the movie version of 

"Hairspray." 

New Trivia Question 
Did Judy Garland ever play a concert in Mil-

waukee? 
My Aunt Blanche just told me the famous ma-

gician Harry Houdini was also from Wisconsin. Too 
bad he isn't around today to make her disappear. 

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD 
OF RECOVERY FOR OUR CLIENTS. 

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB. 
WWW.WARSHAFSKY.COM 

Our practice is limited to all areas of personal injury law, including auto 
accidents, medical malpractice, wrongful death and product liability. 

vvh F KY 
L A V\:' ■ F I R 

WARSHAFSIN ROM TAR4Of r ROOliARDI A BtOCH, 

839 N. JEFFERSON STREET SUITE 601 MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 53202.3796 
PH 414.276.4970 TOLL FREE 800.728.4970 FX 414.276.5533 WWW.WARSHAFSKY.COM 

wens 
Cafe 
Organic Coffee 

Homemade Soups, 
Salads Sandwiches 

Outdoor Seating 

rtr) 
2699.5. KK Ave. 
{comer of kInnIcktnolc ti loon) 

Ikee 
1-f F A 7- F P 

WWW PABSTTHEATER ORG • 414.286.3663 

SOLO ACOUSTIC SHOW 

JULY 22 
VIP TICKET PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT VVWW.JEWELJK.COM 
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Arts Calendar 
Out Now 
La Poesia Visiva: Visual Poetry 
Haggerty Museum of Art 
530 N. 13th St. 
414-288-7290 
Through July 24 

The Little Books That Could: 
Celebration of Women 
Kunzelmann-Esser Lofts 
Skylight Gallery 
710 W. Mitchell St. 
2-4pm. 
414-383-8805 
Through June 15 

The Mikado 
Skylight Opera Theatre 
158 N. Broadway 
7:30pm. 
414-291-7811 
skylightopera.com 
Through June 12 

Wonder of the World 
In Tandem Theatre 
Walker's Point Center for the Arts 
911W. National Ave. 
7:30pm. 
414-444-2316 
Through June 12 

Thursday, June 2 
Virtual Reality 
Soulstice Theatre 
3195 S. Superior, #102 
8pm. $8 
414-431-3187 

Friday, June 3 
The Danglers 
Linneman's 
1001 E. Locust St. 
10pm. 
414-263-9844 
linnemans.com 

Saturday, June 4 
Ill Groove Movement, Black 
Elephant, 
DeepspaceShuttlecock 
Shank Hall 
1434 N. Farwell Ave. 
414-276-7288 
shankhall.com 

8th Anniversary Gallery Opening 
Niemi Sculpture Gallery and Garden 
13300 116th St., Kenosha 
2-7pm. 
262-857-3456 
bruceniemi.com 
Repeats June 5, 1-5pm. 

Present Music 
Celebrating the ensemble's May tour of China 
with the new music of Chinese composers 
and a premier by visiting Chinese composer, 
kaogang Ye. 
UWM Zelazo Center 
2419 E. Kenwood Blvd. 
7:30pm. $16-36, students half price 
414-271-0711 
presentmusic.org 

Sunday, June 5 
Andrew Carroll 
Historian and best-selling editor of"War 
Letters" visits Milwaukee during his 50-state 
tour of"Behind the Lines,"a collection of 
wartime correspondence from the American 
Revolution to current conflicts in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. 
Harry W. Schwartz Bookshop 
4093 N. Oakland Ave. 
2pm. 
414-963-3111 

Art for a Cause 
Diabetes Insipidus Foundation benefit 
Bay View Bar — American Legion Hall 
2860 S. Kinnickinnic Ave. 
1 lam-9pm. $2 
414-385-0922 
bayviewarts.org 

QPICK 
7th Annual Milwaukee 
Short Film Festival 

Dirty Job Films 
Times Cinema 
5906 W. Vliet St. 
7pm. $10 
dirtyjobfilms.com 

Monday, June 6 
Clay Stomp 
Milwaukee Public Theatre 
Ajula Youth Performance Troupe 
Pewaukee High School 
510 Lake St., Pewaukee 
lam-noon 
414-347-1685 

Wednesday, June 8 
Neko Case, Low Skies 
Barrymore Theatre 
2090 Atwood Ave., Madison 
8:30pm. $16.50 

Fine Arts Quartet 
UWM Zelazo Center 
2419 E. Kenwood Blvd. 
7:30pm. $16, $9 students/seniors 
414-229-4308 
Through June 15 

Friday, June 10 
Q PICK 

Oklahomo! 
It's hard to keep a good hoedown. 

"Oklahomo!"is back for its second run at 
Broom Street Theatre with rewrites that make 
the show more hilarious than ever. From 
Tammy Whynot, the resident drag queen, to 
Moo, the loveable transgender Holstein cow, 
there's plenty of campy and bent humor to 
entertain and offend everyone."Oklahomo!" 
sinks its teeth into the "boy meets girl" kind of 
show with relish and spits it back as a mirror 
of today's stereotypes in the controversial 
tempest of politics, religion and gay culture. 
Broom Street Theater 
1119 Williamson St., Madison 
8pm. $7 
608-244-8338 
broomstreet.org 
Through July 17 

Saturday, June 11 
Q PICK 

Icon 
House of Infiniti, Alliance School, 

Diverse and Resilient, and Bucketworks 
present Be Your Own Icon: Reinventing What 
It Means to be LGBTQI. A fashion/performance 
art show featuring The Toms and DJ Billy. 
Youth Area at PrideFest 
Summerfest Grounds 
6:30pm. 
projectq.org 

Q PICK 
Jason Stuart, Taylor 
Dayne, and RuPaul 

PrideFest, Summerfest Grounds 
pridefest.com 

The Merry Wives of Windsor 
American Players Theatre 
Hwy. C, Spring Green 
608-588-2361 
playinthewoods.org 
Through October 2, various times 

Wood and Stone Exhibit 
Oliver's Art Gallery 
Opening Reception celebrates natural 
earth featuring stoneware, raku, porcelain, 
pyrographics, furniture, carvings, paintings 
and pastels. 
2820 E. Layton Ave. 
4-9pm. 
414-483-9555 
Through July 29 

Sunday, June 12 
PICK 
Pamela Means, Jade 
Esteban Estrada, and 

Sophie B. Hawkins 
PrideFest, Summerfest Grounds 
pridefest.com 

Wednesday, June 15 
Eric Johnson, Kaki King 
Pabst Theater 
144 Wells St. 
8pm. 
800-511-1552 
pabsttheatecorg 

Thursday, June 16 
Airplane! 
Jewish Family Services Presents 
The 25th-anniversary screening of"Airplane!" 
celebrating the talent of Jim Abrahams, David 
Zucker and Jerry Zucker, the creators of this 
1980s spoof. Prior to the show, participate 
in a costume contest dressed as your favorite 
character. After the show there will be a Q&A 
with Abrahams, Zucker and Zucker. 
Pabst Theater 
144 E. Wells St. 
7:30pm. $15 
pabsttheatecorg 

Q PICK 
Cosmopolitan 
Gallery 505 is pleased to 

announce its first group show where artists 
with different backgrounds, influenced by 
different cultures, come together. The show 
will include two-dimensional art from about 
25 international artists. 
505 E. Silver Spring Dr., Whitefish Bay 
6:30-9pm. 
414-962-6302 
gallery-505.com 
Through June 30 

PICK 
Twilight of the Golds 
R.S.V.P. Productions 

This exciting production deals with genetic 
research. What would your family do if you 
were told your child would be born gay? 
Milwaukee Gay Arts Center 
703 S. 2nd. St. 
7:30pm. $15 
414-272-5694 
Through June 26, various times 

PICK 
The Mad Cabaret 
The Cabaret was created by Joy 

Dragland and has quickly become,the hottest 
ticket in town every Thursday night. Joy moved 
to try her hand in the Big Apple, however the 
Cabaret continues unabated and the cast looks 
forward to her guest spot this night only. 
The Slipper Club 
121 W. Main St., Madison 
10pm. $6 
608-268-0909 
slipperclub.net 
Repeats every Thursday 

Friday, June 17 
Broad Vocabulary Grand Opening 
Come for a discussion by the Miltown Kings 
on gender performance and a martial arts 
performance from Alive and Kickin' 
2241 S. Kinnickinnic Ave. 
414-744—8384 
broadvocabulary.com 

Wide Sky Dance Project 
Cabot Theatre 
Broadway Theatre Center 
158 N. Broadway 
414-291-7800 
Through June 19 

Saturday, June 18 
Tartuffe 
American Players Theatre 
Hwy. C, Spring Green 
608-588-2361 
playinthewoods.org 
Through October 1, various times 

Up on the Roof: 
Love Is in the Air 
Cream City Chorus 
Village Church Arts 
130 E. Juneau Ave., Milwaukee 
7:30 p.m. $12 advance, $15 door 
414-276-8787 

Thursday, June 23 
Candida 
American Players Theatre 

Hwy. C, Spring Green 
608-588-2361 
playinthewoods.org 
Through September 9, various times 

Friday, June 24 
Experimental FilmNideo Series 
Woodland Pattern Book Center 
720 E. Locust St. 
7pm. $2 
414-229-4758 

Summerdances 
Includes"Between Yesterday and Today," an 
ambitious performance using dance, music, 
film and original poetry to explore historical 
and contemporary meanings of the Holocaust. 
It examines historical memory, transcendence 
and the redemption of suffering through 
remembrance and explores the Holocaust 
as an historical event and as a metaphor 
for racism, xenophobia and remembrance. 
Beginning with specific historical references to 
the persistent persecution and extermination 
of Jews, homosexuals and other marginalized 
groups, the work broadens to explore 
images and sequences that recall genocide, . 
xenophobia and racism in modern societies. 
Mainstage Theatre 
2400 E. Kenwood Blvd. 
$16, $9 students/seniors 
414-229-4308 

Saturday, June 25 
Bill Maher Orpheum Theatre 
216 State St., Madison 
7:30pm. 
orpheumtheatre.net 

Coming Soon 
July 8: Glenn Miller Orchestra, Pabst Theater 
July 8: Urban Rhythm Project, Danceworks 
July 15: The Underwear Party, Orpheum 
Theatre 
July 17: South Shore Frolics Festival of Art, 
Lions Club 

Deadline for July issue is June 23. 

-iv- De .Maxistio' 
The original DeMarininis` on the 
corner of Wentworth & Potter 

Beers On Tap 

Lakefront 
East Side Dark 
Cattail Ale 
Riverwest Stein 
5precher 
Micro Light 
Mai Bock 
Special Amber 
Root Beer 

New Glarus 
Spotted Cow 

Bass Pale Ale 
Guinness Draught 
Hacker-Pschorr - 
Weisse 
Warstein Dunkel 

Tuesday - Lasagna Special 
Friday - Fish Fry 

Famous Pizza Everyday 
Homemade Pasta 

2457 5. Wentworth 
414-481-1770 

bine-In or Carry Out 
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EVENTS CALENDAR 

Saturday, June 4 
FORGE: The Process of Self-Discovery How 
did we figure out that we were trans? How did we come to accept 
our trans family member? Milwaukee LGBT Community Center, 
315W. Court St. forge-forward.org or 414-278-6031. 

Sunday, June 5 
Brunch Club Lesbian potluck brunch. Meet new friends the 
relaxed way — over food! 11am. Susan.Kohler@med.ge.com. 

Healing Circle: The Healing Power of 
Amulets Our leader will be Aggie Goldenholz, a healer within 

the Jewish tradition and reiki master. Tippecanoe Presbyterian 
Church, 125 W. Saveland Ave. tippechurch.org or 414-481-4680. 

Saturday, June  11 
Gemini Gender Group Support and social group 
for cross-dressers and transsexuals. 6-9:30pm. Milwaukee 
LGBT Community Center, 315 W. Court St. gemini_gender_ 
group@hotmail.com. 

Pumped with Pride For one Saturday night only, 
the PUMP! Boys are taking the show on the road to bring you 
a special Pride celebration to help raise much-needed funds 
for PFLAG Milwaukee. lOpm. Moct Bar, 240 E. Pittsburgh Ave. 
pumpmilwaukee.com. 

SundA June 12 
Locust Street Festival of Music and Art 
29th Annual Event on Locust Street between Humboldt and 

Holton. Kicks off with a beer run/walk. Live music all day on 
six stages, over 70 arts and crafts vendors, drum circle, kids 
activities, food, beer and more. 11:30am-8pm. 414-562-2020 or 
debra@riverwestcurrents.org. 

Pride Parade 

2pm, 1st and Greenfield 

Bay View Arts Guild Meeting Networking and 

discussion of "July Frolics"and"August Tour." 6:30pm. Bay View 
Library, 2566 S. Kinnickinnic Ave. bayviewarts.org or 414-482-

1543. 

Tuesday, June 14 
Lesbian Reading Group Jackie Calhoun's 
"Abby's Passion."7pm. Outwords Books, 2710 N. Murray Ave. 
outwordsbooks@msn.com or 414-963-9089. 

Wednesday, June 15 
Community Shares "Agency Shuffle."Third annual 
round-robin view of what successful organizations are doing to 
cultivate a neighborhood on the north side. Vans will tour four 
northside agencies — Open Gate, Repairers of the Breach, Project 
Return, and Milwaukee LGBT Community Center — then return to 
America's Black Holocaust Museum for a reception. Vans leave at 
5:30pm. 2233 N. 4th St., milwaukeeshares.org or 414-342-0883. 

Thursday, June 16 
Rainbow U Lecture Series"Latinas and Latinos 
Share their Coming Out Stories."We'll have great storytelling, 
comida, refrescos and entertainment all to celebrate Pride Month 
and, in this case, Latina y Latino Pride! Speakers include Liliana E, 
Gutierrez, Charles Perkins, Ricardo Perez, Desiree Alva, and Gilbert 

Know an event that will interest the LGBT community? 

Email us at qcalendar@queerlifenews.com 

Villalpando 6:30-8:30pm. Milwaukee LGBT Community [enter, 

315W. Court St. 414-271-2656. 

Saturday, June 18 
BWMT (Black and White Men Together) Open to all members, 
guests and visitors. 7-9pm. Milwaukee LGBT Community Center, 
315W. Court St. bwmtmilwaukee.org or 414-540-9437, ext. 3. 

WI Rainbow Alliance for the Deaf Meeting and 
socializing for deaf and hearing-impaired LGBT people. 6-10pm. 

Milwaukee LGBT Community Center, 315 W. Court St. wiscrad.org. 

Rainbow Families Milwaukee Support and social group 
for LGBT parents and kids. 3-6pm. mkerainbowfamilies@hotmail. 
corn or 414-447-0251. 

Sth Annual Rainbow Home and Garden 
Tour six beautiful homes and gardens in the Walker's Point 
neighborhood, a historic area and one of the three original villages 
that eventually grew into the city of Milwaukee. 414-271-2656, 
ext. 121. 

Sunday, une 19  
Open Space A Lesbian drop-in discussion group for real talk 
and new friends. Counseling Center of Milwaukee, 2038 N. Bartlett 
Ave. 6-8pm. Please be prompt. Door locked at 6:15. Contact 
Cheryl at groups@execpc.com or 414-271-2565. 

Monday, June 20 
Outwords Book Club William J. Mann's"All American 
Boy."New members welcome. 7:30pm. 2710 N. Murray Ave. 
outwordsbooks@msn.com or 414-963-9089. 

Friday, June 24 
Bucketworks Grand Reopening Bucketworks has 
grown within the Milwaukee community and many things have 

changed. Join Bucketworks for its Grand Reopening and third-
year anniversary party. This event features food and drink from 

local businesses as well as local music, dance and fire-spinning 
performances throughout the evening! 7-10pm. 510. 1319 N. 
MLK Dr. bucketworks.org. 

Sunday, June 26 
Community Living of SE Wisconsin We are a 
small group of individuals looking to form and promote various 
forms of cooperative housing and co-housing in the Greater 
Milwaukee area. info@closew.org or 414-349-2232. 

Saturday, July 2 
FORGE: The Language of Transgender 
Eskimos have dozens of words for snow. How many words do we 
have or use to describe gender or transgender? The mainstream 
media has shifted in how it uses language in relation to gender 
and sexual orientation. How has the transgender community used 
language to encompass who and what we are? Milwaukee LGBT 
Community Center, 315 W. Court St. www.forge-forward.org or 
414-278-6031. 

Sunday, July 3 
Brunch Club Lesbian potluck brunch. Meet new friends the 
relaxed way — over food! 11am. Susan.Kohler@med.ge.com. 

Wednesday, July 6 
Madison Crossdressers Support Group 7pm. 
Outreach, 600 Williamson St. 

people First 

Safety, Reliability and cur treatment cf cur customers set 
US Milan from the rest: 

SALTIUU% 
of Waukesha, Milwaukee Sc Greenfield 

Special Programs Available on 2 Special Edition Vehicles 

Saturn ION 2 

Auto, Air, Power windows/locks, CD, 
remote entry, dent resistant panels and more! 

NO DOWN IDA`MENT LEASES 

SAVE THOUSANDS WITH SUMMED REBATES: 

Saturn of Milwaukee 
91st St, just South of Brown Deer Rd. 

800-710-5969 

Saturn Sport Edition VUE 

8411)C! 

Air, Power windows/locks, cruise, CD, alloy 
wheels, dent resistant panels and more! 

Saturn of Waukesha Saturn of Greenfield 
Hwy 18, West at Manhattan Dr. Hwy 100, just South of Beloit Rd. 

800-748-8409 800-710-0814 

WWW. SATURNOFWISCONSIN.COM 
Tax, title, license and service fees extra. 
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Q BARS & RESTAURANTS 
Milwaukee Area 
ArtBar 
722 E. Burleigh St. 
414-372-7880 
Ballgame 
196 S. 2nd St. 
414-273-7474 
Bella Caffe 
189 N. Milwaukee St. 
414-273-5620 
Boom 
625 S. 2nd St. 
414-277-5040 
Boot Camp 
209 E. National Ave. 
414-643-6900 
Cage 
801 S. 2nd St. 
414-383-8330 
Café Fabrika 
240 E. Pittsburgh Ave. 
414-291-8860 
C'est La Vie 
231 S. 2nd St. 
414-291-9600 
Chip & Py's 
1340 W. Town Square Road, 
Mequon 
262-241-9589 
Club 219 
219 S. 2nd St. 
414-271-3732 
Conversations 
3515 W. Villard St. 
414-535-9588 
Fluid 
819 S. 2nd St. 
414-643-5843 
The Flying Hicca Wine Bar 
Gallery 
5000 Vliet St. 
414-431-1390 
Harbor Room 
117 E. Greenfield Ave. 
414-672-7988 
Harry's Bar & Grill 
3549 N. Oakland Ave. 
414-964-6800 
The Knick 
1028 E. Juneau Ave. 
414-272-0011 
Lazaro's Cuban Cuisine 
565 W. Lincoln Ave. 
414-645-2822 
M&M Club 
124 N. Water St. 
414-347-1962 

The Mosaic 
2624 N. Downer Ave. 
414-961-9560 
North Shore Bistro 
8649 N. Port Washington Road 
414-351-6100 
Nut Hut 
1500 W. Scott St. 
414-647-2673 
Out 'N About 
1407 S. 1st St. 
414-643-0377 
Outwords Books, Gifts and 
Coffee 
2710 N. Murray Ave. 
414-963-9089 
Passion 
200 E. Washington St. 
414-649-9003 
Riverwest Co-op Café 
735 E. Clarke St. 
414-264-7933 
The Soup Market 
2211 S. Kinnickinic 
414-727-8462 
Switch 
124 W. National Ave. 
414-220-4340 
Tazzbah Bar & Grill 
1712 W. Pierce St. 
414-672-8466 
This Is It 
418 E. Wells St. 
414-278-9192 
Three 
722 N. Milwaukee St. 
414-225-0003 
Triangle 
135 E. National Ave. 
414-383-9412 
Walker's Pint 
818 S. 2nd St. 
414-643-7468 
Woody's 
1579 S. 2nd St. 
414-672-0806 

Racine/Kenosha 
94 North Dancebar 
6305 120th, Kenosha 
262-857-3240 
JoDee's 
2139 Racine St., Racine 
262-634-9804 
What About Me? 
600 6th St., Racine 
262-632-0171 

• 

Madison 
Club 5 
5 Applegate Court 
608-632-0171 
Ray's Bar 
2526 E. Washington St. 
608-241-9335 
Shamrock 
117W. Main St. 
608-255-5029 

Green Bay 
Crickets Fox River Lounge 
405 W. Walnut St. 
Fox River Lounge 
715 S. Broadway 
920-884-2835 
Nepalese Lounge 
1351 Cedar St. 
920-432-9646 
The Shelter 
730 N. Quincy St. 
920-432-BOMB (2662) 
www.TheShelterClub.com 
Sass 
840 S. Broadway 
920-437-7277 
XS Nightclub 
1106 Main St. 
920-884-2949 

Appleton 

Crossroads Bar and Grill 
1042 W. Wisconsin Ave. 
920-830-1927 
crossroads-appleton@tripod. 
net 
Rascal's Bar & Grill 
702 E. Wisconsin Ave. 
920-954-9262 
rascals@new.rr.com 

Eau Claire 
The Stones Throw 
304 Eau Claire St. 
715-552-5882 
www.thestonesthrow.com 

Advertisers, did we miss your bar or restaurant? We want to include hotspots that cater to 

the LOT community. Email: qbarandrestaurant@queerlifenews.com 
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Midtowne Spa 
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Wesi  Boot Camp 

Wel Passion 

Triangle 

Harbor Room 
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Vetoer 
CREDIT UNION 

Bring this ad when opening a check-
ing account with direct deposit or a 

loan and receive S25 in your account 

Savings, CDs, IRAs, Money 
Market Checking Accounts 

• Home Loans, Lines of Credit, 
Personal Loans 

• Used or New Vehicle Loans, 
Student Loans 

• Online Bill Paying, Internet 
Banking. . ..and much more 

Stop in Today or Visit our Web 
Site for Promotions and other 

Services 

* 117...\"%*  1111121""Alei * 
PrideFeSt, 

1351 MLK Drive 414-273-3170 
www.brewerycu.com JUNE 11 et 12, 2005 
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Q-CLASSIFIEDS 
Editorial Staff 
Q Life is looking for part-time help on our 
editorial staff. Qualifications include abili-
ties in writing, copy editing and proof-
reading. Must be organized, have e-mail 
access and Microsoft Word and be able to 
work on deadline. Experience preferred 
but not necessary. Please send e-mail of 
interest to sfaraj@queerlifenews.com. 

Writing Opportunities 
Q Life is looking for one-time writers for 
the Q Pets and Q Couples columns. We pay 
$40 per story. If you're interested in telling 
yours, please e-mail qpets@queerlifenews. 
corn or qcouples@queerlifenews.com for 
more information. 

For Rent 
Lesbian couple looking for roommate to 
share Kunzelmann-Esser Loft Apt at 710 
Mitchell Street. Apt includes central air, 
dsl/cable, washer/dryer, dishwasher, park-
ing, storage, roof access. Building includes 
darkroom, computer lab, fitness center, 
and more. Rent is $350, Available 6/1/05 
or later. 12 month or 6 month lease. Call 
Alisa @ 414-628-1049 or astreets@uwm. 
edu 

Special Touch 
Massages 

FULL BODY MASSAGE TECHNIQUE 

PRIVATE 1-1.5 HOUR SESSIONS 
• Deep Tissue 
•Swedish 

Aroma Therapy 
• Pure Relaxation 
$ 5 OFF WITH AD 

C.M.T. SHELDON 
414.224.7081 

Mon.-Fri. 12 pm - 9 pm 
Saturday 12 pm - 6 pm 

Serving Milwaukee Downtown & Eastside Areas & Hotels 

CE1 viSA Gift Certificates 10 Available 

user 
hosted by: 
Michael Lisowski 
Charles Daniels 

one mitwaukee. one 
news and information for and about the LGI3TQ commumt9 since 1992 

LivEmondays 
TIME WARNER 96
- .^ 7 ‘ 

replay saturdays @ midnight and 10pm 
(414) 265-8500 
queerprgrm@aolcorn 
P.O. Box 090441 

Q-CLASSIFIEDS ARE ONLY $10 FOR UP TO 30 WORDS! 
WRITE AD COPY HERE, THEN FAX TO 414-383-5066 or MAIL TO: 703 S. 2nd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204 

1 issue 30 words or less is $10 (add 20 cents for each word over 30) $ 

Number of issues ad should run: 

TOTAL: $ 

Payment by: ❑ VISA ❑ MasterCard ❑ Check El Money Order 

Ord # Exp. Date: 

Name: Phone: 

Address/City/State/Zip: 

Signature: E-mail: 
Signature required for all ads to verify certification of laWful placement, legal age, and credit card authorization. All ads submitted must have all information completed with 
a verifiable address (no PO box), area code, and verifiable daytime phone. Your phone number may be necessary if some of the information needs clarification. This information 
s strictly confidential. For personal ads, your signature attests that your request to meet other persons is at no expense on their part. 0 LIFE reserves the right to plate ads where 
most appropriate. O LIFE will grant credit only for any ad cancellation prior to deadline or errors in ad copy by 0 LIFE There is a S35 charge for checks returned NSF. 
FAX 414-383-5066 or mail to 703 S. 2nd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204. CALL FOR CLASSIFIED DEADLINE DATES. 414-383-8200 

CIRCLE ONE CATEGORY: 
• Accounting 

• AIDS/HIV Services 

• Antiques 

• Automotive 

• Bed & Breakfast 

• Bulletin Board 

• Buy/Sell 

• Counseling 

• Employment 

• Health Services 

• Home Repair 

• Housing 
• Jobs 

• Massage 

• Model/Entertainer 

• Moving 

• Personal Ad 

• Pets 

• Psychic 
• Real Estate 

• Resorts 

• Roommates 

• Services 

• Storage 

• Travel 

• Other 

1111
QUEER LIFE 
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r the fastest speed online? 
Road Runner is triple the speed of SBC DSL Standard package Ani

and more than 100x faster than dial-up dr 

HIGH-SPEED ONLINL 

12 months at $34 95
per month 

ROAD RUNNER 
HIGH SPEED ONLINE r" lbw 

• FREE firewall, spam blocker, pop-up blocker, 
anti-spyware, and antivirus software 

• 24/7 customer service and support, by phone, 
email, or live chat 

• 8 Email Accounts, Personal Home Page Space, 
Instant Messaging, Video Mail, Web Mail, and 
unlimited Remote Dial Access 

CITAL PHONE 

• SE Welcome, eeneceeble am onis our reiterdone way apply CA for ow*. Elks to WM the aped of SRC 
esershed portage morenvern devised speed Actul speeds way Amy ars based an maw dcwrkwel 
meshed for use of Read Runner Vielps Msil RR Realm level of Wei* priced eeparteely TM &OWsseer Belo.. Ereertsirrnent 

rnercable.com 

TIME WARNER 
CABLE 

Now anything's possible 

Up to $5000 in REBATES* or 0% Finandng on ALL NEW KIAT 

2005 Kia Spectra 

2005 Kia Sportage 

PIE ...INVENTORY BLOW-OUT 
ON USED CARS! 

  --r Lu For Details Call: Shelia or Julie at 
(262) 547-1300 

argrigup 2145 E Moreland Blvd. • Waukesha 

Must have KIA Loyalty and a credit score above 700 
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intel l igent design 

.0/ 

Townhome Condominiums feature 
private entries and attached garages. 

Homes range in size from 1,200-1,800 sq ft and 
include such luxury finishes as hardwood floors, 
granite countertops, stainless steel appliances 

and maple cabinetry. 

With unparalleled attention to detail, the condominium 
homes at RiverCrest provide the carefree lifestyle of 
condominium ownership with many of the benefits of 

single family living in an ideal urban location. 

Visit us at 2102 N Commerce 
• t • Sun 10-5; Mon • Thur 10-7 

Toes • Wed 1 1-3 

tt • 6•a" '6'6:Ike advantage of construction specials! 

www.mandelg 

MANDEL. NATIONAL AWARD WINNING 
BUILDER AND DEVELOPER. 

A passion for yotri home is the 
driving force behind every 

MundelProup c.Q/141O1lijniiiin home. 

Marine Terminal offers impressive townhome and 
loft floorplans uniquely suited to a variety 

of lifestyle needs. 

We like to think of it as 360° of living. 
A neighborhood. A playground. A lifestyle. 

A cultural feast. A serendipitous mixture of old and new. 
Urban and natural. 

The spirit of the neighborhood is individualism. 
Artists. Professionals. Families. People. 

Be Yourself. Reinvent Yourself. 
Discover someone new. 

Peerless Convenience. 
Your new home is at the tip of Broadway. 

Be a pedestrian for the first time in a long time. 
Hop on the expressway with ease. 

Enjoy a comfortable distance from the milieu of the Summer-
fest Grounds. And hear nary a sound from Water Street. 

Sales Center 120 N Broadway 
Third Ward 

Sat • Sun 1-5; Mon • Tues 1 0-4; Wed thru Fri 10-5 

Nancy Meeks, Realty Executives Lakeshore 
414-287-LOFT (5638) 

www.mandelgroup.com 

MARINE TERMINAL 
360° of l iving 

1 


